UNIVERSITY ANTHEM

In great and firm reverence to God
Built on a clear and sound vision still
Training, studying research and practice
To make a world-class University

Steadfast and sure, in service today
Built on a clear vision, and mission
Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology
A world-class institution of excellence for development

From inception through the ages
In true call of wisdom and prudence
Shaping men and women, in truth and spirit
Leading the world to achieve great dreams

Moulding the worlds great minds and talents
Into best ideas and great inventions
To shape the future of our great Nation
Seeking the grace and blessings of God

WIMBO WA CHUO

Twamshukuru Mungu Wetu
Msingi dhabiti, maono mazuri
Kusoma, ujuzi pia utafiti
Kuunda Chuo Kikuu duniani

Imara kweli, kwa huduma
Matumaini kwa maono kweli
Jomo Kenyatta chuo chetu, cha Kilimo na Teknolojia
Chuo cha kimataifa, kimestawi na kunawiri

Kutoka mwanzo hadi milele
Kwa mwito wa hekima na ufanisi
Kujenga vijana wenye uaminifu
Kwa muongozo wa enzi bora

Kuzipanua bongo na vipawa
Kwa ujuzi bora, ubunifu pia
Kujenga maisha ya Taifa letu
Kwa neema na baraka zake Mungu

VISION AND MISSION
OF
JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY

VISION

A University of global excellence in Training, Research, Innovation and Entrepreneurship for development.

MISSION

To offer accessible quality training, research, innovation and entrepreneurship in order to produce leaders in the fields of Agriculture, Engineering, Technology, Enterprise Development, Built Environment, Health Sciences, Social Sciences and other Applied Sciences to suit the needs of a dynamic world.

KENYA NATIONAL ANTHEM

O God of all creation
Bless this our land and nation
Justice be our shield and defender
And our Homeland of Kenya
Heritage of splendor
Firm may we stand to defend.

Let one and all arise
With hearts both strong and true
Service be our earnest endeavor
Plenty be found within our borders.

Let all with one accord
In common bond united
Build this our nation together
And the glory of Kenya
The fruit of our labour
Fill every heart with thanksgiving.

WIMBO WA TAIIFA

Ee Mungu nguvi yetu
Ilete baraka kwetu
Haki iwe nga na mlinzi
Nakauka na udugu
Amani na uhuru
Raha tupate na ustaw.

Amkeni ndugu zetu
Tufanye sote bidii
Nasi tujite kwa nguvu
Nichyetu ya
Kenya tunayoipenda
Tuwe tayari kuilinda.

Natujeje taifa letu
Ee ndio wajibu wetu
Kenya istahili heshma
Tuungane mikono pamoja kazini
Kila siku tuwe Nashukrani.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Civil Eng (Construction Eng. and Mgt)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Civil Engineering (Structural)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Civil Eng(Environmental and Asal Option)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Civil Eng(Transportation)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Electrical Eng (Telecommunication)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Electrical Eng (Computer Eng)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Electrical Eng (Power System)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Mathematics (Computation)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Mathematics (Data Science)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Mathematics (Statistics )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Mathematics (Financial)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Molecular Biology and Biotechnology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. Mathematics (Computational)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. Mathematics (Financial)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. Mathematics (Statistics)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. Electrical Eng (Telecommunication)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. Electrical Eng (Power System )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. Civil Engineering (Structural)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Molecular Biology and Biotechnology</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sub Total: 68 32 100

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAUSTI Summary</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Award</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

School of Law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor of Laws (LL.B)</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 32 50 82

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRAND TOTAL</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3285</td>
<td>2289</td>
<td>5574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Master of Science in Chemistry ................................................................. 40
Master of Science in Applied Geophysics (Geothermal Science) .................. 40

SCHOOL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY .................. 40
Master of Science in Information Technology ........................................... 40

SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES .......................................................... 40
Master of Science in Zoology ................................................................. 40

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES ............................................................. 41
Master of Science in Epidemiology .......................................................... 41
Master of Science in Public Health ........................................................... 41

SCHOOL OF NURSING ............................................................................. 41
Master of Science in Nursing (Midwifery And Reproductive Health) .......... 41
Master of Science in Nursing (Community Health Nursing) ....................... 41
Master of Science in Nursing (Critical Care Nursing) ................................. 42
Master of Science in Nursing (Oncology And Palliative Care) ...................... 42

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE ............................................................................ 42
Master of Science in Medical Physiology .................................................. 42
Master of Science in Human Anatomy ...................................................... 42

SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES ......................................................... 42
Master of Science in Medical Microbiology .............................................. 43
Master of Science in Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics ....................... 43
Master of Laboratory Management and Epidemiology ............................... 43
Master of Medical Laboratory Sciences (Clinical and Public Health Parasitology) ................................................................. 43
Master of Medical Laboratory Sciences (Clinical Haematology and Blood Transfusion) ................................................................. 43
Master of Medical Laboratory Sciences (Clinical Histopathology and Dermatology) ................................................................. 43
Master of Science in Biochemistry ............................................................. 43
Master of Science in Infectious Diseases and Vaccinology ......................... 43

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES ..................... 44
Master of Science in Agricultural and Applied Economics ......................... 44
Master of Science in Landscape Planning and Conservation ....................... 44
Master of Science in Horticulture ............................................................. 44
Master of Science in Plant Breeding .......................................................... 44
Master of Science in Plant Health Science And Management ...................... 44
Master of Science in Research Methods .................................................... 44

SCHOOL OF FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES .................................. 45
Master of Science in Food Science and Nutrition ....................................... 45

INSTITUTE OF ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY (IEET) ........ 45
Master of Science in Occupational Safety and Health ................................ 45
Master of Science in Environmental Legislation And Management ............ 45

INSTITUTE OF BIOTECHNOLOGY RESEARCH (IBR) ................................. 46
Master of Science in Biotechnology .......................................................... 46

PAN AFRICAN UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE FOR BASIC SCIENCES, TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION (PAUSTI) .................................................. 46
Master of Science in Civil Engineering (Construction Eng. And Management) ................................................................. 46
Master of Science in Civil Engineering (Structural) ....................................... 47
Master of Science in Civil Engineering (Environmental And Asal) .............. 47
Master of Science in Civil Engineering (Transportation) ............................. 47
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering (Electrocommunication) ........... 47
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering (Computer Engineering) ............ 47
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering (Power System) ....................... 47
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering ........................................... 47
Master of Science in Mechatronic Engineering ......................................... 48
Master of Science in Mathematics (Computation) ........................................ 48
Master of Science in Mathematics (Data Science) ........................................ 48
Master of Science in Mathematics (Statistics) ............................................ 48

MBA (Human Resource Management ) ....................................................... 48
MBA (Strategic Management) .................................................................... 48
MBA (Marketing) ....................................................................................... 48
MBA (Finance) ......................................................................................... 48
M.Sc. Financial Economics ......................................................................... 48
M.Sc. Finance and Accounting ................................................................... 48
M.Sc. Finance ............................................................................................ 48
M.Sc. Entrepreneurship .............................................................................. 48
M.Sc. Leadership and Governance ............................................................. 48
M.Sc. Human Resource Management ....................................................... 48
M.Sc. Monitoring and Evaluation ............................................................... 48
M.Sc. Procurement and Logistics ............................................................... 48
M.Sc. Procurement and Contract Management ........................................... 48
M.Sc. Project Management ........................................................................ 48
M.Sc. Strategic Management ...................................................................... 48
M.Sc. ICT Management ............................................................................. 48
M.Sc. Public Policy and Analysis ............................................................... 48
M.Sc. Development Studies (Human Development) ................................. 48
M.Sc. Development Studies (Project Management) ................................. 48
M.Sc. Information and Knowledge Management ...................................... 48
M.Sc. Mass Communication (Corporate Communication) ......................... 48
M.Sc. Mass Communication (Development Communication) ...................... 48
Ph.D. in Business Administration (Strategic Management) ......................... 48
Ph.D. in Business Administration (Finance) .............................................. 48
Ph.D. in Finance ......................................................................................... 48
Ph.D. in Human Resource Management ................................................... 48
Ph.D. in Supply Chain Management .......................................................... 48
Ph.D. in Leadership and Governance ........................................................ 48
Ph.D. in Project Management ..................................................................... 48
Ph.D. in Entrepreneurship ......................................................................... 48
Ph.D. in Mass Communication ................................................................... 48
Ph.D. in Development Studies ................................................................... 48

Total ............................................................................................................. 685

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cert</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelors</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PgD</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COHERED award summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cert</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelors</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PgD</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total ............................................................................................................. 619

Total ............................................................................................................. 1298
COHRED

Bachelor of Business and Office Management | Male | Female | Total
---|---|---|---
0 | 1 | 1
Bachelor of Business and Information Technology | 86 | 44 | 130
Bachelor of Commerce-Accounting | 10 | 6 | 16
Bachelor of Commerce-Finance | 65 | 44 | 109
Bachelor of Commerce-Human Resource Management | 2 | 2 | 4
Bachelor of Commerce-Marketing | 9 | 4 | 13
Bachelor of Commerce-Banking | 1 | 0 | 1
BSc. in Economics | 8 | 6 | 14
BSc. in Business Innovation and Technology | 15 | 4 | 19
BSc. in Banking and Finance | 4 | 2 | 6
BSc. in Entrepreneurship | 9 | 2 | 11
Bachelor of Human Resource Management | 14 | 16 | 30
BSc. in Procurement and Contract Management | 45 | 54 | 99
BSc. in Project Management | 10 | 7 | 17
Bachelor of Public Administration and Leadership | 11 | 9 | 20
BSc. in Strategic Management | 6 | 4 | 10
BSc. in Supply Chain Management-Clearing and Forwarding | 2 | 2 | 4
BSc. in Supply Chain Management-Transport and Logistics | 14 | 19 | 33
BSc. in Supply Chain Management-Maritime and Shipping Mgt | 1 | 0 | 1
Bachelor of Community Development and Environment | 2 | 5 | 7
Bachelor of Corporate Communication and Management | 9 | 7 | 16
Bachelor of Development Studies | 8 | 7 | 15
Bachelor of Journalism | 4 | 1 | 5
Bachelor of Mass Communication-Broadcast Journalism | 3 | 7 | 10
Bachelor of Mass Communication-Public Relations | 4 | 3 | 7
Bachelor of Public Management and Development | 3 | 1 | 4
Certificate in Business Administration | 59 | 59 | 118
Certificate in Purchasing and Supplies Management | 1 | 2 | 3
Diploma in Business Administration | 30 | 19 | 49
Diploma in Business Information Technology | 31 | 30 | 61
Diploma in Human Resource Management | 0 | 1 | 1
Diploma in Purchasing and Supplies Management | 11 | 15 | 26
Diploma in Community Development | 1 | 0 | 1
Diploma in Mass Communication | 1 | 6 | 7
Diploma in Public Relations | 1 | 0 | 1
Post Graduate Diploma in Custom Administration | 9 | 13 | 22
Post Graduate Diploma in Tax Administration | 22 | 28 | 50

Master of Science in Mathematics (Financial) | 48
Master of Science in Molecular Biology and Biotechnology | 48
AWARD OF POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMAS | 48
COLLEGE OF HUMAN RESOURCE AND DEVELOPMENT | 48
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP | 49
Postgraduate Diploma in Customs Administration | 49
Postgraduate Diploma in Tax Administration | 49

COLLEGE OF PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCES | 50
SCHOOL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY | 50
PyD in Ict Integration in Education and Instructional Design | 50
SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES | 50
Postgraduate Diploma in Applied Statistics | 50

INSTITUTE OF ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY (IEET) | 50
Postgraduate Diploma in Occupational Safety and Health | 50

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES | 51
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY | 51
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering | 51
Bachelor of Science in Geomatic Engineering and Geospatial Information Systems | 53
Bachelor of Science in Geospatial Information Science | 53

SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL, MANUFACTURING AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING | 54
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering | 54
Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering | 55
Bachelor of Science in Marine Engineering | 55
Bachelor of Science in Mining and Mineral Processing Engineering | 56

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING SCIENCES | 56
Bachelor of Architecture | 56
Bachelor of Architectural Studies | 57
Bachelor of Construction Management | 59
Bachelor of Landscape Architecture | 60
Bachelor of Quantity Surveying | 61
Bachelor of Real Estate | 62

SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC AND INFORMATION ENGINEERING | 63
Bachelor of Science in Electrical and Electronic Engineering | 63
Bachelor of Science in Electronic and Computer Engineering | 64
Bachelor of Science in Telecommunication and Information Engineering | 64

SCHOOL OF BIOSYSTEMS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING | 65
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural And Biosystems Engineering | 65
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering | 66
Bachelor of Science in Energy And Environmental Technology | 66
Bachelor of Science in Water And Environment Management | 66

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES | 67
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES | 67
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture And Business Management and Enterprise Development | 67
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Economics and Rural Development | 68
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture | 68
Bachelor of Science in Horticulture | 69
Bachelor of Science in Environmental Horticulture | 69

SCHOOL OF FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES | 70
Bachelor of Science in Food Science and Technology | 70
Bachelor of Science in Food Science and Nutrition | 71
Bachelor of Science in Food Service and Hospitality Management | 71
Bachelor of Science in Human Nutrition and Dietetics | 72
Bachelor of Science in Nutraceutical Science and Technology | 72
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cert</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dip</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>310</strong></td>
<td><strong>334</strong></td>
<td><strong>644</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Occupational Safety and Health</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Environmental Legislation and Mgt</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGD in Occupational Safety and Health</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Energy Technology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Occupational Safety and Health</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IEET Award Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PgD</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Radiography (Diagnostic)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Medical Laboratory Sciences</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Medical Microbiology</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Applied Bioengineering</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Biochemistry and Molecular Biology</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Industrial Biotechnology</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Medical Biochemistry</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery (M.B.Ch.B)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. in Clinical Medicine and Community Health</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bachelor of Commerce - Marketing......................................................110
Bachelor of Commerce - Banking..........................................................110
Bachelor of Science in Economics.......................................................110
Bachelor of Science in Business Innovation Technology and Management..............110
Bachelor of Science in Banking and Finance...........................................111
Bachelor of Science in Entrepreneurship...............................................111
Bachelor of Science in Human Resource Management..................................111
Bachelor of Science in Procurement and Contract Management........................112
Bachelor of Science in Project Management...........................................113
Bachelor of Science in Public Administration and Leadership.......................114
Bachelor of Science in Strategic Management.........................................114
Bachelor of Science in Supply Chain Management-Clearing and Forwarding.........114
Bachelor of Science in Supply Chain Management-Transport and Logistics........115
Bachelor of Science in Supply Chain Management – Maritime and Shipping Management...115

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND DEVELOPMENT STUDIES..................................116
Bachelor of Community Development Environment......................................116
Bachelor of Corporate Communication and Management..................................116
Bachelor of Development Studies..........................................................116
Bachelor of Journalism............................................................................117
Bachelor of Mass Communication-Broadcast Journalism...............................117
Bachelor of Mass Communication-Public Relations.......................................117
Bachelor of Public Management and Development........................................117

SCHOOL OF LAW.........................................................................................118
Bachelor of Laws (LL.B)............................................................................118

AWARD OF DIPLOMAS..................................................................................119

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY.............................................119
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING SCIENCES..................................119
Diploma in Architecture............................................................................119
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SCHOOL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY........................125
Certificate in Information Technology.........................................................125

COLLEGE OF HUMAN RESOURCE AND DEVELOPMENT.................................127
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Principal, College of Pure and Applied Sciences
Prof. George T. Thiong’o, B.Ed (Kenyatta), MSc.( Nairobi), Ph.D (Roorkie)

Principal, Karen Campus
Prof. Hellen Kiende Mberia, B.Ed. (Arts), M.A., (Kenyatta), PhD (JITUAT)

Registrar, Academic Affairs
Dr. Aggrey Wanyama, B.Ed. (Arts) (Moi), M.A., (Kenyatta), PhD (Pwani)

Registrar, Administration
Dr. Rose M. Gituth, Dip. (ICM), BA, MBA (Kenyatta), PhD (JITUAT), IHRM

Registrar, Research, Production and Extension
Dr. Patrick Mbinyo, B.A. (Hons.) (Kenyatta), MSc (London), PhD (Witwatersrand)

Chief Finance Officer
CPA Mary Ngugi, BCom, MBA (Kenyatta), CPA (K), FA

University Librarian, Library Services
Dr. Roselyne Mang’ira, B.A., BSc. (BAMU), M. Phil, PhD (Moi)

IBR Award Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COPAS Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cert</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dip</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>1653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PgD</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. in Biotechnology</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Biotechnology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### COANRE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| University Librarian, Academic Programmes  
Dr. George M. Gatero, BSc, (Nairobi), MSc (Loughborough), PhD (Moi)  
Dean of Students  
Prof. Fredah K. Rimberia Wanzala, BSc. (Egerton), MSc. (Nairobi), PhD (Kagoshima)  
Chief Medical Officer  
Dr. Patrick Mwirigi Mburugu, MBChB, M.Med. (Nairobi)  

### COPAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Actuarial Sciences</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Financial Engineering</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Mathematics and Computer Science</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Operations Research</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Statistics</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Biostatistics</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Industrial Mathematics</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mathematics</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Analytical Chemistry</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Industrial Chemistry</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Chemistry</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Control and Instrumentation</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Geophysics</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Physics</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Renewable Energy ind Environmental Physics</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Applied Biology</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Biotechnology</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Microbiology</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Genomic Science</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Zoology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Computer Science</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Computer Technology</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Business Computing</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Information Technology</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate in Information Technology</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma in Information Technology</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGD in Ict Integration in Education and Instructional Design</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Graduate Diploma in Applied Statistics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL

Chair of the Council
Dr. James Micah Onsando

Members of the Council
Mr. Hassan Abdi Mohamud
Prof. John H. Nderitu
Prof. Angelina Nduku Kioko
Mrs. Velma Oyiko Mudanyi
Mr. Joel Yego
Mr. Fredrick Ndambuki (Rep Principal Secretary, State Department, Higher Education & Research)
Mr. Rodrick Koome (Rep. Cabinet Secretary, National Treasury)
Mr. John Karanja (Rep. Inspector-General (Corporations)

Ex-Official Member
Prof. Victoria Wambui Ngumi, EBS, Vice-Chancellor- JKUAT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Agribusiness Mgt and Enterprise Dev</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Agricultural Economics and Rural Development</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Agriculture</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Horticulture</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Environmental Horticulture and Landscaping Tech</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Food Science and Technology</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Food Science and Nutrition</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Food Service and Hospitality Management</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Human Nutrition and Dietetics</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Nutraceutical Science and Technology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Animal Health, Production and Processing</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc. Land Resource Planning and Management</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Agricultural and Applied Economics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc.(Landscape Planning and Conservation)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Horticulture</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Plant Breeding</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Plant Health Science and Management</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science in Research Methods</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Food Science and Nutrition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Agricultural &amp; Applied Economics</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Food Science and Nutrition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Food Science and Technology</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Land Resource Planning and Management</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>194</strong></td>
<td><strong>222</strong></td>
<td><strong>416</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COANRE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Agricultural Processing Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Soil and Water Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Environmental Engineering and Management</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Civil Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Agricultural Processing Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>736</strong></td>
<td><strong>336</strong></td>
<td><strong>1072</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COETEC Award Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dip</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>1019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Agricultural Processing Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Soil and Water Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Environmental Engineering and Management</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Sc. Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Civil Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Agricultural Processing Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>736</strong></td>
<td><strong>336</strong></td>
<td><strong>1072</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## GRADUATION STATISTICS SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AWARD</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Certificate</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomas</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelors Degree</td>
<td>2584</td>
<td>1755</td>
<td>4339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Graduate Diploma</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters Degree - JKUAT</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters Degree - PAUSTI</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctorate Degree - JKUAT</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctorate Degree - PAUSTI</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3285</td>
<td>2289</td>
<td>5574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEANS OF SCHOOLS AND DIRECTORS OF INSTITUTES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Architecture and Building Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Titus Kivaa, BA (Nairobi), MA(Nairobi), PhD(RMIT, Australia), FICPMK, CIQSK,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Mechanical, Manufacturing and Materials Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Onesmus Mutuku Muvengei, BSc, MSc, PhD (JKUAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Electrical, Electronic and Information Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Stanley Irungu Kamau, BTech. (Moi), MSc (New South Wales), PhD (Bochum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Civil, Environmental and Geospatial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. (Eng.) Charles Karimi Kabubo, BSc. (Nairobi), MSc. (Loughborough), PhD (JKUAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Biosystems and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Joseph Kipyegon Sang, Bsc., MSc. (JKUAT), PhD (Baylor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Mathematics and Physical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Anthony Waititu Gichuki, BSc (JKUAT), PGDE (KU), MSc (JKUAT), PhD (Kaiserslautern)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Peter Njoroge Mwangi, BSc (Nairobi), MSc (Lund), PhD (Zurich)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director, School of Computing and Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Agnes Naliaka Mindila, Bsc, (JKUAT) Msc .(Sunderland ,UK) PhD, (JKUAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Johnson Kang’ethe Kinyua, B.Sc. (Kenyatta), M.Sc., Ph.D. (Nairobi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Gideon Mutie Kikuvi, BVM, MSc, Ph.D (Nairobi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Alex Kigundu Muriithi, MPharm, PhD (Volgograd, Russia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Everisto Anindo Opondo, MBChB, M.Med (Nairobi), PhD (JKUAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Albanus Kyalo Mutisya, BScN, MScN, PhD (Nairobi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, School of Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. (Adv.) Stephen Philip Mang’erere Aming’a, LLB (Nairobi), Dip.Law (KSL), LLM (University of West of England, Bristol, UK), PhD (Dar es Salaam)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## COETEC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Geomatic Eng and Geospatial Information Systems</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Geospatial Information Science</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Marine Engineering</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Engineering and Biosystems Engineering</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Architecture</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Architectural Studies</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Construction Management</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Landscape Architecture</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Quantity Surveying</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Real Estate</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Electrical And Electronic Eng</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Computer Eng</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Environmental Eng</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Eng</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science and Environmental Technology</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Water and Environment Mgt</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma In Architecture</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Construction Project Management</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science in Engineering and Management</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science in Civil Engineering</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master of Science in Geospatial Information Systems and Remote Sensing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dean, School of Communication and Development Studies
Prof. Sakwa Maurice, B.Ed, MSc, (East Anglia), Ph.D (Radboud, Nijmegen)

Dean, School of Business and Entrepreneurship
Prof. Florence Sigara Memba, B.Ed., (Kenyatta), MBA (Kenyatta), PhD (JCUAT)

Dean, School of Food and Nutritional Sciences
Prof. Arnold Nola Onyang, B.Sc. (JCUAT), MSc (Okayama University), Ph. D. (Okayama University)

Dean, School of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences
Dr. Lucy Kanaru Murungi, BSc, MSc, PhD (JCUAT)

Dean, School of Natural Resources and Animal Sciences
Dr. John M. Kagira, Bachelor of Veterinary Medicine, MSc Parasitology, PhD Parasitiology (Nairobi)

Director, Graduate School
Prof. Francis Kimani Njonge, BVM (Nairobi), MSc (James Cook, Australia), PhD (JCUAT), Adv. Parasit. (Obihiro, Japan)

Director, Institute of Biotechnology Research
Prof. Justus Mong'are Onguso, BSc (JCUAT), MSc (Kenyatta), MAgr. (Ehime), PhD (Ehime)

Director, School of Open, Distance and e-Learning
Dr. Henry Njogo Mwangi, BSc. (JCUAT), MSc., PhD (Nairobi)

Director, Institute of Energy and Environmental Technology
Prof. Joseph Ngugi Kamau, B.Ed. (Nairobi), M.Ed. (Kenyatta), PhD (JCUAT)

Director, Mombasa CBD Campus
Dr. Evelyn Awuor Datche, B.Ed (Kenyatta) MBA (Kenyatta) PhD (JCUAT)

Director, Nairobi CBD Campus
Prof. Peter Kariuki Njenga, B.Ed., MSc (Kenyatta), PhD (JCUAT)

Director, Nakuru CBD Campus
Dr. Daniel Mungai Wanyoike, BSC (Nairobi), MBA (Missouri), PhD (JCUAT)

Director, Kisii CBD Campus
Dr. Dennis Juma Okello, Bphil. (Pontifical Urban University) MSc. (JCUAT) M.A. (CUEA), PhD (JCUAT)

Director, Kitale CBD Campus
Dr. Julius Miroga, Bcom, MSc, PhD (Rajasthan)

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the award of Certificate.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The Candidates will then curtsey/ bow, resume their seat and wait for award of Certificate.

CERTIFICATE IN HIV AIDS MANAGEMENT

CREDIT

1. ARASA, Edinah Kemunto
2. KURTWA, Abraham Leparan
3. NTOIKA, Janet Naimadu
4. SATEYIAN, Ivonne Kakenya
56. MOMANYI, Edna Kwamboka
57. MUCHEMI, Joe Kagumba
58. MUEKE, Faith Mulunde
59. MUEMA, Louiza Mwende
60. MUGO, Daniel Mureithi
61. MUIMI, Alice Kitonyi
62. MUINDI, Caroline Mwende
63. MUKUNGA, Bakhta Mbatha
64. MULEKE, Melanie Adisa
65. MUNG’ATHIA, Isaac Jeremy
66. MUTEITHIA, Nduati Michael
67. MUYINDA, Emmanuel Mutua
68. MWAKIO, John
69. MWANIA, Emmanuel
70. NAADIA, Najim Omar Farah
71. NAIMERI, Sagurani Yuster
72. NASRA, Wamboi Abdullahi
73. NAWAL, Sheikh Abdalla
74. NEKESA, Terry Maisy
75. NGENY, Gilbert Cheruiyot
76. NGUNJIRI, Eunice
77. NGUTA, Lynn Nkatha
78. NJOGU, Dorcas Wangui
79. NJOGU/NAJIM, Omar Farah
80. NAJIM, Omar Farah
81. NAKWANGA, Collins Toketi
82. ODANGA, Valary Amondi
83. ODWUOR, Emily Mary
84. OSINYU, Felix
85. PATRICK, John Muoki
86. RACHAEL, Tusiampei Partoip
87. SAID, Fatma Muhammad
88. SAID, Hamida Omar
89. SALIM, Abdulaziz Athman
90. SALIM, Imad Ahmed
91. SAMUEL, Laura Mbodze
92. SARUNI, Florence Natasha
93. 102. SELEEM, Hamdan Talib
94. 103. SHARIF, Shariffa Ahmed
95. 104. SHARKEKI, Lucy Nakaini
96. 105. SUKURU, Philby Moraa
97. 106. TANU, Catherine Waithera
98. 107. TOGOM, Wilson Sankale
99. 108. TOROITICH, Lavinne
100. 109. VICTOR, Fiona Nduku
101. 110. WAITHAKE, Mercy Wanjiru
102. 111. WAITHERA, Maina Serana
103. 112. WANDERI, Irene Wanjiru
104. 113. AUSTIN, Njoroge
105. 114. AMALEMB, Lyatema Amuoka
106. 115. IBRAHIM, Muzzammil Bishar
107. 116. MUKURIA, Karanja Daniel
108. 117. NANYOKIE, Felix Leshan

**CERTIFICATE IN PURCHASING AND SUPPLIES MANAGEMENT**

**DISTINCTION**

1. KIBOR, Kiptoo Jacob
2. MWANGI, Paula Njoki
3. DAHIR, Zaitun Ibrahim
4. SELEEM, Hamdan Talib
5. SHARIF, Shariffa Ahmed
6. SHARKEKI, Lucy Nakaini
7. SUKURU, Philby Moraa
8. TANU, Catherine Waithera
9. TOGOM, Wilson Sankale
10. TOROITICH, Lavinne
11. VICTOR, Fiona Nduku
12. WAITHAKE, Mercy Wanjiru
13. AUSTIN, Njoroge
14. AMALEMB, Lyatema Amuoka
15. IBRAHIM, Muzzammil Bishar
16. MUKURIA, Karanja Daniel
17. NANYOKIE, Felix Leshan

**CREDIT**

18. MUKUNGA, Bakhta Mbatha
19. MULEKE, Melanie Adisa
20. MUNG’ATHIA, Isaac Jeremy
21. MUTEITHIA, Nduati Michael
22. MUTINDA, Emmanuel Mutua
23. MWAKIO, John
24. MWANIA, Emmanuel
25. NAADIA, Najim Omar Farah
26. NAIMERI, Sagurani Yuster
27. NASRA, Wamboi Abdullahi
28. NAWAL, Sheikh Abdalla
29. NEKESA, Terry Maisy
30. NGENY, Gilbert Cheruiyot
31. NGUNJIRI, Eunice
32. NGUTA, Lynn Nkatha
33. NJOGU, Dorcas Wangui
34. NJOGU/NAJIM, Omar Farah
35. NAKWANGA, Collins Toketi
36. ODANGA, Valary Amondi
37. ODWUOR, Emily Mary
38. OSINYU, Felix
39. PATRICK, John Muoki
40. RACHAEL, Tusiampei Partoip
41. SAID, Fatma Muhammad
42. SAID, Hamida Omar
43. SALIM, Abdulaziz Athman
44. SALIM, Imad Ahmed
45. SAMUEL, Laura Mbodze
46. SARUNI, Florence Natasha

**Director, Academic Programmes (Karen Campus)**
Dr. Anthony Gitonga Kirimi, B.A. (Kenyatta), MSc, PhD (JKUAT)

**Director, JKTU TVET Institute**
Dr. Fridah Wanja Simba, B.Ed. (Kenyatta), MSc. (JKUAT), PhD (JKUAT)

**Director, Academic Quality Assurance**
Dr. Christafore Adika Adenya, BSc (Nairobi), MSc (JKUAT), PhD (HEU, China)

**Director, Alumni and International Students Office**
Prof. Viiviene Njeri Matiru, B.Ed. (Nairobi), MSc (Los Banos-Phillipines), PhD (Cape Town)

**Director, Pan African University, Institute of Basic Sciences, Technology and Innovation**
Prof. Losenge Turoop, BSc. (JKUAT), MSc. (Hannover), PhD (JKUAT)

**Director, Intellectual Property Management and University Industry Liaison**
Eng. Benson Kamau Kariuki, BSc. (Nairobi) MSc. (CNAUK)

**Director, Information Communication and Technology**
Prof. Stephen Kimani, BSc. (JKUAT), MSc. (Bristol), PhD (Rome)

**Director, Sino-Africa Joint Research Centre**
Prof. Robert Wahiti Gituru, BEd, MSc. (Kenyatta), PhD (Wuhan), MKNAS

**Director, Gender and Mentoring Centre**
Prof. Mary Wanjiru Wanyoike, BSc, MSc (Nairobi), PhD (Hohenheim)

**Director, Planning, Performance Contracting and Appraisal**
Dr. Charles Onyango Gaya, BSc (Nairobi), MSc (Stuttgart), PhD (JKUAT)

**Director, Sports and Games**
Dr. Peter Waweru Kamaku, BSc, MSc, PhD (JKUAT)

**Director, Grants Management**
Prof. Naomi Wangari Maina, BSc (Nairobi), MSc (Strathclyde), PhD (Basel)

**Director, Production and Innovation**
Prof. Willis O. Owino, BSc (JKUAT), MSc, PhD (Okayama), Post Doc. (Tsukuba)

**Director, Research Affairs and Innovation**
Dr. Shem Kuyah, BSc, MSc, PhD (JKUAT)

**Director, Linkages**
Dr. Mwikamba Kaibu, D. Agricultural Extension (Egerton), Dip. International Poultry Management (Barnveld-Netherlands), MSc. (Reading, UK), PhD (JKUAT)
COLLEGE OF HUMAN RESOURCE AND DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the award of Certificate.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The Candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seat and wait for award of Certificate.

CERTIFICATE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

DISTINCTION
1. ABDALLA, Mariam Aboud
2. ACHOLA, Linda Anyango
3. DANIEL, Mbogo Wanje
4. GACHUNGI, John Mwangi
5. IDRIS, Fatma Abdulrahman
6. MAINA, Joel Barongo
7. MBITHI, Virginia
8. MOHAMED, Ali Fahan
9. MOHAMED, Ibrahim Hamza
10. MUNYWOKI, Nicole Njeri
11. MURIGI, Tabitha Gathoni
12. MWENDE, Mutono Tabitha
13. ODUOR, Teresia Alando
14. ONDULA, Alice Ngesa
15. OYLAND, Oluoch
16. SAID, Ntaita Nassir
17. SALMA, Mayaa Ali
18. SHAKILLA, Abdilaziz
19. STELLAH, Ruth
20. TUKIKO, Brenda Chizi
21. TUNDE, Irene Nasambu
22. WAHOME, Leah Gathoni

CREDIT
23. ABDINASIB, Hassan Jama
24. ABDIRAHMAN, Athan
25. ABDULLATIFF, Ahmed Maryam
26. ABDULRAHMAN, Hussein Ahlam
27. ADEN, Abdullahi Hubbie
28. AHMED, Ali Raiyan
29. AKOKO, Marion Melix
30. ARASA, Rodah Kwamboka
31. ATSOLE, Ayaya Godfrey
32. BURUGU, Tamalynne Wambui
33. CHEPTOO, Yvone
34. CHEROP, Vivian
35. CHERRY, Wabomba Khamonya
36. DAVID, Blessed Njongo
37. DIXON, Kirigha
38. EKAALE, Jibril Husein
39. EMMANUEL, Kipkoech
40. GITHINJI, Virginia Wairimu
41. GITOBU, Prudence Gatwiri
42. GITONGA, Cynthia Kagwiria
43. HAWO, Galgalo
44. HUESSIN, Shamim Abdikadir
45. JAFFER, Addallah Ahmed
46. KABILA, Lisa Monjio
47. KAI, Sharon Lauzi
48. KAYIOS, Jackson Kutata
49. KHAMIS, Fatma Shaban
50. KINGOLA, Emily Emad
51. KIOK, Carson Tonkei
52. KIOKO, Faith Ndida
53. LANTEI, Lynn Saiton
54. LINNET, Mutamuk
55. MACHARIA, Collins Kagoma
56. MACHARIA, Dinah Njoki
57. MAKHANU, Brian Efumbi
58. MALEI, Deborah Sanaipeni
59. MBKYU, Salma Nassir
60. MBOK, Lavender Akinyi
61. MBUGUA, Edward Nganga
62. MOGAKA, Elias Ogoti
63. MOGENI, Collins Mogendi
64. MOHAMED, Najdat Ghalib
CHAIRPERSONS OF ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS

Department of Architecture
Dr. (Arch) Martin Mbidhi, Bsc. Architecture (JKUAT), MA (Maseno), Ph.D. (JKUAT)

Department of Landscape Architecture
Dr. (Arch.) Sunday Abuje, B. L. Arch. (JKUAT), MEPM (KU), PhD (JKUAT)

Department of Construction Management
Dr. (QS) James Ouma Okaka, BA, MA (Nairobi), PhD (JKUAT)

Department of Civil, Construction and Environmental Engineering
Dr. (Eng.) Simon Mدونda Wandera, B.Civil Eng. (Moi University), MLA (Moi University), PhD (China)

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Dr. (Eng.) Roy Orenge, Bsc (JKUAT), MSc, PhD (PAUSTI)

Department of Telecommunication and Information Engineering
Dr. Omae Oteri, Bsc, MSc (JKUAT) PhD Telecommunication Engineering

Department of Geomatic Engineering and Geospatial Information System
Dr. Mercy Wanjiru Mwaniki, BSc, MSc (JKUAT), PhD (Bamberg)

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Dr.-Ing. Peter Obara Oketch, BSc, MSc, (JKUAT),Dr.-Ing. (Duisburg-Essen)

Department of Mechatronic Engineering
Dr. (Eng.) Samuel K. Karanja, BSc, MSc, PhD (JKUAT)

Department of Marine Engineering and Maritime Operations
Dr. Jotham Muthoka Munyalo, BSc (JKUAT), MSc, PhD (SMU)

Department of Mining, Materials and Petroleum Engineering
Dr. Juliah Wangari Muriuki, BSc (JKUAT), MSc (UMaT), PhD (Okayama)

Department of Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering
Dr. Erick Kiplangat Ronoh, BSc, MSc (JKUAT), PhD (Hannover)

Department of Soil, Water and Environmental Engineering
Dr. Hosea M. Mwangi, BSc, MSc (JKUAT), PhD (TU Dresden / Bangor)

Department of Food Science and Technology
Dr. Samuel Mutembei Imathiu, BSc (Nairobi), PGD (Cape Town) MSc (Strathclyde), Ph.D (Harper Adams)
DIPLOMA IN MASS COMMUNICATION

CREDIT
1. GITARI, Neema Gacheri
2. MAUKA, Marion Nekesa
3. MOHAMED, Summaya Issack
4. WAWERU, Amnjoy Wangari

PASS
5. GICHOBI, Evalyne Nyawira
6. KIPSIGEI, Ronald
7. WAWERU, Nancy Njoki

DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC RELATIONS

PASS
1. TALIAN, Riadha Chamanga

AWARD OF CERTIFICATE

COLLEGE OF PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The Director School will rise and present the following Candidates for the award of Certificate

As the Director reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The Candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seat and wait for award of Certificate.

CERTIFICATE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

DISTINCTION
1. BIRIR, Sean Kiprop
2. EMMANUEL, Kibet
3. GRACE, Nashipai
4. KAVULUNZE, Joy Kamulu
5. KIRUI, Fridah Jerono
6. KYALO, Alvin Mutie
7. MUNYOLI, Felix Muinde
8. NJOKI, Sandra
9. NJUGUNA, Dominic Munge
10. OWINO, Roger Odhiambo
11. TIMOTHY, Njuguna
12. A’AMIR, Ahmed Hassan
13. ADAN, Issack Shureim
14. ALLAN, Vincent
15. ANTHONY, Dei Omondi
16. ARRNO, Stephen Kalydosos Amin
17. ASHLINE, Chepkoech
18. BRIAN, Mungo Anderson
19. DAVIES, Brian Kiprop
20. ENSLEY, Nerrick
21. FATUMA, Juma Kulonda
22. FUNDI, Ewen Ngondi
23. GERALD, Mbogholi Mwangeka
24. GITONGA, Brian Mutegi
25. HILLOW, Rahma Rashid
26. HUSSEIN, Muhamed Amin
27. IQRA, Diisow Noor
28. JIRMA, Chris Mamo
29. JEFF, Kahuthia
30. JIRMA, Chris Mamo
31. KAHARI, Simon Kamau
32. KAMAU, Mary Ndulu
33. KAMAU, Stacy Wanjiku
34. KANGETHE, Eddie Gichango
PASS

50. ABDIA, Farah Abdi
51. ABDULHALIM, Mohamed Suraw
52. AYUL, Francis Yuar
53. GICHEHA, Alex Nguru
54. ISHAMEL, Gor
55. JOY, Njoroge
56. KENANI, Wendy Kennedy
57. KOOME, Sharleen Makena
58. MUGAMANGI, Elvis Mwale
59. WACHIRA, Hilda Nyaguthii

DIPLOMA IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

CREDIT

1. GAITHO, Priscilla Wangwechi

DIPLOMA IN PURCHASING AND SUPPLIES MANAGEMENT

DISTINCTION

1. KARANJA, Jecinta Njeri
2. ODUOR, Macreen Anyango

CREDIT

15. MAKORI, Edward Nyandika
16. MOSETI, Bidian Moraa
17. MOYA, Esther Obonyo
18. MWINZI, Judy Mueni
19. NDUNDA, Martha Nduge
20. NKATHA, Ruth
21. NYADUOTH, Gatwech Joak
22. SAIKWA, Peter Kipkech
23. SYOMBUA, Mercy
24. KIBET, Mercyrita Chebirir
25. NDLO, Irene Kadenge
26. SARAFINA, Jepchumba Kibichii

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the award of Diploma.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsy/bow, resume their seats and wait for award of Diploma.

DIPLOMA IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

CREDIT

1. LUMBASI, Michell Baraka

Department of Procurement and Logistics
Dr. Anthony Karani BPM, MSc, PhD (JKUAT)

Department of Entrepreneurship, Technology, Leadership and Management
Dr. CPA Peter Ngatia Maku, B.E.d. (KU) MBA (Finance), PhD (JKUAT)

Department of Development Studies
Dr. Gladys Chepkirui Rotich, BSc, MSc, Ph.D (Peoples' Friendship Russia)

Department of Media Technology and Applied Communication
Ms. Lilian Wamuyu Mwangi, BSc, MSc. (JKUAT)

Department of Law, Science and Technology
Dr. (Adv.) Dennis M. Ndambo, LL.B (Nairobi), Dip. Law (CLE), LL.M (Warwick), LL.D (Pretoria)

Department of Public Law
Dr. (Adv.) Oluoch E. Asher’s, LL.B (Nairobi), Dip. Law (KSL), LLM (UNISA), LL.M (Nairobi), PhD (Dar es Salaam)

Department of Private Law
Ms. Hannah Wamuyu Kaguru, LLB (Nairobi), Dip. Law (CLE), LLM (Dar es Salaam)

Department of Medical Laboratory Sciences
Dr. Amos Mbugua, BSc. (UEAB), MSc (UON), PhD (Nairobi)

Department of Biochemistry
Dr. Joel Ltilitan Bargul, BSc, MSc (JKUAT), PhD (Wuerzburg)

Department of Medical Microbiology
Dr. Edinah Song’oro BSc, MSc (JKUAT), Ph.D (PAUSTI)

Department of Pharmacology and Pharmacognosy
Dr. Julia Wanjiru Kimondo, B. Pharm (Nairobi), M. Pharm, (TUTCM, China), PhD (Nairobi)

Department of Pharmaceutics
Dr. Ronald Ososo Wandera, B. Pharm., M. Pharm. (Nairobi)

Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Dr. Boniface Mburu Thuo, B. Pharm., M. Pharm. (Nairobi)

Department of Surgery
Dr. Janai Mariita Ondieki, MBChB (Moi), M.Med. (Nairobi)
Department of Clinical Medicine
Mr. Shadrack Asena Mugami, Dip (JKUAT), BSc (MKU), MSc (JKUAT)

Department of Internal Medicine
Dr. Beatrice Wangari Ndege MBChB (Nairobi), M.Med. (Moi)

Department of Human Anatomy
Dr. Joseph Kariuki Kweri, B.Sc (Moi), MSc. (Makerere), PhD (Nairobi)

Department of Medical Physiology
Dr. David Muchina Kamau, BVM, MSc (Nairobi)

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Dr. Isaac Wamalwa Wasike MBChB, M.Med (Nairobi)

Department of Child Health and Pediatrics
Dr. James Gitau Mbugua, MBChB (Moi) MMed (Paeds) (Nairobi)

Department of Rehabilitative Sciences
Dr. Joseph Mwangi Matheri, Dip., HND (KMTC), BSc. (Hons.), MSc., PhD (UWC, ZA)

Department of Human Pathology
Dr. Serah Njoki Kagia, MBChB (Moi), M.Med (Nairobi)

Department of Anesthesiology and Critical Care
Dr. Jackline Aluoch Andhoga, MBChB (Moi), M.Med (Nairobi)

Department of Psychiatry and Behavioural Sciences
Dr. Edgar Ndune Munga, MBChB, M.Med (Nairobi)

Department of Radiology
Dr. Mercy N. Nyambane, MBChB, M.Med. (Nairobi)

Department of General Nursing
Dr. Bernard W. Mbithi, Dip., HND (KMTC), BSc. (Hon.), MSc., PhD (UWC, ZA)

Department of Midwifery
Ms. Carolyne Kerubo Nyariki, BSN (UEAB), MScN (Nairobi)

Department of Nursing Education, Leadership, Management and Research
Dr. Rosemary Kawira Kithuci, BScN (Nairobi), MSc (Nursing Ed) (KEMU), PhD, Nursing Education (JKUAT)

Department of Environmental Health and Disease Control
Dr. John Gachohi, DVM (Nairobi), MVEE (Nairobi), PhD (Nairobi)

25. MACHARIA, Stephen Kirara
26. MAINA, Angela Wangui
27. MALIHA, Abdulhary Salim
28. MARY, Jane Olga Achieng
29. MERCY, Khasiro Baraza
30. MUCHEMBI, Jonathan Barasa
31. MUIRURI, Pauline Wairimu
32. Mukami, Vincent Kamau
33. MUSA, Munet
34. MUTINDA, Naomi Nthenya
35. MWANDEGE, Juma Swaleh
36. MWANGALE, Acden Kisia
37. MWANGI, Lynn Wangui
38. NG’ANGA, Kelvin Kahuta
39. NORALINE, Sheila Parsauti
40. OBAIGWA, Caleb Kenyasa

PASS
49. ABDULLAHI, Madhar Siyah
50. RUTH, Bosibori

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

DISTINCTION
1. WAMBUA, Alice Kavindu

CREDIT
2. ABDI, Misal Mohamed
3. BICOTY, Cherono
4. BUKURA, Mariam
5. CHEGE, Melissa Njeri
6. CHEGE, Timothy Male
7. CHEPKOECH, Carolyn
8. CHRISTINE, Nkoyieyio Kulet
9. DANIEL, Annan
10. GAIKIA, Grace Wanjiru
11. GATHONI, Fiona Gathoni
12. GEORGE, Mwendwa Ngui
13. GITAU, Jessica Wambui
14. GITONGA, Christine Nyawira
15. IRURA, Walter Mwangi
16. ISSA, Firoz Essa Miyanji
17. JENIPHER, Kerubo Moraro
18. KIAMBUTHI, Erick Kibi
19. KIMANI, Vanessa
20. KIPRONO, Collins
21. KIPTOO, Chelsea Jebet
22. MAINYA, Fatuma Sally
23. MAKWORO, Benedetta Bonareri
24. MAYUNGU, Everlyne Muyoka
25. MOHAMED, Abdullahi Farah
26. MOMANYI, Paul Orina
27. MONENE, Seth Nyansora
28. MUTHUSI, Cynthia Nzilani
29. MUTINDA, Nancy Wangui
30. MUTUA, Miriam Ndinda
31. MUTUKA, Sebastian Kimatu
32. MWANIA, Janiffer Mutono
33. NDUNDA, Charity Mawia
34. NELSON, Njenga
35. NJIHIA, Charles Njau
36. NJUGUNA, Stephen Ngamu
37. NYACHAE, Kelvin Omari
38. ONGAGA, Masara Glory
39. ONGANGO, Brian Sole
40. ONSARE, Lonah Mong’in a
41. ONGANG’O, Celina Madere
42. OTIENO, Britin Ochieng
43. RUGURU, Anne Karime
44. SAIGILU, Jackline Leina
45. SAMUEL, Wamba Ndolo
46. SOLO, Vincent Mutsiya
47. THUKU, Lorna Nyawira
48. WAKO, Muftaz Shukri
49. WANYEKI, Maureen Wakini
50. RAWIKI, Selin
108. MURAYA, Patrick Gathura
109. MUREITHI, Laurence Magondu
110. MURIANGI, Doris Njeri
111. MURIUNGI, Trevor Munene
112. MUSYOKA, Irene Munbe
113. MWANGI, Joseph Churu
114. MWANGI, Sheila Muthoni
115. MWANIKI, Maxwell Mwangi
116. MWARI, Ronald Wanyika
117. MWRIGI, Oncifil
118. MWITHIGA, Leah Njeri
119. NCHOE, Joshua Lememia
120. NDAAWA, Jonah
121. NDISYA, Winfred Matheu
122. NGIGE, Brian Gacanja
123. NGOCHO, Joy Wachuka
124. NORBERT, Wanjala Waswa
125. NYABUGA, Silas Morembe
126. NZOKA, Erick Kimanthi
127. OBEL, Denzel Munene
128. OBIERO, Baraka Elishama

129. OCHIENG, Geoffrey
130. OKOTH, Brandon Nicholas
131. ORUCHUM, Ephraim Collins
132. OTIENO, Kelly Alicia
133. OTIENO, Larry Omondi
134. OTIENO, Victor Onyango
135. OYUGI, Keke Jackson
136. OYUYO, Denver Ochieng
137. SAITOTI, Jackstone
138. SENDWAH, Modecay
139. SIMBA, Diana Nyanchama
140. SOMBA, Alexander Muatha
141. TUNGA, Yasmin Brighton
142. VITOLO, Holden
143. WAMALWA, Davis Wafula
144. WAMBURA, Marion Nyangi
145. WATATA, Elvis Murage

COLLEGE OF HUMAN RESOURCE AND DEVELOPMENT

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The Dean of School will rise and present the following Candidates for the award of Diploma.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The Candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seat and wait for award of Diploma.

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

DISTINCTION
1. JUMA, Athanas Amani
2. KENTEYIA, John Kishoyian
3. MOHAMED, Azmina Ashraf
4. NAMISI, Esther Akisa
5. OTWORI, Serah Moraa
6. AYII, Fadimualla Kuol
7. AZIZA, Mbarak Salim
8. EVANS, Frank Abuya
9. FELIS, Abdul Mahmoud
10. GHATI, Harriet Wangeniyi
11. IBRAHIM, Laila Ajema
12. JANET, Mukaka
13. JAWAHIR, Saim Ahmed
14. JUMA, Joyce Lutomia
15. JUNE, Wanjuru
16. KALUNGE, Winnie Kinanu
17. LETOO, Samson Saitoti
18. LIBESE, Linet Asena
19. APONDI, Janet
20. LUSIMBA, Jamine Kweyu

CREDIT
7. ABDIRAHMAN, Abdiladif
8. ALVERIA, Mutunga
9. ANGUBA, Sandra Ruth
10. AYII, Fadimualla Kuol
11. AZIZA, Mbarak Salim
12. EVANS, Frank Abuya
13. FELIS, Abdul Mahmoud
14. GHATI, Harriet Wangeniyi
15. IBRAHIM, Laila Ajema
16. JANET, Mukaka
17. JAWAHIR, Saim Ahmed
18. JUMA, Joyce Lutomia
19. JUNE, Wanjuru
20. KALUNGE, Winnie Kinanu
21. LETOO, Samson Saitoti
22. LIBESE, Linet Asena
23. APONDI, Janet
24. LUSIMBA, Jamine Kweyu
PROGRAMME FOR THE JOINT GRADUATION CEREMONY OF
JKUAT (42ND CONGREGATION) AND PAUSTI (10TH CONGREGATION)
FRIDAY, 28TH JUNE 2024

7:30 A.M.  Graduands assemble for procession
7:45 A.M.  All invited guests and graduands are seated at the
Graduation Square
7:50 A.M.  Academic procession assembles
8:00 A.M.  The Chancellor, Prof. Joseph Mathu Ndung’u
arrives at the University

On arrival the Chancellor is received by:
Chairman of Council – Dr. James Micah Ongando
Vice Chancellor- Prof. Victoria Wambui Nguni
Council Members
Rector, Pan African University
Prof.Jean Koulidiati
Vice Rector, Pan African University for Students &
Academic Affairs
Prof.Bolania Akeredolu-Ale
Deputy Vice Chancellor, Academic Affairs
Prof. Robert Kinyua
Deputy Vice Chancellor, Administration and Finance
Prof. (Eng.) Bernard Wamuti Ikua
Deputy Vice Chancellor, Research, Production and
Extension
Prof. Jackson Kioko Kwanza
Principal, College of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Prof. Daniel Ndaka Sila
Principal, College of Engineering and Technology
Dr.(Eng.) Hiram Muriithi Ndiritu
Principal, College of Health Sciences
Dr. Reuben Thuo
Principal, College of Human Resource Development
Prof. Florence Ondieki -Mwaura
Principal, College of Pure and Applied Sciences
Prof. George Thuku Thiong’o
Principal, Karen Campus
Prof. Hellen Kiende Mberia
13. DAGANE, Faiza Adan
14. GACHAGO, Judy Wakari
15. JABIR, Ali Kofa
16. JUMA, Salim Sauti
17. KANGETHE, Caroline Wairimu
18. KARANJA, Raphael Gitia
19. KARIGO, Steve Maina
20. KAROBIO, Vivian Nyambura
21. KEMBOI, Abigael
22. KHALID, Farah Abdi
23. KIMANI, Arthur Mwaura
24. KIKO, Hope
25. KURGAT, Nancy Chemutai
26. KURIA, Samuel Ndichu
27. LENOLGENJE, Felista Seriana
28. MAINA, Wendy Amanda
29. MAKAME, Khalid Abdallah
30. MBIU, Myles Nathan
31. MBUGUA, Shaniice Wambui
32. MBURU, Anthony Mwangi
33. MBURU, James Wanyoike
34. MOFFAT, Mburu Wairimu
35. MONGARE, Samuel Kerongo
36. MOTO, Dennis Momanyi
37. MUCIRI, Ian Davis
38. MURURI, Mercy Wanjiku
39. MUNGIRIA, Risper Karamba
40. MUSAYA, Grace Ndanu
41. MWANGI, Brian Mburu
42. MWANGI, David Fadhili
43. MWANGI, Michere
44. NDUATI, Catherine Wairimu
45. NDUNG’U, Robinson Thairu
46. NDUVA, Faith Mbith
e
47. NEILLIANG, Kimpei Fred
48. NGARE, Elijah Mogoi
49. NGARI, Lynne Wambui
50. NGUGI, Alice Wanja
51. NGUGI, Michael Mbugua
52. NGUNGA, Faith Mueni
53. NJAU, Nickson Gitau
54. NJUGUNA, Paul Mburu
55. NJUGUNA, Walter
56. NYAGA, Eric Muiro
57. OBAGA, Finlex Ngenya
58. OBIRI, Callen Moig
59. OBURU, John Dean Gwako
60. OCHIENG, Caine Robert
61. OCHIENG, Hans Omondi
62. OCHIENG, Kevin Otieno
63. OGLE, Abdirsack Ahmed
64. OTIENO, Brian Odhiambo
65. OUKO, Cynthia
66. OUMA, Phelyx Wesley Odhiambo
67. POGHISIO, Solomon Teko
68. SHIKURU, Bradford Pimbí
69. SIENGNE, Dancan Wafula
70. THUO, Caroline Njeri
71. TUNGA, Faiza Nafla
72. WACHIRA, Victor Wambugu
73. WAMBUA, Erick Mutunga
74. WANJIRU, Kelvin Kimani
75. ABDI, Ridwan Mohammad
76. ABDIFATAH, Ahmed
77. AGODE, Ian David
78. AYAYO, Austine Marucha
79. DANIEL, Kipkoech
80. GICHAGA, Gideon Kirinya
81. GITHUA, Richard Ritho
82. HOROHO, Victor Samson Mbuu
83. HUSSEIN, Najma Issack
84. ISSAK, Abdifatah Abdi
85. KAMAU, Rose Wairatha
86. KATHURIMA, Stacy Kathambi
87. KIBE, Paul Mwangi
88. KIMANI, Kevin Githua
89. KIMANI, Roy Kama
90. KIMANI, Stephen Mundia
91. KINGORI, Charity Ngima
92. KIRIENYE, Nigel Mwangi
93. KOMBE, Martin Makokha
94. LEWIS, Clinton Karanja
95. MABUKA, Steve Biko
96. MAINA, Albert Kinguru
97. MAINA, Joseph Mathenge
98. MAINA, Valine Wangari
99. METHO, Fecilia Achieng
100.MICHENI, Daniel Munene
101.MOHAMMED, Khalid Abdallah
102.MOSETI, Brian
103.MUKANDA, Robert Bashir
104.MUKTAR, Ahmad Aeden
105.MULINGE, Comfort Mumbi
106.MUNGAI, Samuel Kuria
107.MUNIB, Rishad Shallo
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the award of Diploma.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seat and wait for award of Diploma.

**DIPLOMA IN CLINICAL MEDICINE AND SURGERY**

1. LEKILUAI, Mayanae Collins
2. MUHLAR, Abdikani Dakane
3. MUNUVE, Martha Mumbi
4. MWANGI, Joan Wanjiru
5. WANYOIKE, Kezia Wambui
6. MWANIKI, Abby Yvonne Njeri
7. MWAI, Fridah Gathigia
8. FARDAS, Ismail Abdi
9. MURERI, Martin Mutuma
10. NJERU, Enid Karimi
11. YIAILE, Lemayan Lennox
12. NDUNG’U, Paxton Mugure
13. OHURU, Samuel Ageri
14. KIMETO, Kipkorir Caleb
15. OCHIENG, Benter
16. KINYUA, Hilda Njeri
17. OBECH, Edward Awí
18. MBUTHA, Maina Elija
19. WANDATI, Musanga Ronald

**DIPLOMA IN HIV AIDS MANAGEMENT AND COUNSELLING**

1. OSORO, Sospeter Nyambane

**COLLEGE OF PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCES**

SCHOOL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The Director School will rise and present the following Candidates for the award of Diploma.

As the Director reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The Candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seat and wait for award of Diploma.

**DIPLOMA IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY**

**DISTINCTION**

1. ALI, Adnan Adan
2. KIARIE, Evaline Wanjiku
3. KURIA, Joseph Njoroge
4. MUNYØLI, Felix Muinde
5. MWAI, Erick Macharia
6. OWUOR, Barrack Joel
7. ABDILLAHI, Abdulrauf
8. ABDINASIR, Musa Ibrahim
9. ABONGA, Willis Ochieng
10. BIRIR, Sean Kiprop
11. BOSIRE, Obed Ondieki
12. CHRISTINE, Alivitsa

**CREDIT**

1. ALI, Adnan Adan
2. KIARIE, Evaline Wanjiku
3. KURIA, Joseph Njoroge
4. MUNYØLI, Felix Muinde
5. MWAI, Erick Macharia
6. OWUOR, Barrack Joel
7. ABDILLAHI, Abdulrauf
8. ABDINASIR, Musa Ibrahim
9. ABONGA, Willis Ochieng
10. BIRIR, Sean Kiprop
11. BOSIRE, Obed Ondieki
12. CHRISTINE, Alivitsa

Deans and Directors
Registrars and University Librarians
The Chancellor signs the visitors’ book
The Chief Guest, Hon. Ezekiel Ombaki Machogu arrives at the University
The Chancellor joins the procession to the Graduation Square

**All standing**, the Chancellor’s procession enters the Graduation Square in the following order:

- Two Students’ Representatives
- Valedictorian
- Alumni Representative
- Mace Bearer
- University Librarians
- University Registrars
- Deans and Directors
- Principals of Colleges and Campus
- Council members of other Universities
- Deputy Vice Chancellors
- Deputy Rector, PAU
- Vice Chancellors of other Universities
- Rector, PAU
- Chancellors of other Universities
- AUC Commissioner for Education, Science, Technology and Innovation
- Vice Chancellor
- Chairman of Council and Council Members
- Principal Secretary, State Department for University Education and Research
- Cabinet Secretary for Education
- Chancellor

The Chancellor takes position at the ceremonial dais

KENYA NATIONAL ANTHEM

EAST AFRICAN COMMUNITY ANTHEM
AFRICAN UNION ANTHEM
JKUAT ANTHEM

The Chancellor takes his seat
8:45 A.M. The Vice Chancellor constitutes the Assembly, the 42ND JKUAT/10TH PAUSTI Congregation

8:50 A.M. University Chaplain, Prof. (Fr.) Lawrence Njoroge, leads the congregation in prayers for the occasion

8:55 A.M. Entertainment of congregation

9:05 A.M. The Valedictorian addresses the congregation

9:10 A.M. The representative of the Alumni Association addresses the congregation

9:15 A.M. The Vice Chancellor invites the AUC Commissioner for Education, Science, Technology and Innovation to address the congregation

9:25 A.M. The Vice Chancellor addresses the congregation and invites the Chairman of the Council to address the congregation

9:35 A.M. The Chairman of the Council addresses the congregation and invites the Principal Secretary, State Department for University Education and Research to address the congregation

9:45 A.M. The Principal Secretary, State Department for Higher Education and Research addresses the congregation and invites the Cabinet Secretary for Education to address the congregation

9:55 A.M. The Cabinet Secretary for Education addresses the congregation and invites the Chief Guest

10:05 A.M. The Chief Guest addresses the congregation

10:15 A.M. The Chancellor addresses the congregation

10:25 A.M. The Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic Affairs) calls upon the Deans/Directors to present their respective candidates for the conferring of degrees and award of diplomas and certificates of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The Chancellor confers Degrees and awards Diplomas and Certificates to graduands presented in the following order:

70. SIGOT, Jeruto Elaine
71. THUMBI, Christine Wangechi
72. TOMA, Moses Kyama
73. WANJIRU, Rosemary Githirwa
74. WANYOIKE, Olivia Njeri
75. WANYONYI, Innocent Otuma
76. WEKESA, Juliet Wakasa
77. YENKO, Lemayian Ian
78. DOYO, David Maro
79. GITHIEKI, Ian Wambugu
80. KIOKO, Lillian Kamene
81. MUGAMBI, Knight Njoki
82. ODENYO, Dorcus Tracy Adhiambo

AWARD OF DIPLOMAS

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING SCIENCES

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the award of Diploma.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsy/bow, resume their seat and wait for award of Diploma.

DIPLOMA IN ARCHITECTURE

DISTINCTION
1. HENOWA, Alamin Dungus
2. FOSI, Yusuf Mohammed
3. GAKIRIO, Dennis Wakhu
4. KAGUNDU, Eutychus Ndii
5. KARIUKI, Harrison Mtatu
6. KIMUHU, Ivy Wanjiku
7. KITUR, Collins Kipkoech
8. KUNGU, Peter Gichuhi
9. MAINA, Keith Muthaka
10. MELI, Elijah Kipkemboi
11. MUGENYU, Francis Muriithi
12. MURITHI, Mishell Makena
13. NDERI, David Nyaga
14. OMUCHENI, Simran Akinyi
15. OYUGI, Valleryie Awiti

PASS
16. KAIRU, Ian Karanja
17. KAMAU, Hazel Ruth Nyambura
18. KARANJA, Ryan Kamau
19. KIPTOON, Mark Kipsang
20. MANYAH, Abdul Kadir
21. MUTINDA, Faith Mumbua
22. NDIAUGEJUI, Seydou Jesse
23. NGANGA, Martin Kiniu
24. NJOROGOE, Edward Nyagah
25. NYAGII, Evans Ngatia
26. SUUJI, Lawrence Oltetia
SCHOOL OF LAW

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF LAWS (LL.B)

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

1. AGUTU, Calvins Joe Mathew
2. BICHANGA, Derrick Mokua
3. KANYI, Janet Nyambura
4. KARIMI, David Nduhiu
5. KAHUNYURO, Annet Njoki
6. KEMBOI, Kipkorir Kelvin
7. KINOTI, Bridget Gacheri
8. LAMAON, Sylvan Chemutai
9. MAKAU, Irene Musengya
10. MORARA, Chelsey Moraa
11. MUTULA, Shirley Ndanu
12. NDICHU, Rejoice Njoki
13. AKHWESA, Deouf Leisley
14. ALIARO, Dickson
15. ANGUNGU, Lennox Ajega
16. BARTONJO, Faith Jemutai
17. BULUMA, Powell Yusuf Ouma
18. CHEBET, Dorine
19. GACHERU, Gladys Wanjiru
20. GARVEY, Marcus Justein
21. GIKUNDA, Maungi Brian
22. GOA, Mervyn Walufu
23. KABUE, Pride Wanjiru
24. KARANJA, Lorraine Wangu
25. KASURA, Emmaculate Naserian
26. KEYA, Effie Wiltaker Matagi
27. KIMANGA, Emmanuel Mutua
28. KINYANJUI, Kelvin Mwangi
29. KOMU, Joy Wanjiru
30. MERIONKA, Ian Letteipa
31. LWIMBO, Belinda
32. MAARI, Amy Grace Kwamboka
33. MAGU, Dennis Gichobi
34. MOGESI, Joel Ndondi
35. MUGO, Valeria Nduta
36. MUNI, Kizito Muchucha
37. MUSYOKI, Brigitte Kaluki
38. MUYUMBA, Emmanuel Musungu
39. MWANGI, Beatrice Bridget W.
40. MWANGI, Cindy Wangari
41. MWEY, Neema Jerotich
42. NASING, Vivian Nkatha
43. NDEKEI, Moureen Wangiku
44. NGUTIHIKI, Maingi Brian
45. GOA, Mervyn Walufu
46. CARTER, Marcus Justein
47. NDEKEI, Moureen Wangiku
48. NGUTIHIKI, Maingi Brian
49. NASING, Vivian Nkatha
50. NDEKEI, Moureen Wangiku
51. NGUTIHIKI, Maingi Brian
52. NDEKEI, Moureen Wangiku
53. NGUTIHIKI, Maingi Brian
54. NDEKEI, Moureen Wangiku
55. NGUTIHIKI, Maingi Brian
56. NDEKEI, Moureen Wangiku
57. NGUTIHIKI, Maingi Brian
58. NDEKEI, Moureen Wangiku
59. NGUTIHIKI, Maingi Brian
60. NGUTIHIKI, Maingi Brian

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

11:25 A.M. The Vice Chancellor presents the graduates back to the parents, guardians and society

11:30 A.M. The Vice Chancellor then pronounces the 42ND JKUAT/10TH PAUSTI congregation dissolved

11:35 A.M. KENYA NATIONAL ANTHEM

All standing, the Chancellor’s procession leaves the square in the following order:

Mace Bearer
Chancellor
Cabinet Secretary for Education
Principal Secretary, State Department for University Education and Research
Chairman of Council and Council Members
Vice Chancellor
AU Commissioner, Education, Science, Technology and Innovation
Director, Education, Science, Technology and Innovation
Chancellors of other Universities
Rector, PAU
Vice Chancellors of other Universities
Deputy Vice Chancellors
Council members of other Universities
Principals of Colleges and Campus
Deans and Directors
University Registrars
University Librarians
Alumni Representatives
Valedictorian
Two Students’ Representatives

The Chancellor leaves Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology at his pleasure.
The Dean of the School of Business and Entrepreneurship will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then rise, bow and resume their seats.

Doctor of Philosophy in Business Administration (Strategic Management)
1. KUBAI Edwin Mawira

TITLE OF THESIS
“Competitive Business Strategies and performance of insurance Companies in Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Patrick Karanja Ngugi
2. Prof. Allan Kihara

Doctor of Philosophy in Business Administration (Strategic Management)
1. MBUGUA Martin Njoroge

TITLE OF THESIS
“Strategic Drivers and Performance of Agency Banking in Commercial Banks in Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Margaret Oloko
2. Dr. Jared Deya

Doctor of Philosophy in Business Administration (Strategic Management)
1. NCURAI Dennis Mucee

TITLE OF THESIS
“Corporate Governance and Performance of Deposit Taking Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies in Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Margaret Oloko
2. Prof. Charles M. Rambo

11. MWOMA, Mokeira Lydiah
12. NJENGA, Maureen Gachambi
13. OTIENO, Derrick Magicio

PASS
14. NJOROGE, Joseph Peter
15. WAHU, Moses Ngugi

BACHELOR OF JOURNALISM
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
1. KANGA'ARA, Edith Wambui
2. MUTURI, Alphonse Munyi
3. OTIENO, D. Opala

BACHELOR OF MASS COMMUNICATION-BROADCAST JOURNALISM
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
1. KITHOME, Francis Mung'ali
2. MUTEKI, Joy Mwende
3. MWANGI, Stella Njeri

PASS
4. OTIENO, Jacinta Awino
5. WANYAMA, Christine Wekesa

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
4. GITHAIGA, Sylvia Wambui
5. LUKE, Caroli Bonyi

BACHELOR OF MASS COMMUNICATION-PUBLIC RELATIONS
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
1. NGATIA, Moreen Wanjiku
2. NYANSARORA, Omung'a

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
3. MULONGO, Michael Wafula
4. NJIRU, Rita Mutito
5. OPIYO, James

BACHELOR OF PUBLIC MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
3. MUCHIRI, Samwel Mwirigi
4. NJOROGE, Anthony Ndung'u

1. LENNY, Peter
2. MBEKE, Eunice Muthue
The Dean School of Communication and Development Studies will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

**BACHELOR OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENT**

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)**

1. NIGHT, Sheilah
2. KARIUKI, Daniel Cobi
3. Muteru, Titus
4. OTOIGO, Hilda Obonyo
5. SIMIYU, Doreen Nekesa
6. SINDEY, Elizabeth Linda
7. WANJOYA, Natalie Nelima

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)**

1. OTOIGO, Hilda Obonyo
2. SIMIYU, Doreen Nekesa
3. SINDEY, Elizabeth Linda
4. WANJOYA, Natalie Nelima
5. KARIUKI, Daniel Cobi
6. Muteru, Titus

**BACHELOR OF CORPORATE COMMUNICATION AND MANAGEMENT**

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)**

1. AJOWI, Jean
2. CHERUIYOT, Brotus
3. KERUBO, Haimanot
4. MAINA, Catherine Wanjiku
5. MATHENGE, Anjeline Njeri
6. MUTUKU, Collins Kiilu
7. MWAENGO, Moses Alfred
8. OLAGO, Daniel
9. CHERONO, Joy
10. GITAU, Louisa Wanjiku
11. GITONGA, Beth Brendah
12. KINYANJUI, Johnpeter Ndungu
13. KIPKORIR, Kiplimo Nehemiah
14. MMBONE, Joy
15. MWANGI, Maureen Wangechi
16. NGERE, James

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)**

1. AOKO, Jack C. Odenyo
2. ASUNDA, Leviticus
3. BILAL, Khadija Mohamed
4. KAVITHI, Jackson Mutiso
5. LWAKO, Betty Benta
6. MOHAMED, Rukiya Mwinyihatibu
7. KARIUKI, Daniel Cobi
8. MUTUKU, Collins Kiilu
9. MWAENGO, Moses Alfred
10. OLAGO, Daniel
11. GITAU, Louisa Wanjiku
12. GITONGA, Beth Brendah
13. KINYANJUI, Johnpeter Ndungu
14. KIPKORIR, Kiplimo Nehemiah
15. MMBONE, Joy
16. MWANGI, Maureen Wangechi

**BACHELOR OF DEVELOPMENT STUDIES**

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)**

1. KASANGA, Grace Mumo
2. ODUOR, Elizabeth Nabwire
3. OYOLO, John Okoko
4. ROTICH, Vincent
5. AOKO, Jack C. Odenyo
6. ASUNDA, Leviticus
7. BILAL, Khadija Mohamed
8. KAVITHI, Jackson Mutiso
9. LWAKO, Betty Benta
10. MOHAMED, Rukiya Mwinyihatibu

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)**

1. ODUOR, Elizabeth Nabwire
2. OYOLO, John Okoko
3. ROTICH, Vincent
4. KASANGA, Grace Mumo
5. AOKO, Jack C. Odenyo
6. ASUNDA, Leviticus
7. BILAL, Khadija Mohamed
8. KAVITHI, Jackson Mutiso
9. LWAKO, Betty Benta
10. MOHAMED, Rukiya Mwinyihatibu

**Doctor of Philosophy in Business Administration (Strategic Management)**

1. NYONGESA Godfrey Inganga

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Strategic Leadership, Innovation and Service Quality of Accredited Universities in Kenya”

**Supervisors**

1. Dr. Doris Mbugua
2. Dr. Rose Boit

**Doctor of Philosophy in Business Administration (Finance)**

1. KARIUKI David Wabandi Kigomo

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Firm Characteristics and Financial Performance of Insurance Companies in Kenya”

**Supervisors**

1. Dr. Agnes Njeru
2. Prof. Willy Mwangi Muturi

**Doctor of Philosophy in Business Administration (Finance)**

1. ISHMAIL Daniel Mwasa

**TITLE OF THESIS**


**Supervisors**

Prof. Florence Memba
Dr. Jane Murithi

**Doctor of Philosophy in Business Administration (Finance)**

1. LUYALI Newton Chanzu

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Macroeconomic Factors and Mortgage Growth Financing by Commercial Banks in Kenya”

**Supervisors**

1. Dr. B. Miroga Julius
2. Dr. Gekara M

**Doctor of Philosophy in Finance**

1. KINYANJUI Monicah Wanjiru

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Macroeconomic Variables, Government Expenditure on Infrastructure and Growth of Domestic Private Investment in Kenya”
Supervisors
1. Prof. Willy Muturi
2. Dr. Agnes Njeru

Doctor of Philosophy in Human Resource Management
1. MOTURI Damaris Gesare

TITLE OF THESIS
“Adoption Dynamics and Application of Human Resource Analytics in Micro-finance Institutions in Kenya.”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Susan Wekesa
2. Dr. Dennis Juma

Doctor of Philosophy in Human Resource Management
1. John Madelle Chegenye

TITLE OF THESIS
“Organizational Justice and Employee Citizenship Behaviour in the Civil Service in Kenya.”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Clive Mukanzi
2. Dr. Julius Miroga

Doctor of Philosophy in Human Resource Management
1. MWIRIGI Angela Karema

TITLE OF THESIS

Supervisors
1. Dr. Alice Simiyu
2. Dr. Mary Omondi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT-TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
1. DERRICK, Amwoma Orina
2. KELEDIA, Veronica Yutagwa
3. MBITHE, Faith Rebecca
4. MWANZIA, Elizabeth Nduku
5. NJOGU, James Njue
6. SAMUEL, Muya Njomo
7. WEWA, Mainga

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
8. ABDI, Jabir Hussein Issack
9. GATHAGU, Cynthia Wanjiru
10. IBRAHIM, Mutisya Kisingu
11. ISINDU, Valentine
12. KAMINDA, Mary Ndindi
13. KILU, Mercy Muoti
14. KINYANJUI, Lucy Ng’endo
15. KIPRONO, Lorraine Chepkosgei
16. KORIR, Perpetua Jerono
17. MAINA, Rosemary Muthoni
18. MBUI, Murage Richard
19. MUCHIRI, Esther Wanjiku
20. MUSUNGU, Frank
21. NDUNGE, Phanice Mutheu
22. NGUGI, Sarah Magiri
23. NYAMASIO, Gedion Maukau
24. ODDA, Retina Selita
25. ODHIAMBO, Emmanuel
26. OPIYO, Purity Adhambo
27. OUCHE, Mercy Jane
28. PKIACH, Edwin
29. RUHIRA, Jeremiah Mwachi
30. WAFULA, James
31. WAKIO, C. Imelda
32. WANGILA, Naomi Michelle

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT-MARITIME AND SHIPPING MANAGEMENT

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
1. KASSIM, Abdull Alamin

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
8. ABDI, Jabir Hussein Issack
9. GATHAGU, Cynthia Wanjiru
10. IBRAHIM, Mutisya Kisingu
11. ISINDU, Valentine
12. KAMINDA, Mary Ndindi
13. KILU, Mercy Muoti
14. KINYANJUI, Lucy Ng’endo
15. KIPRONO, Lorraine Chepkosgei
16. KORIR, Perpetua Jerono
17. MAINA, Rosemary Muthoni
18. MBUI, Murage Richard
19. MUCHIRI, Esther Wanjiku
20. MUSUNGU, Frank
21. NDUNGE, Phanice Mutheu
22. NGUGI, Sarah Magiri
23. NYAMASIO, Gedion Maukau
24. ODDA, Retina Selita
25. ODHIAMBO, Emmanuel
26. OPIYO, Purity Adhambo
27. OUCHE, Mercy Jane
28. PKIACH, Edwin
29. RUHIRA, Jeremiah Mwachi
30. WAFULA, James
31. WAKIO, C. Imelda
32. WANGILA, Naomi Michelle

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
### BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND LEADERSHIP

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)**

1. INGILA, Agnes Shighi  
2. KERUBO, Catherine  
3. KERUBO, Kwamboka Sarah  
4. KIPCHIRCHIR, Brian  
5. MAROA, Mwita Pius  
6. NYABUTO, Francis Masese  
7. WANYAMA, Wabwile Lewis  
8. AWINO, Rosemary Odhiambo  
9. CHEPNGETICH, Becky

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)**

10. GITHAIGA, Johnson Ndung’u  
11. IBRAHIM, Gisunte  
12. KAMAU, Geoffrey Ng’ang’a  
13. KIHARA, Wangu Jane  
14. KIMUTAI, Festus  
15. MWAU, Johnson Masila  
16. MWANGA, Abigail Muthoni  
17. NGANGA, Hellen Michelle  
18. NYADIMO, Otieno Charles  
19. ODINGI, Hilarry James  
20. WAIRIMU, Evaline Ndene

### BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)**

1. KHASIRO, M. Daphine  
2. KINOTI, Phineas Ayub  
3. CHOMBA, Shadrack Warui  
4. INGANGA, Samuel Reuben

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)**

5. JUMA, Winston Lokule  
6. KIPRONO, Emmanuel  
7. MAHUGU, John Mbaria  
8. MAKONJIO, Luis Ogeto  
9. NJUGUNA, Faith Waithera  
10. OWIRA, Regina Radkte

### BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT-CLEARING AND FORWARDING

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)**

1. MURIUKI, Jasper  
2. NGURE, John

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)**

3. KIMANI, Reagan Ngare  
4. WAITHANJII, Ann Wanjurua

### Doctor of Philosophy in Human Resource Management

1. MUNGAI Loise Wachuka

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Influence of Talent Management Practices on Knowledge Retention in Government Ministries in Kenya”

**Supervisors**

1. Prof. Wario Guyo  
2. Prof. Willy Muturi  
3. Dr. Assumptah Kagiri

### Doctor of Philosophy in Human Resource Management

1. KAMWENJI Regina Wairimu

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Reward Management Practices and Employee Performance in the State Corporations in Kenya”

**Supervisors**

1. Prof. Patrick Karanja Ngugi  
2. Dr. Mary Kamaara

### Doctor of Philosophy in Supply Chain Management

1. CHEPLETING Fridah

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Supply Chain Practices and Operational Efficiency of Agriculture and Food Authority in Kenya”

**Supervisors**

1. Prof. Gregory S. Namusonge  
2. Dr. Elizabeth N. Makokha

### Doctor of Philosophy in Supply Chain Management

1. KAMANGA Felix Ndung’u

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Reverse Logistics Practices and The Performance of Large Manufacturing Firms in Kenya”

**Supervisors**

1. Prof. Patrick Karanja Ngugi  
2. Dr. Anthony Osoro

### Doctor of Philosophy in Supply Chain Management

1. NAOMY Jepchumba
TITLE OF THESIS
“Fourth Party Logistics Service and Performance of Food and Beverage Manufacturing Firms in Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Patrick Ngugi Karanja
2. Dr. Noor Ismail Share
3. Prof. Romanus Odhiambo

Doctor of Philosophy in Supply Chain Management
1. FATUMA Ali Rajab

TITLE OF THESIS
“Supply Chain Strategic Alliances and Performance of Manufacturing Firms in Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Patrick Karanja Ngugi
2. Dr. David Mburu Kiarie

Doctor of Philosophy in Supply Chain Management
1. OBURA Collins Ochieng

TITLE OF THESIS
“Public Procurement Implementation and Operational Performance of Service State Corporations in Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Noor Ismail Shale
2. Dr. Clive Mukanzi

Doctor of Philosophy in Supply Chain Management
1. OMINDE Samuel Owuor

TITLE OF THESIS
“Supply Chain Governance and Performance of Agro Processing Firms in Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Anthony Osoro
2. Dr. Damaris G. Monari

Doctor of Philosophy in Leadership and Governance
1. MARIRU Patrick Kariuki

TITLE OF THESIS
“Role of Governance Aspects in Delegated Legislation Process in Kenya.”

53. OYOO, Bonface Onyango
54. RICHARD, Tamara Joan
55. SANG, Chelangat Monica
56. SENTEU, Levis Solomon
57. THUITA, Christopher
58. WAITHERA, Jane
59. WAMBUI, Dennis Njoroge
60. WANJALA, Nyongesa Kennedy
61. WANJCHEIA, Nourine Wanjiku
62. WANJIRU, Belinda Mitchel
63. WANJIRU, Paul Mwangi
64. WANJOJI, Annrose Wangechi
65. WEKESA, Arnold

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
66. BARIEKO, Mercy Jemuge
67. BORA, Said Mwanakombo
68. GAKURU, Wilson Rienye
69. GIKUNDA, Antony Kimathi
70. KIGEN, Salim Kipchilat
71. KILONZO, Angelique Mwikali
72. KOOME, Dennis Muguna
73. MANANI, Teddy Mateko
74. MAVIA, Valentine Kigeli
75. MBAABU, Immaculate Kinya
76. MBITI, Kent Ndug’u
77. MBUGUA, John Mbogo
78. MOSE, Job Onduto
79. MUGOYE, Linda Onyango
80. MUHORO, Sylvia Wangui
81. MUJURI, Dennis Karithi
82. MUMO, Jessica
83. MUSAU, Abednego
84. MUSUNDI, Anithah
85. MUTIE, Morris
86. MWANGI, David Njoroge
87. MWANGI, Emmanuel Kariuki
88. MWANGI, Evans Kamau
89. NDEGE, Susan Anyango
90. NDUNG’U, Ken Ndegwa
91. NEKOYE, Faith
92. NGALA, Andrew Kyallo
93. NYAMU, Vyohonah Nyawira
94. PATRICK, Kassim
95. SAFARI, Pauline Umazi
96. TIEBO, Susan Wambui

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
1. IBRAHIM, Abdullahi Ali
2. KAKOOGOME, Emmanuel Tokei

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
3. HASSAN, Muse Hussein
4. KABARE, Charity Wangechi
5. KIIO, Muuo
6. MAINA, Rahel Wanjaru-
7. MARIGA, Marvin Kamau
8. MBITI, Shadrack Wambua
9. MOSU, Cynthia Wambua
10. MUOKI, Faith Mumo
11. MUTHIGANI, Patience Ndali
12. MUTHONI, Moureen Wambui
13. MWANIKI, Mara Kennedy
14. MWENDE, Charles Mwendwa
15. NYINGI, Ben Njau
16. NZUKE, Farida Nzisa

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
1. IBRAHIM, Abdullahi Alio
2. KAKOOGOME, Emmanuel Tokei

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
3. HASSAN, Muse Hussein
4. KABARE, Charity Wangechi
5. KIIO, Muuo
6. MAINA, Rahel Wanjaru-
7. MARIGA, Marvin Kamau
8. MBITI, Shadrack Wambua
9. MOSU, Cynthia Wambua
10. MUOKI, Faith Mumo
11. MUTHIGANI, Patience Ndali
12. MUTHONI, Moureen Wambui
13. MWANIKI, Mara Kennedy
14. MWENDE, Charles Mwendwa
15. NYINGI, Ben Njau
16. NZUKE, Farida Nzisa

PASS
17. WARUI, Elvis Ngunyo
7. MEISSY, Lilian Noonkangitie
8. MIGWI, Gakenia Gathoni
9. NTAIYIA, Nelson Obalura
10. NYAMBATI, Grace Moige
11. RACHEAL, Masamba
12. WAKORA, Terezia Muyanda

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
13. ACHIENG, Maryline
14. BIRECH, Emmanuel Kigen
15. CHIIRA, Mark Henry Mureithi
16. KAMAU, Mary Waithera
17. KILEI, Anastacia Nthenya

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. IBRAHIM, Dahira Dakat
2. JOHN, Gitau Ng'ang'a
3. KIMATHI, Nkatha Mary
4. MAJIMBO, Purity Adhiambo
5. MUTHIANI, Lucy Mukonyo
6. NALAMI, Fredrick

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
7. ALLAN, Omondi Onyango
8. CHEBET, Faith Rotich
9. CHELIMO, Jelagat Millicent
10. ERICK, Ngigi Njau
11. FAITH, Wanjiku Koimburi
12. FELISTUS, Muthio Kimunyi
13. FLAVIAN, Opisa
14. FLORENCE, Mumo Muteti
15. GATONYE, Esther Nyaruiru
16. INGARE, Christine Kwamboka
17. IVUKU, Duocas Kavata
18. JEBET, Julie
19. JOSEPHI, Antony Masila
20. KALEKE, Hellen Retoye
21. KARIUKI, Michael Githigi
22. KEMBOI, Daisy Chepkorir
23. KHISA, Nakhanu Cinderella
24. KIHONGE, Grace Njeri
25. KIPKIRUI, Lawrence Sigei
26. KIPKULEI, Jesang Valary
27. KORINYANG, Consolata Cheptoo
28. KURIA, Linah Wangu
29. LENASEIYAN, Cynthia Sabtiyio
30. LEONARD, Ronoh
31. LOREMOI, Paul Pkiach
32. MACHARIA, Esther Nyambura
33. MACHARIA, Maicy Grace Wangu
34. MAGAJU, Harrison Festus
35. MAINA, Agnes Wangu
36. MOMANYI, Ezra Ongangi
37. MOMANYI, Shallon Kwamboka
38. MULINGE, Wambua Timothy
39. MUOKA, Mercy Mwongeli
40. MUSYIMI, Emily Wanjiro
41. MUTHIO, Martha Jackie
42. MWAMBUA, Beatrice Musangi
43. MWANGI, Serah Wanjiro
44. MWANZIA, Jane Syombua
45. MYRIAM, Moraa Osoro
46. NANYAMA, Robina
47. NJUGI, Patricia Wanjiro
48. NYAKAWA, Monyenye Hilda
49. OCHIENG, Evans Oduor
50. ONUONG’A, Samuel Nyambane
51. OTUKHO, Paustine Violet
52. OTWORI, Faith Bonareri

Supervisors
1. Prof. Mike Amuhaya Iravo
2. Dr. Muchelule Yusuf Wanjala

Doctor of Philosophy in Leadership and Governance
1. TIMOTHY Bunyali Vikiru

TITLE OF THESIS
“Corporate Governance and Organizational Performance of Deposit Taking Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies (SACCOS) in Kenya.”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Wario Nguyo
2. Dr. Makori Moronge
3. Dr. Joyce Amuhaya

Doctor of Philosophy in Project Management
1. ROTICH Emmy Chelangat

TITLE OF THESIS
“Project planning and implementation of water construction projects in Bomet County, Kenya.”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Elegwa Mukulu
2. Dr. Samson Nyang’au Paul

Doctor of Philosophy in Project Management
1. STEPHEN Bundi Stanley

TITLE OF THESIS
“Project Stakeholder Management and Successful Implementation of National Health Insurance Fund Projects in Kenya.”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Samson Nyang’au Paul
2. Dr. Muchelule Yusuf Wanjala

Doctor of Philosophy in Project Management
1. OGOGO David Onyango

TITLE OF THESIS

Supervisors
1. Dr. Jane Queen Omwenga
2. Dr. Bernard Lango
Doctor of Philosophy in Entrepreneurship
1. MWANGI Robert Maina

TITLE OF THESIS
“Entrepreneurial Orientation and the Growth of Youth Owned Enterprises in Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Patrick K. Ngugi
2. Dr. Ephantus Kihonge

Doctor of Philosophy in Entrepreneurship
1. BOSIRE Evelyn Bonareri

TITLE OF THESIS

Supervisors
1. Prof. Gregory Namusonge
2. Dr. Samson Nyang’au Paul

Doctor of Philosophy in Entrepreneurship
1. WACHIRA Paul Muruga

TITLE OF THESIS
“Entrepreneurial Capabilities and Performance of Small and Medium Enterprises in Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Patrick K. Ngugi
2. Dr. Samson Nyang’au Paul

Doctor of Philosophy in Entrepreneurship
1. MUTIRIA Eric Njeru

TITLE OF THESIS
“Intrapreneurship and Performance of Commercial State Corporations in Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Karanja Ngugi
2. Prof. Eng. Thomas Senaji

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION AND DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
The Dean School of Communication and Development Studies will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

8. KATHINA, Brian Mutunga
9. KINYANJUI, Ashley Wairimu
10. MACHARIA, Patrick Kibuchi
11. MAGETO, Titus Oseko
12. MAKAU, Boniface Masila
13. MUNYI, Enock Muthomi
14. MUTEMBEI, Isaac Gitau
15. MWACHONI, Clara Phylldorah
16. MWANGI, Lennox Wanjohi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BANKING AND FINANCE
SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
1. MAKUNGU, Carolyne

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
2. LINET, Naomi
3. MACHARIA, Lee Manyeki

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
1. BUSOLO, Peace Shalom
2. KANDORO, Geofrey Mwakita
3. LUTTA, Ryan

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
4. ARIWI, David Omondi
5. INYANJI, Abbey Latisha
6. GITAU, Kelly Brian

BACHELOR OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. OROKO, Timothy Ongaga
2. ANYANGO, Prudence
3. ASEMO, Bolden Ochieng’
4. ILAGOSA, Hilda Imali
5. JERUTO, Joan
6. MAGOMA, Nancy Mwebi
7. MUNGAI, Francis Njuguna
8. MWAI, Hiram Gichuki
9. NGOVE, Vincent Mutisya
10. NGUGI, Lynne Wangari
11. OKARI, Onsongo Malack
17. OKINDA, Paul Cerullo
18. OUMA, Evance Odhiambo
19. WAHOME, Walter Gathigi
"I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree."

The graduands will then rise, bow and resume their seats

**Doctor of Philosophy in Mass Communication**

1. LIDUBWI Jackline Undisa

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Television Framing of Intellectual Disability and Involvement of Learners in Inclusive Education in Nairobi County”

**Supervisors**

1. Dr. Julius Bosire
2. Dr. Joan Mutua

**Doctor of Philosophy in Mass Communication**

1. NDUNGU Virginia Wangari

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Influence of Communication Factors on Adoption of Contagious Bovine leuropneumonia Vaccine Among Arid and Semi_arid Lands Pastoralists in Kenya”

**Supervisors**

1. Prof. Hellen Mberia
2. Prof. Kyalo Wa Ngula
3. Dr. Joseph Othieno

**Doctor of Philosophy in Mass Communication**

1. ODUOR Nicholas Ochieng

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Television’s Persuasive Advertising Strategies and Sports Gambling Among University Students in Nairobi County Kenya”

**Supervisors**

1. Prof. Hellen Mberia
2. Dr. John Ndavula

**Doctor of Philosophy in Mass Communication**

1. ADEBOLA Sarah Michael

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Advertising Discourse and Potrayal of Women in The Choice of Cosmetic Products in Lagos, Nigeria”

**Supervisors**

1. Prof. Hellen Mberia
2. Dr. Joan Mutua
Doctor of Philosophy in Development Studies
1. NDIAO Elly Ochieng

TITLE OF THESIS
“Public Participation Mechanisms and Equity in Resource Allocation by County Governments of Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Maurice M. Sakwa
2. Dr. Paul Guthiga Maina

---

Doctor of Philosophy in Development Studies
1. OLANG’ Alfred Philip Bill Okaka

TITLE OF THESIS
“mHealth Utilization and Access to Treatment by Teenagers Living with HIV/AIDS in Island Communities of Lake Victoria, Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Florence N. Ondieki-Mwaura
2. Prof. Maurice Sakwa

---

Doctor of Philosophy in Development Studies
1. KYALO Justin Makau

TITLE OF THESIS
“Conservation Agricultural Practices and Their Effects on Livelihood Outcomes in Arid and Semi-Arid Areas in Kenya”

Supervisors
Prof. Maurice M. Sakwa
Dr. David J. Ndeghwa

---

Doctor of Philosophy in Development Studies
1. ONYANCHA Edwin Omwoyo

TITLE OF THESIS
“Effect of Farmers Participation and Perception of NGO Interventions on Household Food Security in Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Florence Ondieki-Mwaura
2. Prof. Lawrence Njoroge

---

Doctor of Philosophy in Development Studies
1. ONEGO Roseline

TITLE OF THESIS
“The Determinants of Street Vending Enterprise on Socio-Economic Empowerment of Urban Vendors in Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Gladys Rotich
2. Prof. Kennedy Mutundu

---

56. TITUS, Riziki Michael
57. WAMUKOYA, Arnodah Lutomia
58. WANJIKU, Grace
59. WANOJHI, Eunice Kagure
60. WANYAMA, Roselyne Zikame
61. WUANTAI, Monica Saetua

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

62. ABAGA, Franklin Mauti
63. ABDULATIF, Nasmatt Abdalla
64. AHIHED, Abdulhalim
65. ALI, Beduni Mwagonga
66. ANYANGA, Cynthia Andati
67. BAKARI, Mwadzombo Katana
68. BERNARD, Mathuku Misheck
69. BOAZ, Wanjala
70. BRIDGEITE, Awoor
71. DENG, Alakiir Ajak
72. FATHY, Faiz Brek
73. HAMID, Maimuna Mohamed
74. HERMAN, Milimo
75. KASURA, Stephany Seela
76. KILELU, Teckler Pilano
77. MAINA, Blessed Faith Wangari
78. MAKORI, Violet Nyarinda
79. MARURE, Brian Kimani
80. MAYAKA, Anyona Andrew
81. MONYONKO, Moige Nyaboke
82. MORAA, Mercy Jairus
83. MOTURI, Margaret Mukami
84. MUGECHA, Moses Munyoro
85. MUSALIA, Ian Makotsi
86. MUTUA, Ernest Ndilu
87. MWIKALI, Kelvin Mwendwa
88. NABETH, Mabeya
89. NAHIDA, Mohamed Kassim
90. NAMAYI, George Ochieng
91. NATALIE, Jane Atieno
92. NDILAI, Lavender Pasiyio
93. NGENO, Maureen Chepkorir
94. NGURI, Joyce Wanjiri
95. NYAMBURA, Anne
96. ODEPH, Javan Okello
97. OGOLLAH, Milly Mwaro
98. OOKO, Mariam Ambangle
99. PAUL, Davies
100. SHARON, Atieno Odoyo
101. SUHAM, Said Nassir
102. TIORI, Eunice Moraa
103. WAHOOGO, Mercy Muthoni
104. WANYIOKE, Daniel Mundia
105. WANYONYI, Kennedy Swala
106. WAWERU, Kenedy Nyaga

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

1. BRYAN, Gethire Muchai
2. CHARITY, Mleighwa Mutinda
3. OTIENO, Wendy Alida

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE-HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

4. MUNDE, Christopher Muthui
BACHELOR OF COMMERCE-ACCOUNTING

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
1. GITHUKU, Ignatius Gitonga
2. KYALO, Vaati Gideon
3. MUEMA, Victor Mullatya
4. MWANGI, Nicholas Kama

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
5. CAXTON, Samuel
6. JOSEPH, King’oo
7. KIMANI, Purity Wangari
8. KISAKA, Ian Lusweti
9. KOANG, Gatbel Pout
10. LAJA, Palmer Oduor
11. MBUGUA, Wangari Leah
12. MELVIN, Achieng Adon
13. NDUTA, Stella Njeri
14. NJENGA, Gladwell Njeri
15. WAMBAA, Brian Mwendwa
16. WARURI, Catherine Njeri

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE-FINANCE

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. KAMAU, Joseph Maina
2. KIRUI, Tracy Chepkosgei
3. NYAMRER, Cynthia Atieno
4. WALUBAHL, Hillary Kipkemboi

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
5. ABDULLAHI, Ibrahim Kadid
6. AKELLO, Willice Ameyo
7. ANTONY, Oscar Wafula
8. BORU, Zeetuna Abdullahi
9. CHOL, Philip Tiomg
10. DANIEL, Wafula Simiyu
11. DHIKRA, Khalid Jabir
12. DOUGLAS, Omondi
13. FAIZA, Agadir Mohamed
14. GLORIA, N. Ogachi
15. JOSEPH, Akama Gesengi
16. JUMA, Joseph Ouma
17. KABONCHA, Devis Wanjala
18. KABURU, Brenda Ndumba
19. KANYIRI, Samantha Wangare
20. KARANJA, Damiris Nyambura
21. KAVISHE, Hilder
22. KEMUNTO, Mercy Mose
23. KIMWA, Gladys Jerono
24. KIPRONO, Philmon Chesang
25. KIPTOO, Faith Jepkoech
26. KYALO, Joseph Alvin
27. LEAH, Kwendo Kusah
28. MAGATI, Joseph Nyasio
29. MAKAU, Philip Lutta
30. MARTHA, Nyambura M.
31. MARY, Atieno Orogo
32. MBURU, Ann Njeri
33. MICHAEL, Nyamari Karisa
34. MUGENDI, David Murithi
35. NDAMBUKI, Stanley Musyoka
36. NGANGA, Margaret Thama
37. NGENO, Antony Kipkemoi
38. NG’ENY, Ida Cheptoo
39. NJOROGE, Teresa Waithera
40. NYAGAKA, Denzel Gekeng
41. NYANAMBA, Teresia Kemuma
42. OCHUODHO, Veronica Auma
43. ODHIAMBO, Harriet Movine
44. OKOMA, Martha Apona
45. ONYAMBU, Douglas Nyakang’o
46. ONYANGO, Victor Obuya
47. OPONDO, Yuda Okoth
48. OTIENO, Calvin Ouma
49. RAYMOND, Katana
50. SHAURI, Fundi Karisa
51. SIMIYU, Julidah Nekesa
52. SULTANAH, Awadh
53. SWABRA, Salim Swaleh
54. TELEGWA, Ibrahim Milimo
55. THOMAS, Chek

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

The Dean of the School of Public Health will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then rise, bow and resume their seats

Doctor of Philosophy in Public Health
1. MOKAYA Aggrey Gisiora

TITLE OF THESIS
“Adolescents’ risk factors and lived experiences of bullying victimization, depression and suicidality: effect of a teacher-led anti-bullying psychoeducation program in Nairobi County”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Gideon Kikuvi
2. Dr. Joseph Mutai
3. Dr. Lincoln Khasakhala

Doctor of Philosophy in Public Health
1. DAVID Ayah Ounah

TITLE OF THESIS

Supervisors
1. Prof. Gideon Kikuvi
2. Prof. Peter M. Gatong’i

Doctor of Philosophy in Public Health
1. MWINUKA Bertha

TITLE OF THESIS
“Uptake of Health Insurance Among Informal Sector Workers in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania.”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Elizabeth Echoka
2. Dr. Jackline Mosinya Nyaberi
Doctor of Philosophy in Epidemiology
1. MUHULA Samuel Opondo

TITLE OF THESIS
“Effectiveness of Non-Cash Incentives and Psychosocial Support on Six-Months Retention on Treatment Among People Living with HIV/AIDS in Kibera Informal Settlement, Nairobi, Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Simon Karanja
2. Prof. Yeri Kombe
3. Dr. John Gachohi

SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
The Dean of the School of Biomedical Sciences will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then rise, bow and resume their seats

Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics
1. MUMBO Millicent Taka

TITLE OF THESIS
“Microbial Diversity and Antimicrobial Resistance Profile of Bacterial Isolates from Raw Nile Tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) Marketed for Human Consumption in Selected Sub-Counties of Nairobi”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Johnson Kinyua
2. Prof. Evans N. Nyaboga
3. Prof. Edward K. Muge

COLLEGE OF PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES
The Dean of the School of Mathematics and Physical Sciences will present the following candidate for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”
COLLEGE OF HUMAN RESOURCE AND DEVELOPMENT

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsy/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS AND OFFICE MANAGEMENT

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)

1. OLELA, Susan Anyango

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)

1. ABUGA, Edwin
2. AOKA, Macdonald Mariera
3. BILL, Ian Wanjala
4. BOKAYO, Saumu Guyo
5. BOKE, Elva Wesaka
6. BRANDY, Rosenbagh Ouma
7. BRIAN, Mwendwa Kyalo
8. CHRISTINE, Nawalari Obeyle
9. ERIS, Sharon Modoo
10. EUNICE, Tsisika
11. KANDIE, Chepkurui Ashney
12. MACHARIA, James Banga
13. MAINA, Penninah
14. MOHAMED, Abdishakil Ali
15. MUENI, Jeremiah Kioko
16. MUNYENDO, Maryline Adipo
17. MURUMBA, Stephen Mbelenga
18. MUTWIRI, Chris Bryan
19. MWENDIA, Vincent Muthee
20. NDEGWIA, Joshua Nderitu
21. NDIRANGU, Samwel Muchoki
22. NGUGI, William Njeri
23. NGWILLI, Onesmus Nyulu
24. ODUNDO, N. Rodney
25. OMOSE, Stephen Odwor
26. ORENGE, Sharon Bonareri
27. PENINA, Wanjala Mwenja
28. RINTA, Akoth Luther
29. RUIYI, Nicole Waniku
30. SHUKRI, Elda Jilaow
31. WAITHAKA, George Maimba
32. WERE, Kutekha Edwin
33. ABDALLAH, Kea Baushi
34. ABIGAEL, Nduku
35. ACHIENG, Levin Dielo
36. AGNES, K. Kaswii
37. AHMED, Osman Noor
38. ARON, Kipkoech
39. BRIAN, Mwangi Muchiri
40. CLAUDIA, Akiru
41. DERRICK, Chomba Gitari
42. EBERIA, Shalom Elijah
43. ELVIS, Mwangi Mugo
44. GATIONI, Esther Wanjiru
45. GITAU, Fredrick Ng'ang'a
46. GITHUTHI, Mary Nyokabi
47. GITHUMA, Vivian Makena
48. JANJ, Ngor
49. JEFFE, Githinji
50. KANG'ARUA, Reagan
51. KATHY, Subo Kyalo

The graduands will then rise, bow and resume their seats

Doctor of Philosophy in Applied Mathematics
1. OCHIENG Francis Oketch

TITLE OF THESIS
“Modeling and Analysis of Wax Deposition from Multiphase Flow in Field-Scale Crude Oil Pipeline Transport Systems”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Mathew N. Kinyanjui
2. Prof. Jeconia O. Abonyo
3. Dr. Phineas R. Kiogora

Doctor of Philosophy in Pure Mathematics
1. MWANGI Paul Maina

TITLE OF THESIS
“The Non-Negative Po Matrix Completion of 5X5 Matrices Associated with Diagraphs with Five Vertices and Four Arcs”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Peter Waweru Kamaku
2. Dr. Lewis Nyaga

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry
1. MAOBE Moses Akuma Guto

TITLE OF THESIS
“Standardization of Medicinal Herbs Used in Treatment of Diabetes, Malaria and Pneumonia in Kisii and Nyamira Counties, Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Erastus Gatebe
2. Dr. Leonard Gitu

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry
1. KINAI CHU James Gichuru

TITLE OF THESIS
“Utilization of Biogas Co-Products in Food Production and Environmental Pollution Control”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Christopher Gathu Nyaga
2. Prof. Gatebe Erastus Gatika
Doctor of Philosophy in Applied Geophysics
1. OMBATI Dennis

TITLE OF THESIS
"Integrating Gravity and Seismic Methods with Petroleum System Modeling to Assess Exploration Risk Factors in Offshore Lamu Basin, Kenya"

Supervisors
1. Prof. John Githiri
2. Dr. Maurice K’Orowe

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics
1. AGUKO Willis Ougo

TITLE OF THESIS
"Radiation Exposure Levels and Excess Lifetime Cancer Risk Associated with Soil, Water and Sub-Surface Rocks in Kargi Area, Marsabit - Kenya"

Supervisors
1. Prof. Robert Kinyua
2. Prof. John Githiri

SCHOOL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The Director of the School of Computing and Information Technology will present the following candidate for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

"I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree."

The graduands will then rise, bow and resume their seats

Doctor of Philosophy in Information Technology
1. MUTINDA James Savali

TITLE OF THESIS
"Sentiment Lexicon-Based Text Representation Model for Social Media Text Sentiment Analysis"

Supervisors
1. Prof. Waweru Mwangi
2. Dr. Gorge Okeyo
8. CATHERINE, Nasimiyu Sakwa
9. CHITWA, Jacktone Were
10. EDDAH, Wakonyo Nalianya
11. ESILABA, Daniel
12. GARANG, John Malek
13. GATHUIITA, Pius Karanja
14. HABIB, Hussein Adan Kayloy
15. HAJI, Abdirahman Mohamed
16. HASSAN, Mohamed Hussein
17. JASON, Nyatundo Nyatundo
18. JOAN, John Kiguru
19. KENYANYA, James Orangi
20. KHAMISI, Mariam
21. KIAMISI, Mariam
22. KIMAI, Rodgers Manoti
23. KIMANI, Charity Wangui
24. KIMANI, Samuel Kihumba
25. KIRIMI, Tedmack Mutuma
26. KIRUGI, Nelly Kinanu
27. KISANG, Benson Nguku
28. LANGAT, Robert Kibet
29. MADHANG, Phillip Meen
30. MAHADELO, Mohamed Musa
31. MAINA, Anthony Gitau
32. MAJOK, Yom
33. MAKANGA, Moses Sidibu
34. MANG’ERA, Christopher Munge
35. MANGUSHO, Bright Langat
36. MBAU, Brian Bill
37. MBUNGU, Emmanuel Mutuku
38. MICHAEL, Joseph Mwangi
39. MOHAMED, Mohammad Ali
40. MOSE, Nyakego Jacob
41. MUCHIRA, Brianmartin Murimi
42. MUDAMBAJI, Ashley Lukhaji
43. MUENDO, Stephen Muthenyana
44. MUOGU, Ruth Wanjira
45. MUHIDIN, Abdishakur
46. MUOKA, Nelly Nthenya
47. MUSA, Justus Moturi
48. MUSAU, Benard Mulinge
49. MUTEMBEI, Stacy Gaceri
50. MWANGI, Ephy Kamau
51. MWANGI, Joan Wairimu
52. MWANGI, Joseph Maina
53. MWANGI, Onesmus Wainaina
54. MWANIKI, Maryann Njeri
55. MWENDERAN, Marshal Kisa
56. NG’ANG’A, Immanuel Mathari
57. NGUGI, Nick Richard
58. NJUGUNA, Brian Chege
59. NJUKU, Lucy Wanjiru
60. NTIKALAI, Lempiris
61. NYONGESA, Emmanuel Juma
62. NZAI, Purity Damah
63. NZIVO, Andrew Muthiani
64. OBONYO, Hilkiah Mayianda
65. OCHIENG, Ruth Janice Akello
66. ODHIAMBO, Christopher Opiyo
67. OKOTH, Hanington Marvin
68. OMAMBIA, Samuel Mekenye
69. OMONDI, Laurent Ouma
70. OMONDI, Saviours Juma
71. ONDIMU, Ronex Mogaka
72. OSUNDWA, King Mumia
73. OWITI, Judith Atieno
74. PAUL, Michael Demo
75. RAHMA, Nassir Ahmed
76. SULTAN, Shaquille Ondego
77. SUPEYO, Joyce Sintoyia
78. THUO, Joseph Mwangi
79. TOGOMO, Titus Tommo
80. UKILI, Titus
81. WACHIRA, Crispine Mwangi
82. WANGI, Beth Wanjiru
83. WAMBUA, Faith Mbithe
84. WANGU, Gloria Nyambura
85. WANJA, Joseph Kibe
86. WATHANU, Gideon Wachira
87. WAWERU, Mercy Waruguru
88. YUSUF, Mohammed Ali
89. ABDI, Abdihakim Ali
90. ABDI, Asha Southa
91. ABDI, Habiba Musdaf
92. ABDIRAHIM, Mohamed Osman
93. ABDIRAHMAN, Ahmed Mohamed
94. ABDIRISAK, Hirabey Bulle
95. AGWENYI, Ian Mayaka
96. AYOMA, Richard Ziddanne
97. BARASA, O. Sammie
98. BETT, Collins Kipgeitech
99. BOSIRE, Allan Nyaachi
100. BUSUKU, Kefa Hamisi
101. CHEPKONGA, Nathan Kimosop

SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
The Dean of the School of Biological Sciences will present the following candidate for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then rise, bow and resume their seats

Doctor of Philosophy in Zoology (Animal Parasitology)
1. ZACHARIAH Simeon Mogaka

TITLE OF THESIS
“Antimalarial Efficacy and Safety of *Senna occidentalis* (L.) Link Roots Extract”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Kenneth Omondi Ogila
2. Dr. Hastings Ozwara Suba
3. Prof. Rebecca Waithenya

Doctor of Philosophy in Zoology (Immunology)
1. MBIRI Jane Wanja

TITLE OF THESIS
“Immunomodulatory Properties of *Terminalia brownii* Fresen and *Carussa edulis* (FORSSK.) Vahl Extracts”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Kenneth Ogila
2. Dr. Patrick Kisangu

Doctor of Philosophy in Zoology (Aquatic Ecology and Fisheries)
1. MARANGA Benard Omboga

TITLE OF THESIS
“Dietary utilization of black soldier fly larvae (*Hermetia illucens*) in african catfish (*Clarias gariepinus*) cultured under spinach (*Spinacia oleracea*) in aquaponic system using different substrates.”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Robert Nesta Kagali
2. Dr. Kevin Mbogo Omolo
3. Dr. Paul Sagwe Orina
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF CIVIL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOSPATIAL ENGINEERING
The Dean of the School of Civil, Environmental and Geospatial Engineering will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

Doctor of Philosophy in Civil Engineering
1. OTIENO Meshack Oduor

TITLE OF THESIS
“Modelling The Performance of Laterite Soil Road Base Stabilized With Sugarcane Bagasse Ash and Saw Dust Ash as Partial Replacement of Cement”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Zachary Abiero Gariy
2. Dr. Charles K. Kabubo

SCHOOL OF BIOSYSTEMS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
The Dean of the School of Biosystems and Environmental Engineering will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

Doctor of Philosophy in Agricultural Processing Engineering
1. ORIDO George Onyango

TITLE OF THESIS

Supervisors
1. Dr. Eng. Erick K. Ronoh
2. Dr. Patrick O Ajwang
3. Dr. Benson B. Gathitu

8. MARANGA, Emily Mochache
9. MUCHOKI, Ronnie
10. MUMBII, Geoffrey Ng’ang’a
11. MURIUNGI, Lewis Gitonga
12. NASUR, Ridhwan Ali
13. NDIRITU, James Raphael Wanyoike
14. NJOKI, Valentine Wanjiku
15. NYANGADA, Mark Andrew Onyango
16. OBENJO, Noah Jerome
17. OKAKA, Odhiambo Lewis
18. OMEDO, Walter Adamba
19. OTIENO, Alphonce Neuvilla
20. ABDIRAHMAN, Abdiaziz Sheikh
21. ABUBAKAR, Hussein Turi
22. AKINYI, Valary Wendi
23. ATIENO, Darline Beverly
24. CHEGE, Ian Ndunu
25. CHEGE, James Gachau
26. CHEGE, Nelson Wangari
27. CHERONO, Sharon
28. CINDY, Ashley
29. DIANG’A, Otieno Mike
30. GUCHU, Kelvin Wanyoike
31. KAHURA, Gedion Karanja
32. KAMAU, Ted Wainoga
33. KARUGA, Lilian Rose Wanjuiru
34. KIGO, Leeroy
35. KIMANI, Ishaem Ndiku
36. KIMOTHO, John Ndung’u
37. KIMUTAI, Kelvin
38. KIPROTICH, Nickson
39. KIPYEKO, Collins
40. MASAI, Mumo David
41. MBAABU, Mark Muthomi
42. MBAGATHEI, Lukas Saidimu
43. MBATIA, Ron Merie
44. MBUGUA, Stephen Ndung’u
45. MBUVI, Onesmus Mutemi
46. MOKAYA, Celestine Nyamaota
47. MUTHI, Loreen Wanjugu
48. MUTURI, Jackson Njorge
49. MWANASE, Bwanashie Mwenye
50. MWANGI, John Milton
51. MWIRIRGI, Newton Mutuma
52. NEKESA, Cheryll Mukhisa
53. NGAANGA, Peter Maingi
54. NGUNYI, Victor Wainaina
55. NJOKI, Joy Wanjur
56. NYANDAT, Peter Okudo
57. OBIERO, Regina Hope
58. OCHANDA, Musa Maxwel
59. ODIHAMBO, Lucy Avaru
60. OKAKA, Jemimah Asiko
61. OMOKE, Briton Shem
62. OSEWE, Brian Mutune
63. SAWE, Vivien Jemutai
64. SURE, Baldwin Sande
65. WACHUKA, Njuguna Brian
66. WAMBURA, Jimfred Wanderi
67. WANJOHI, Samuel Njuki
68. KIBET, Collins Kemboi
69. MACHARIA, Kevin Gitonga
70. MUTHIGA, Mercy Ng’endo
71. MUTISO, Sammy Dennis
72. ONDIEKI, Brian Onwong’a
73. RAI, Reagan Kiama
8. GITHUA, Kevin Njuguna
2. BIKETI, Victor Imani
3. ABSHIRI, Yunis Hassan
4. AFRAH, Aden Abdi
5. AGAI, George Otieno
6. ALLOYO, Lelah Kemuma
7. BAHATI, Khamis Kingi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. BIKETI, Victor Imani
2. GITHUA, Kevin Njuguna
3. ABSHIRI, Yunis Hassan
4. AFRAH, Aden Abdi
5. AGAI, George Otieno
6. ALLOYO, Lelah Kemuma
7. BAHATI, Khamis Kingi

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
1. OTIENO, Alphonce Neuvilla
2. OCHANDA, Musa Maxwel
3. ODIHAMBO, Lucy Avaru
4. OKAKA, Jemimah Asiko
5. OMOKE, Briton Shem
6. OSEWE, Brian Mutune
7. SAWE, Vivien Jemutai
8. SURE, Baldwin Sande
9. WACHUKA, Njuguna Brian
10. WAMBURA, Jimfred Wanderi
11. WANJOHI, Samuel Njuki
12. KIBET, Collins Kemboi
13. MACHARIA, Kevin Gitonga
14. MUTHIGA, Mercy Ng’endo
15. MUTISO, Sammy Dennis
16. ONDIEKI, Brian Onwong’a
17. RAI, Reagan Kiama

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
1. OTIENO, Alphonce Neuvilla
2. OCHANDA, Musa Maxwel
3. ODIHAMBO, Lucy Avaru
4. OKAKA, Jemimah Asiko
5. OMOKE, Briton Shem
6. OSEWE, Brian Mutune
7. SAWE, Vivien Jemutai
8. SURE, Baldwin Sande
9. WACHUKA, Njuguna Brian
10. WAMBURA, Jimfred Wanderi
11. WANJOHI, Samuel Njuki
12. KIBET, Collins Kemboi
13. MACHARIA, Kevin Gitonga
14. MUTHIGA, Mercy Ng’endo
15. MUTISO, Sammy Dennis
16. ONDIEKI, Brian Onwong’a
17. RAI, Reagan Kiama

PASS
1. OTIENO, Alphonce Neuvilla
2. OCHANDA, Musa Maxwel
3. ODIHAMBO, Lucy Avaru
4. OKAKA, Jemimah Asiko
5. OMOKE, Briton Shem
6. OSEWE, Brian Mutune
7. SAWE, Vivien Jemutai
8. SURE, Baldwin Sande
9. WACHUKA, Njuguna Brian
10. WAMBURA, Jimfred Wanderi
11. WANJOHI, Samuel Njuki
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. MWEU, Victor

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
2. AMUTSA, Tossy Sidney
3. BETHUEL, Govoga
4. KAIGAI, Joseph Gachiri
5. KARISA, William Munezero
6. MACHARIA, Alpha
7. MAKUNDI, Matthew Kabiu
8. MARSA, Daniel Dawe
9. MURETI, Victor Francis
10. MURIITHI, Gladys Wairimu
11. MURIITHI, Zakaria Njoroge
12. MUTHAMA, Caleb Kyama
13. MUTUA, Ruth
14. NICODEMUS, Muholo
15. NJORGE, George Wanyoike
16. NZIOKI, Betty Syokau
17. ONDARI, Byron Ryan
18. SEGO, Mich Kipkoech
19. WAITHERA, Cynthia
20. WERUNGA, Antony

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
23. GATONYE, Francis Wanjagi
24. GITHONGO, Martin Mwarano
25. JEPNGETICH, Joy
26. KAMAU, Eric Njoroge
27. KIO, Lorna Munanie
28. KIPNGETICH, Dennis Rono
29. KIPTANUI, Mark Kipkosgei
30. KISIO, Francis
31. KOIGI, Stanley Karuri
32. KUNGU, Martin Otieno
33. KURIA, Eric Kairo
34. LANGAT, Roy Kibet
35. LUSENO, Dina Khasoa
36. MAINA, Njogu Justus
37. MAINA, Victor
38. MANGIRA, Emmanuel
39. MARU, Eliezer
40. MUIGAI, Samuel Gitita
41. MUKUNDI, Mercy
42. MUNYAKA, Alex Karanja
43. MUSUNGU, David Sudi
44. MWANGI, Anthony Munene
45. MWANGI, Lydia Wangari
46. MWENDWA, Vickie
47. NDUNDA, Mercy Sionzi
48. NGIGI, Godfrey
49. NJAU, Florence Wambui
50. NZIOKI, Timothy Mulinge
51. OCHOLA, Glenn
52. ODHIAMBO, Paul Ochieng'
53. ODWORI, Laric
54. OLUYA, Jude Odhiambo
55. OROO, Samwel Njenga
56. SANE, Emmanuel Sakoi
57. WAMBUA, Jaspan Nasiyo
58. WAMWEKI, Boniface Masota

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
60. CHELANGAT, Vicky
61. LEIYAN, Lewis
62. NURENI, Abdishakar Mohammed
63. RIWO, Gerald Obudho

PASS

SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC AND INFORMATION ENGINEERING

The Dean School of Electrical, Electronic and Information Engineering will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsy/bow and resume their seats

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering
1. GETANDA Vincent Birundu

TITLE OF THESIS
“Short-term vehicle traffic flow forecasting grey model intelligent transportation system performance”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Peter Kamita Kihato
2. Prof. Peterson Kinyua Hinga
3. Prof. Hidetoshi Oya

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering
1. ALOO Linus Alwal

TITLE OF THESIS
“Microgrid Multi-Level Control System for Photovoltaic-Wind Hybrid Generation System”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Peter Kamita Kihato
2. Prof. Stanley I. Kamau
3. Dr. (Eng) Roy S. Orenge

SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL, MANUFACTURING AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING

The Dean School of Mechanical, Manufacturing and Materials Engineering will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsy/bow and resume their seats
Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering
1. NJUGUNA Fredrick Irungu

TITLE OF THESIS
“Numerical Study for the Design of a Fluidized Bed Reactor for Biomass Gasification”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Eng. Hirum Ndiritu
2. Dr. Benson G. Gathitu
3. Dr. Meshack Hawi
4. Dr. Jonathan M. Munyalo

Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering
1. OROKO Joanes Agung

TITLE OF THESIS
“Predictive Tool Condition Monitoring in Computer Numerically Controlled Milling”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Ing. James K. Kamotho
2. Dr. Eng. Samuel K. Kabini
3. Dr. Eng. Evan M. Wanjiru

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
The Dean of the School of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then rise, bow and resume their seats

Doctor of Philosophy in Agricultural & Applied Economics
1. CHELANG’A Philemon Kipkorir

TITLE OF THESIS
“Access to Mobile Phone Technology and Its Effects on Livestock Markets Linkages in the Pastoral Dry Lands of Kenya”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Kavoi Muendo
2. Dr. Nathaniel Jensen

SCHOOL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The Director of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Director reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsy/ bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. BARAKA, Njoroge Melvin
2. KIMU, Rose K athoni
3. KUNGU, Daniel Muiruri
4. MASESE, Omwenga Felix
5. MDOMA, Sammy Mwawaka

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
7. CHEBET, Oscar Kiplimo
8. GITONGA, Vincent
9. GOMBA, S. Omondi
10. KAHUNGUKA, Dorcas Joy
11. KARANJA, Elvis Muiru
12. KARIUKI, George Thuo
13. KARIUKI, Stephanie Mukami
14. KASANGA, Shirleen Kamene
15. KIMEU, Kennedy Muthami
16. KIRWA, Kelvin Kering
17. LIMO, Ian Peter
18. MACHARIA, Nyaga Dennis
19. MATIMBA, Jotham Masila
20. MBUGUA, Seka Samuel
21. NDEGWA, Martin Mahianyu
22. KANYANJUA, Stephen Ndirangu
23. KEMIA, Brian Mwangi
24. KARANJA, Elvis Muiruri
25. KARIUKI, George Thuo
26. MASESE, Omwenga Felix
27. MDOMA, Sammy Mwawaka

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
27. CHEBET, Oscar Kiplimo
28. GITONGA, Vincent
29. GOMBA, S. Omondi
30. KAHUNGUKA, Dorcas Joy
31. KARANJA, Elvis Muiru
32. KARIUKI, George Thuo
33. KARIUKI, Stephanie Mukami
34. KASANGA, Shirleen Kamene
35. KIMEU, Kennedy Muthami
36. KIRWA, Kelvin Kering
37. LIMO, Ian Peter
38. MACHARIA, Nyaga Dennis
39. MATIMBA, Jotham Masila
40. MBUGUA, Seka Samuel
41. NDEGWA, Martin Mahianyu
42. KANYANJUA, Stephen Ndirangu
43. KEMIA, Brian Mwangi
44. KARANJA, Elvis Muiru
45. KARIUKI, George Thuo
46. MASESE, Omwenga Felix
47. MDOMA, Sammy Mwawaka

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
47. CHEBET, Oscar Kiplimo
48. GITONGA, Vincent
49. GOMBA, S. Omondi
50. KAHUNGUKA, Dorcas Joy
51. KARANJA, Elvis Muiru
52. KARIUKI, George Thuo
53. KARIUKI, Stephanie Mukami
54. KASANGA, Shirleen Kamene
55. KIMEU, Kennedy Muthami
56. KIRWA, Kelvin Kering
57. LIMO, Ian Peter
58. MACHARIA, Nyaga Dennis
59. MATIMBA, Jotham Masila
60. MBUGUA, Seka Samuel
61. NDEGWA, Martin Mahianyu
62. KANYANJUA, Stephen Ndirangu
63. KEMIA, Brian Mwangi
64. KARANJA, Elvis Muiru
65. KARIUKI, George Thuo
66. MASESE, Omwenga Felix
67. MDOMA, Sammy Mwawaka

PASS
68. MOMANYI, Stephen Nyanyuki
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
9. MUMBO, Kombe Chiboya
10. MUTUGI, Eric Munene
11. PKALIA, Abel Krop

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MICROBIOLOGY

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. IRUNGU, Cathrine Waruiru
2. MUTHIANI, Nzioka

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
3. WAKHUNGU, Simiyu Elia
4. SIGU, Alfred Owino
5. RARYEA, Omondi Moses
6. OTIENO, Grace Akumu
7. OCHIENG, Grace Adhiambo
8. KURARU, Sylvia Mitanoi
9. GITORO, Ruth Wangui
10. ATIENO, Petronala Chealsea
11. ASHAIYO, Margaret Njeri

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
12. ACHIENG, Christine Patriciah
13. ADEDI, Andrea Mbeki
14. FATUMA, Amina Alio
15. KIRUI, Angela Chepkirui
16. MASINDE, Anindo Belva
17. MISESI, Mercy Kwamboka
18. MWOBOLIA, Robin Mutuma
19. NJUKI, Maureen Waithiegeni
20. WAMAI, Grace Kirigo
21. WAMBUI, Eunice Wanjiku

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
12. ACHIENG, Christine Patriciah
13. ADEDI, Andrea Mbeki
14. FATUMA, Amina Alio
15. KIRUI, Angela Chepkirui
16. MASINDE, Anindo Belva
17. MISESI, Mercy Kwamboka
18. MWOBOLIA, Robin Mutuma
19. NJUKI, Maureen Waithiegeni
20. WAMAI, Grace Kirigo
21. WAMBUI, Eunice Wanjiku

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GENOMIC SCIENCE

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
1. CHACHA, Violet Moraa
2. CHEBET, Falarine
3. KIRWA, Morgan
4. MBANI, Lance Otieno
5. MUTISYA, Joseph Muema
6. NYARANG’O, Immaculate Mosero
7. WANGA, Nelson Onyango
8. WANGECHI, James Gitonga

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
9. MURIITHI, Kenneth Kareu

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ZOOLOGY

PASS
1. WAKASIKA, Simon Bolton

SCHOOL OF FOOD AND NUTRITION SCIENCES

The Dean of the School of Food and Nutrition Sciences will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying: “I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then rise, bow and resume their seats

Doctor of Philosophy in Food Science and Nutrition
1. MIHAFU Fabian Dominicus

TITLE OF THESIS
“Efficacy of Chia Seeds (Salvia Hispanica L) On Serum Cardiovascular Risk Factors in Male Wistar Rats Fed on High Fat and Fructose Diet”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Beatrice Kiage
2. Dr. Andrew K. Nyerere
3. Dr. Judith K. Okoth

Doctor of Philosophy in Food Science and Nutrition
1. KUBAI Rachel Mwendwa

TITLE OF THESIS
“Effect of Food Supplementation with Sea Weed and Use of Novel Membrane Bioreactor Wastewater Treatment Method on The Quality of Farmed Nile Tilapia”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Michael Wawire
2. Dr. Peter Kahenya

Doctor of Philosophy in Food Science and Nutrition
1. AKULLO Jolly Oder

TITLE OF THESIS
“Physiochemical Characteristics, Microbial Quality and Sensory Acceptability of Cricket (Gryllus bimaculatus) Flour Preserved with Ginger, Garlic and Tumeric Extracts.”

Supervisors
1. Dr. John Kinyuru
2. Dr. Beatrice Kiage
3. Prof. Dorothy Nakimbugwe
SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ANIMAL SCIENCES

The Dean of the School of Natural Resources and Animal Sciences will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

"I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree."

The graduands will then rise, bow and resume their seats.

Doctor of Philosophy in Food Science and Technology

1. ARIEL Kasangi Buzera

TITLE OF THESIS

"Production and characterization of potato flour and its application in noodles processing"

Supervisors

1. Prof. Daniel Sila
2. Dr. Irene Orina

Doctor of Philosophy in Land Resource Planning and Management

1. OTIENO Eric Oduor

TITLE OF THESIS

"Effects of Integrated Soil Fertility Management on Soil Microbial Biomass, Nitrogen Mineralization, Phosphorus Dynamics, and Maize Productivity in Humic Nitisolsof Kenya"

Supervisors

1. Prof. Florence Kanze Lenga
2. Prof. David Mwihia Mburu
3. Prof. Felix Kipchirchir Ngetich

Doctor of Philosophy in Land Resource Planning and Management

1. NYAMBURA Geoffrey Waweru

TITLE OF THESIS

"Effects of Conservation Agriculture on Soil Physico-Chemical Properties and Soil Microbial Biomass under a Rain-Fed Maize Production System in Laikipia East, Kenya"

Supervisors

1. Prof. Florence Kanze Lenga
2. Prof. George Maina Ndegwa
3. Dr. Mathew Gitau Gicheha

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED BIOLOGY

FIRST CLASS HONOURS

1. MWAMBUA, Kathini

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

1. KIBOI, Brian Themeto
2. MURIUNGII, Frida Gatumi
3. MUTEITHIA, Nyokabi Peris

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

5. KARANJA, Mercy Mugure
6. KWOB, Kilo Peter
7. ODHIAMBO, Odondo Fred
8. SAI, Legine
9. WAFULA, Lewin Wang’alie

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOTECHNOLOGY

FIRST CLASS HONOURS

1. KAMAU, Irene Njeri
2. NAMAROME, Evaline
3. WANGUI, Charity Wanjiku

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

4. IRUNGU, Mary Nzoki
5. KIKO, Rachael Mutheu
6. KISAKA, Triza Naliaka Atikinyi
7. MLAMBAB, Festus Mwema
8. MOPHAT, Mwangi
9. MUTEITHIA, Michele Kathure
10. NDUTA, Debby Wambui
11. WAITHKA, Jane Wairimu
12. WAMBI, Virginia Nduki
13. WANJIRU, Ian Mwangi

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

14. AGUTU, Jesse Dickens
15. KIPCHUMBA, Frankline
16. KIPNGENO, Mutai Aron
17. LEDAMA, V. Orongo
18. MACHARIA, Lewis Njeru
19. MIHESO, Gasper
20. MIYONGO, Brian Samoita
21. MUCHANGI, Wincate Mukami
22. MUKHANA, Lucas Oduor
23. MUSHOMA, Rehema Kenyanya
24. MUTINDA, Ernest Mwendwa
25. MWENDA, Bonface
26. NYORO, Julius Nderitu
27. OMUKALA, W. Collins
28. SWALEH, Amina Mishu
29. WAFULA, Titus Wanyonyi
30. KIPROTICH, Allan
31. MARAGA, Melvinah Masese
32. NGUNJIRI, Kevin Maingi

PASS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

1. MUNIU, Joy Wandia
2. MWANGI, Stephanie Wangechi
3. ODHIAMBO, Jazzmine Juma
4. ODUOR, Wendy Apondi
5. OTIENO, Brayan
6. OTIENO, Caroline Akinyi

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

1. MUNIU, Joy Wandia
2. MWANGI, Stephanie Wangechi
3. ODHIAMBO, Jazzmine Juma
4. ODUOR, Wendy Apondi
5. OTIENO, Brayan
6. OTIENO, Caroline Akinyi
As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats.

**INSTITUTE OF ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY**

The Director Institute of Energy and Environmental Technology will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats.

**Doctor of Philosophy in Energy Technology**

1. **MUKABANE Bonface Godwin**

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Application of Genetic Algorithm to Optimize Microalgae Cultivation Conditions in Locally Assembled Flat Plate Photobioreactor”

**Supervisors**

1. Dr. Stephen N. Ondimu
2. Prof. Urbanus M. Mutwiwa
3. Dr. Paul Njogu
4. Dr. Benson B. Gathitu

**Doctor of Philosophy in Occupational Safety and Health**

1. **BUYELA Charles Wafula**

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Occupational Health Risk Assessment in Artisanal and Small-Scale Gold Mining in Kakamega and Migori, Regions, Kenya”

**Supervisors**

1. Dr. Paul Njogu
2. Prof. Gideon M. Kikuvi
3. Prof. Joseph N. Kamau
INSTITUTE OF BIOTECHNOLOGY RESEARCH (IBR)
The Director Institute for Biotechnology Research will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

Doctor of Philosophy in Biotechnology
1. PANYAKO Philip Murunga

TITLE OF THESIS
“Metagenomic Characterization of Poultry Enteric Viral and Bacterial Pathogens and Gut Microbiota in Selected Regions in Kenya and Associated Antimicrobial Resistance Genes.”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Sheila Cecily Ommeh
2. Dr. Jacqueline Kaiiti Lichoti

PAN AFRICAN UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE FOR BASIC SCIENCES, TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
The Director will present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy of the Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology. The candidate will be escorted by the supervisors to the dais and kneel in front of the Chancellor and remain kneeling until the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit you to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and by my authority and that of the entire University, give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then rise, bow and resume their seats

Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Computational)
1. Achimugwu Peter Urane

TITLE OF THESIS
“A Mathematical Model on Climate Change Induced by Excessive Emission and Accumulation of Carbon Dioxide with Optimal Cost-Effectiveness.”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Mathew N. Kinyanjui
2. Prof. David M. Malonza

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOPHYSICS
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
1. IRUNGU, Vickson Irungu
2. KIMANI, Samuel
3. KIPSANAI, Wendy Chemutai
4. KURIA, Ann Nduta
5. MBURU, Lenox Waweru
6. MBURU, Samwel Mwaura
7. MUCEBUI, Dorothy Muthoni
8. MUTUKU, Mercy Mueni
9. MWENDWA, Agnes Katumbi
10. OMONDI, Josephine Achieng
11. OTIENO, Kevin Olucu
12. WANJOHI, Moreen Nyambura
13. GICHORE, Joseph R. Ikinya
14. KARINGITHI, Ian Njorgu
15. KIMANI, Sarah Wambui
16. KIMARO, Beatrice Neema
17. KIPROTICH, Bramuel
18. KYALO, Isaac Kaleri
19. MERCY, Jepleting
20. MNANGAT, Allan
21. MUTUKU, Kithuma Francis
22. NJUE, Brian Kimanthi
23. NJUGUNA, Brenda Waruguru
24. NJUGUNA, Naomi Wangui
25. RONO, Kipchumba Frank
26. VALLARY, Aida
27. WAMUYU, Clarice Njeri

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
28. ENOS, Jeff
29. KIPNGETICH, Kevin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. MUTUKU, Mukulu
2. RABBAB, Ahmed Ali
3. KINGOO, Kasuni
4. OUMA, Mercy Ochieng

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
5. HASSAN, Ridhwan Abdi
6. MACHARIA, Cynthia Wambui
7. MUEMA, Grace Mulekyo
8. MWANGI, Humphrey Ngugi
9. NABISWA, Fanuel Makokha
10. OBEGI, Boniface Omwoyo
11. OGUTU, Mariko Ochieng
12. OMOLLO, Nelly Grace
13. ONGARO, Cynthia Akinyi
14. SUMEIYA, Ali Sherif
15. KIMANI, Sarah Wambui
16. KIMARO, Beatrice Neema
17. KIPROTICH, Bramuel
18. KYALO, Isaac Kaleri
19. MERCY, Jepleting
20. MNANGAT, Allan
21. MUTUKU, Kithuma Francis
22. NJUE, Brian Kimanthi
23. NJUGUNA, Brenda Waruguru
24. NJUGUNA, Naomi Wangui
25. RONO, Kipchumba Frank
26. VALLARY, Aida
27. WAMUYU, Clarice Njeri

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
28. ENOS, Jeff
29. KIPNGETICH, Kevin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RENEWABLE ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSICS
FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. KIMANI, Edward Thandi
2. CHEBET, Faith
3. GATOBU, Stephen Kamau
4. HASSAN, Ridhwan Abdi
5. MACHARIA, Cynthia Wambui
6. MUEMA, Grace Mulekyo
7. MWANGI, Humphrey Ngugi
8. NABISWA, Fanuel Makokha
9. OBEGI, Boniface Omwoyo
10. OGUTU, Mariko Ochieng
11. OMOLLO, Nelly Grace
12. ONGARO, Cynthia Akinyi
13. SUMEIYA, Ali Sherif
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. MBALUKA, J. Muuwo
2. MUNAI, Ian

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
3. ALUMADA, Cynthia Muhonja
4. BITOK, Kipkoech Collins
5. CHEPNGENO, Sharon
6. CHILUMO, Beatrice Sada
7. HERITAGE, Mulch Anziya
8. IRUNGU, Camila
9. JOEL, Joyce
10. KAMANDE, Annette Njambi
11. KARANJA, Abbas Njama
12. KIMASAI, Caroline Jebet
13. KIPROTICH, Brian
14. MACHARIA, Moses
15. NEHRU, Lisa Atieno
16. NGANGA, Lenny
17. NYANDUGA, Alexander Otieno
18. OMUTO, M. Denis
19. OTIENO, Bonfers
20. THUO, Janney Jasmine
21. WAFULU, Victor
22. WAIRIMU, Moses Gacheru
23. WAMBUA, Victor Maini
24. WANGUI, Dennis Kinuthia

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
25. AGESA, Hillary Chanza
26. BARASA, Raphael Juma
27. CHACHA, Putin
28. CHEMUTAI, Wendy
29. HARE, Kombe Nzai
30. KAGIRI, Justus
31. KAHINDI, Eliud Mwanyamba
32. KIPKORIR, Emmanuel
33. KIRERU, Naomi Wangari
34. KIZITO, Raphael Akedi
35. KOOME, Mitchelle
36. LEONARD, Muriithi
37. LUCHERA, Stanley
38. MAINA, John Ndung’u
39. MASHETI, Brian Muhanj
40. MORIMBA, Georgia Makunga
41. MUDHUNE, Joseph Ochieng
42. MUKHONGO, Valentine G. Nafula
43. MWANGI, Mercy Wambui
44. MWANGI, Susan Waithira
45. MWANGI, Yvonne Mwiyeria
46. NAMBAFU, Ruth Nakhumicha
47. NDERITU, Chris Muriithi
48. NDERITU, Elizabeth Nyawira
49. NJOMO, Brian Joseph
50. NJUGUNA, Benson Muchina
51. NYOKABI, Suleiman Kihwaga
52. OLAKA, Robinson Onyango
53. OMERI, Omeri Ian Otwere
54. ONCHIRI, Ivy Matobori
55. OTIENO, Brian
56. OWINO, Simon Oduor
57. RATEMO, Selfert Arumba
58. SHARON, Muthoni
59. SUTER, Jeptoo Debra
60. THAIUR, Fredrick Kariuki
61. WIBO, Dolan Nimrod

PASS
62. KILONZO, Antony Mutua
63. MANGOLI, Peter
64. MUTAH, Victor Nation
65. MUTUNGA, Enos Kiamba
66. OCHIENG, Chispine Jaber
67. OCHIENG, David Odhiambu
68. OMONDI, Emmanuel Gerald
69. OULO, Cynthia Judith Atieno
70. RYAN, Kinuthia

Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Computational)
1. Malede Atnaw Belay

TITLE OF THESIS
“Mathematical Model for the Evolution and Co-Infection of Bacterial Meningitis and Hepatitis B Diseases with Optimal Control.”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Jeconia Okelo Abonyo
2. Prof. David Mwangi Theuri

Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Computational)
1. Bilali Mataru

TITLE OF THESIS
“Mathematical Model for Crime and Poverty due to Unemployment with Optimal Control.”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Jeconia Okelo Abonyo
2. Prof. David Malonza

Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Computational)
1. Kiptum Purity Jebotibin

TITLE OF THESIS

Supervisors
1. Dr. Mathew N. Kinyanjui
2. Dr. Edward Richard Onyango

Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Financial)
1. Elias Kimani Karuiru

TITLE OF THESIS
“Ann-Time Varying Garch Model For Processes with Fixed and Random Periodicity”

Supervisors
1. Prof. J. M. Kihoro
2. Dr. Thomas Mageto
3. Prof. A. G. Waititu

Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Financial)
1. Abdulmaliki Aruna
TITLE OF THESIS
“Robust Portfolio Optimization in Informationally Inefficient Markets.”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Ananda Kube,
2. Prof. Philip Ngare

Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Financial)
1. Matabel Odin

TITLE OF THESIS
“Pricing Bermudan Call Options in Incomplete Markets for an Asset Driven by Lévy Random Bridge Information Process”

Supervisors
1. Dr. Jane Akinyi Aduda
2. Dr. Cyprian Ondieki Omari

Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Financial)
1. John Abonongo

TITLE OF THESIS
“Trigonometric Extensions of Some Heavy Tailed Family of Distributions.”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Joseph Ivivi Mwaniki
2. Dr. Jane Akinyi Aduda

Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Financial)
1. Patrick Chidzalo

TITLE OF THESIS
“Multivariate Model for Pricing Weather Derivatives.”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Philip O. Ngare
2. Dr. Joseph K. Mung’atu

Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Financial)
1. Agnella Nemuo Mandia

TITLE OF THESIS
“Estimation of Retention Threshold and Effects of Peers Dependence in Decentralized Insurance Schemes.”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Patrick Guge Oloo Weke
2. Dr. Joseph Kyalo Mung’atu

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
58. ABOGI, Denis Okoth
59. AMAMBIA, Nigel Nyongesa
60. ASIEVELA, Brandon
61. CHAI, Nasib Ngalla
62. EMMANUEL, Ephy
63. GANSON, Regina Karwitha
64. GATONYE, Nelson Nganda
65. IDD, Rashid Mustafa
66. KAMAU, Abel Ng’ang’a
67. KANAM, Rachel Banza
68. KARUGA, Mutwiri John
69. KATHENGE, Stephen Kithito
70. KEMEI, Raymond Kibet
71. KIPROP, Ian Kiptoo
72. KOOME, Ian Kirimi
73. KORIR, Dennis Kipngletting
74. KSANG, Alexander
75. MAINA, Alex Kigondu
76. MAITHA, Naftali Fadili
77. MAKORI, Caleb Nanjoka
78. MALONZA, Simon Mutiso
79. MBITI, Augustus Mwaniki
80. MBUTHI, Brian Mbunga
81. MCAH, Momanyi
82. MOHAMED, Fatuma Adan
83. MOKAYA, Caleb Mokua
84. MUGO, Cyrus Muchiri
85. MUNENEE, Brian Karani
86. MURIGI, Simon Mwaura
87. MUSEMBI, Bendict Munyao
88. MUSTAFA, Musikoye Abdulrahman
89. MUTUKU, Agnes Mbatha
90. MWAIWE, Judith Luvuno
91. MWAMUMBO, Martha Sidi
92. MWANDIKWA, Joseph Mutemi
93. MWANGI, Jeremiah Gititi
94. MWENDA, Denis
95. MWETHYA, Faith
96. MWIRIGI, Elton Mwenda
97. NDUNG’U, Ian Ruku
98. NDUNG’U, Mark Kihanya
99. NGESA, Evans Otieno
100. NMROD, Israel
101. NJERU, Brian Njoka
102. NJOKI, Alex Muchendumo
103. NYADZUA, Grace
104. OCHIENG, Ian Kefas Otieno
105. OKOTH, Maurine Achieng
106. OKUTHE, Stephen Odhiambo
107. OSIRE, Ethel Edison
108. OWALLAH, Edwin Onyango
109. PANAI, Enoch Leshan
110. RANDY, Idah
111. RONOH, J. Daisy
112. SILVESTER, Nduati
113. WAMJOHI, David Kariuki
114. WOYATE, Ruth Chepogisho

PASS

115. LEPORE, Ranka Paul

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
1. ACHIENG’, Phylis
2. NDUATI, Margaret Wairimu

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
3. MBITHE, Muthengi
4. MURAI, Hannah Wambui

5. NTIRITU, Kenneth Mutwiri
6. NZAI, Mercy Rehema
7. ORAYO, Joseph Odhiambo
8. WAIHENYA, Judy Waithera
9. WANDA, Caroline
10. WANGUNGU, Caroline Wanjiru
11. WASONGA, Caleb Ooko
### BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY

#### FIRST CLASS HONOURS

1. AMAKUBE, Grace Jemima
2. GILBERT, Kipkoech
3. NELLY', Naiore
4. OKINYI, Linner Adhiambro
5. ONYONA, Emmanuel
6. WERU, Nelly Waruguru

#### PASS

85. KIMEU, Grace Muthemmbwa
86. KUIRA, Mary Aurelia Gathiga
87. NYAKUNDI, Dennis Nyamache
88. OGOLA, Austine

---

### Bachelor of Science in Industrial Chemistry

#### FIRST CLASS HONOURS

1. AMAKUBE, Grace Jemima
2. GILBERT, Kipkoech
3. NELLY', Naiore
4. OKINYI, Linner Adhiambro
5. ONYONA, Emmanuel
6. WERU, Nelly Waruguru

#### SECOND CLASS HONOURS

(UPPER DIVISION)

7. ACHIENG, Neema Magak
8. ARUNGA, Dennis Amwayi
9. ATOKO, Steven Brooks
10. CALEB, Eddy Edwin
11. CHUMBA, Faith Jepkoegei
12. ELIZABETH, Caroline Nyakio
13. ERIC, Kobia
14. GICHOIHI, Charity Wangari
15. GIDEON, Muruthi
16. GITHENDU, Sarah Wanjiku
17. GITHINJI, Jedidah Waithiegeni
18. GITONGA, Joseph Mushina
19. JOHNSON, Faith Mwende
20. KARISA, Elizabeth Junwa
21. KARIUKI, Ruth Wanjiru
22. KARIUKI, William Macharia
23. KIMANJJI, Monica Nyambura
24. KINYANGI, Freehan Mkangula
25. KIPTUI, Marion Jesire
26. KYALO, Alan Kivuva
27. KYALO, Florence Mumbua
28. LTABARWA, Jacob
29. MAILU, Benedict Kasimba
30. MASWILL, Miriam Syevuutha
31. MBOYA, Rhoda Kathini
32. MIRINGGU, Hilda A. Wanjiku
33. MOHAMED, Hussein Mohamed
34. MUEMA, Shalom Mukili
35. MUNORU, Victor Munene
36. MURUGI, Brian Mwenda
37. MUSA, Halima Kendi
38. MUSAU, Peace Wanjiku
39. MUSAU, Purity Katheu
40. MUTEME, Emmanuel
41. MUTUA, Jessica Mukeli
42. MUYA, Caroline Nyawira
43. MWANGI, Yvonne Njeri
44. NDEGWA, Henry Kamau
45. NGATIA, Erastus Gathathu
46. NJOKI, Florence Mukami
47. NYAMAI, S. Wambua
48. NYUMU, Caleb Mumo
49. OGOLA, Stacy Amondi
50. OGOLA, Florence Mumbua
51. OIGARA, Peter Onyancha
52. ONDIIEK, Edwin Olsoch
53. ONYANGO, Felix Juma
54. SARRO, Ismail Ngowa
55. SULEIMAN, Suleiman Mohammed
56. WANGARI, Andrew Muthii
57. WANGECI, Winnie Waithira

---

### Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Financial)

1. Noumegni Kenmoe Marcelin Romeo

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Estimation of the Gerber-Shiu Function when Surplus is Modeled as a Perturbed Compound Poisson Risk Model with a Constant Barrier Strategy.”

**Supervisors**

1. Dr. Jane Akinyi Aduda
2. Prof. Mbele Bidima Martin Le Doux

### Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Statistics)

1. Ndung'u Anne Wanjira

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Bayesian Mixed Model with Hierarchical Penalized Spline.”

**Supervisors**

1. Prof. Samuel Mwalili
2. Prof. Leo Odongo

---

### Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Statistics)

1. Beatrice Amin Njau

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Bayesian Estimation of Frailty Hazard Mixture Cure Model for Long-term Cancer Survivors.”

**Supervisors**

1. Prof. Samuel Mwalili
2. Prof. George Orwa

### Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Statistics)

1. Ildephonse Nizeyimana

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“An Alternative Test and Censoring Balancing Functions for the Comparison of Survival Curves.”

**Supervisors**

1. Prof. Samuel Musili Mwalili
2. Prof. George Ottino Orwa

### Doctor of Philosophy Mathematics (Statistics)

1. Veronica Waithira Kariuki

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Extended Alpha Power Family of Distributions, its Properties and Applications.”
Supervisors
1. Dr. Anthony Wanjoya
2. Dr. Oscar Ngesa
3. Prof. Ahmed Afify

Doctor of Philosophy Electrical Engineering (Telecommunication)
1. Antony Ochieng Onim

TITLE OF THESIS
“Design and Analysis of a Neural Network Model for Dynamic Thresholding and Frequency Allocation in Long-Term Evolution Fractional Frequency Reuse”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Stephen Musyoki
2. Dr. Peter Kamita Kihato

Doctor of Philosophy Electrical Engineering (Telecommunication)
1. Joseph Sospeter

TITLE OF THESIS

Supervisors
1. Prof. Elijah Mwangi
2. Prof. Nerey Mvungi

Doctor of Philosophy Electrical Engineering (Power System)
1. Engidaw Abel Hailu

TITLE OF THESIS
“A Novel Model for Detecting Distributed Denial of Service Attack in Software-Defined Networking using Artificial Intelligence Techniques.”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Elijah Mwangi
2. Prof. Edwin O. Ataro

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. BADHRUS, Khadija Abdalla
2. KIMAIYO, Brenda Jeruto
3. MOHAMEDIN, Hussein
4. THUO, Armstrong Kimari

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
1. ABDUL, Twaha Khalid
2. AGUNDA, Viona Atieno
3. ALLAN, Mfogo
4. APEE, Queenslyne Chepkemoi
5. AUGO, Gregory Seda
6. BRIGIT, Adhiambo
7. CHANGAWA, Moses Ngombo
8. CHERUIYOT, Enock Kiprotich
9. GACHANJA, Samuel Wangai
10. GUREMA, Christine
11. JUMA, Fatuma Naomi
12. KAMAU, Paul Chege
13. KIVULA, Douglas Mutunga
14. LORN, Silantoi
15. LANGA, Moses Ngombo
16. MACHARIA, Judy Wambui
17. MAINA, Joychrishtine Nyambura
18. MAINA, Virginia Wangari
19. MAITHA, Mumo
20. MATHENGE, Dominic Wachira
21. MBBONE, Vivian
22. MUGIIRA, Vincent Munene
23. MUTIE, Alfred Musyoka
24. NDERITU, Stephen Kihara
25. NDUNG’U, Joseph Ndichu
26. NDUNGWA, Daniella Rhoda
27. NGUGI, Eunice Mirigo
28. NJERI, Megan Muthoni
29. NJOGU, Moses Ndiang’ui

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
1. ABDUL, Twaha Khalid
2. AGUNDA, Viona Atieno
3. ALLAN, Mfogo
4. APEE, Queenslyne Chepkemoi
5. AUGO, Gregory Seda
6. BRIGIT, Adhiambo
7. CHANGAWA, Moses Ngombo
8. CHERUIYOT, Enock Kiprotich
9. GACHANJA, Samuel Wangai
10. GUREMA, Christine
11. JUMA, Fatuma Naomi
12. KAMAU, Paul Chege
13. KIVULA, Douglas Mutunga
14. LORN, Silantoi
15. LANGA, Moses Ngombo
16. MACHARIA, Judy Wambui
17. MAINA, Joychrishtine Nyambura
18. MAINA, Virginia Wangari
19. MAITHA, Mumo
20. MATHENGE, Dominic Wachira
21. MBBONE, Vivian
22. MUGIIRA, Vincent Munene
23. MUTIE, Alfred Musyoka
24. NDERITU, Stephen Kihara
25. NDUNG’U, Joseph Ndichu
26. NDUNGWA, Daniella Rhoda
27. NGUGI, Eunice Mirigo
28. NJERI, Megan Muthoni
29. NJOGU, Moses Ndiang’ui

PASS
33. ACHOKOR, Hosea Lokorumoi
34. GATHONI, Esther
35. IRUNGU, John
36. LIKOKO, James
37. LIME, Sydney
38. MOKAYA, Francis Macharia
39. MUKENE, Elizabeth Nzioki
40. MURUNGA, Levy
41. MWANIKI, Gideon
42. OKETCH, Victor Omondi
43. SAKWA, Brian
44. WAMBUA, Catherine Lena
45. WAFULA, Job Britte
46. WANKIKU, Ndung’u Moses
47. WARIUNGI, Yvonne Wangari
48. ABIGAEL, Chepchirchir
49. ADANJE, Morris Javan
50. AKHONYA, Cynthia Celline
51. ALIWA, Erick
52. ANYANGO, Paddy
53. BIL, Razu Zainabu
54. JRHONIA, Amaase
55. ETHEKON, Daniel Lomoru
56. IAN, Otiene
57. KARANJA, Patricia Wanjeri
58. KEMBOI, Sholot Jepkoei
59. KIMEU, Faith Mutindi
60. KINJANGU, James Kgala
61. KIOKO, Patricia Mwikali
62. KOSGEI, Celine Jeruto
63. KYALO, Daniel Muthini
64. LEWIS, Mutuku
65. LINDA, Jeruto
66. MAINA, Paul Kariuki
67. MAKOKO, Emmanuel Ray
68. MAKUMI, Jane Waithera
69. MBOYA, Emily Adhiambo
70. MUCHIRI, Victor Ndungu

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
50. MUIINDE, Alex Kisomo
51. MUOKI, Musyoki
52. MUOKI, Mutsiya
53. MURITHI, Alex Karanja
54. MUTUKU, Richard Mbiti
55. MWAI, Sylvia Wangui
56. MWANGI, Rose Njeri
57. MWANJI, Rosemary Wanjiku
58. MWEMA, Gabriel Ian Muli
59. MWENDWA, Benedict Mutunga
60. NGUGI, Jane Wanjira
61. NGUGI, Sally Wamucii
62. NGUGI, Samuel Gatere
63. NJOROGE, David Chege
64. NJUGUNA, Esther Wanjiku
65. NYAGWA, Sospeter Otieno
66. NYINGURO, Elphas Eugine
67. ODHIAMBO, Gordon Ochieng
68. OKATCH, Alison Caroline Apondi
69. OMONDI, Felix
70. OTIENO, John Vianny
71. OUNA, Atieno Irene

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. MEGWE, John Mwangi

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
2. DORCAS, Mutwiri
3. KIPTUM, Dancun
4. MUTAYI, Elizabeth
5. MWENDWA, Michael Nyagha
6. NDIRANGU, Samwel
7. OCHIENG, Aisha
8. TANUI, Kiptoo Noah
9. WAWERU, Laura Wambui

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
10. ADHIAMBO, Maria
11. ADONJAH, Huxley
12. ANANG‘A, Benard Ogure
13. CHRISTINE, Njuki
14. ISIGE, Trevor
15. JEPTOO, Sheila
16. KAMAU, Virginia Wanjiru
17. KIMANI, Joseph
18. KIPLETING, Edwin
19. KIPTOO, Titus Kiplagat
20. KUMINA, Immaculate
21. MUIINDE, Nicholas Mutua
22. MWAI, Christine Waruguru
23. NDUMIA, Peter
24. NDUNDA, Jacob Junior
25. NJERU, Juliet Thaara
26. OCHENG, Dalmas Mayunga
27. OIERE, Ephantus
28. ONYANGO, Dickens
29. SAFARI, Penina Jumwa
30. STALONE, Silvance
31. WAINAINA, Rosalyn Wangechi
32. WANYOIKE, Lamodium Ndung’u
33. GACHAU, James Njehia
34. MANYASA, Edmond
35. MIRUKA, Tomny Ojwang
36. MOMANYI, Adnan
37. MURITHI, Olivia Candida Nyakio
38. MUTURI, Ndegwa
39. NJUGUNA, Kelvin Mugwe
40. OKELLO, Brian
41. OKELLO, Victor
42. OMINGO, Innocent

Doctor of Philosophy Civil Engineering (Structural )
1. Babatunde Olawale Yusuf

TITLE OF THESIS

Supervisors
1. Prof. John Mwero
2. Prof. Raphael Mutuku
3. Prof. Yinusa Jimoh

Doctor of Philosophy Civil Engineering (Structural )
1. Marwa Gumma Omer Adam

TITLE OF THESIS
“Experimental and Numerical Investigations of the Effect of Cassava Flour on the Interfacial Transition Zone Microstructure and Thickness, Mechanical and Durability Properties of High Strength Concrete at Mesoscale Level.”

Supervisors
1. Prof. David Otieno Koteng
2. Prof. Eng. Joseph Ng‘ang’a Thuo
3. Prof. Eng. Mohammed Matalallah

Doctor of Philosophy Molecular Biology and Biotechnology
1. Beatrice Muthoni Gachie

TITLE OF THESIS
“Evaluation of Nfs1 and Sufs Cysteine Desulfurase Genes in Lumefantrine, Piperaquine and Amodiaquine Resistance in Plasmodium Berghei and Plasmodium Falciparum Parasites ”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Gabriel Magoma
2. Dr. Daniel Kiboi

Doctor of Philosophy Molecular Biology and Biotechnology
1. Niyomukiza Samuel

TITLE OF THESIS
“Bioprospecting for Hydrolases from Bacteria Isolated From Food Wastes and Their Application in Bioproducts Processes”

Supervisors
1. Prof. Willis Owino
2. Prof Julius Maina Mathara
3. Prof Naomi Maina
## Doctor of Philosophy Molecular Biology and Biotechnology

1. Mutinda Sylvia Mbula

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Genomic Characterization of Durable and Broad-Spectrum Striga Resistance in Sorghum”

**Supervisors**

1. Prof. Elijah Ateka
2. Prof. Steven Runo
3. Prof. Emily Bellis

## Doctor of Philosophy Molecular Biology and Biotechnology

1. Ndacyayisenga Joseph

**TITLE OF THESIS**

“Effect of Catechin Extracts from *Camellia Sinensis* (Tea) on Chemotherapy Toxicity of Cisplatin in 4T1 Breast Cancer Cell Line and Balb/C Mice “

**Supervisors**

1. Prof. Fred Wamunyokoli
2. Prof. Esther Njoki Mwangi Maina
3. Dr. Festus M. Tolo

---

## Bachelor of Science in Industrial Mathematics

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)**

1. CHERUTO, Linda
2. GITAH, Angela Wanjeri
3. GWEYI, Silvya Atieno
4. JELAGAT, Daisy
5. JEPKOECH, Stacy
6. KAIMURI, Bredah Sharon
7. KARANJA, Ng’ang’a Peter
8. KAROKI, Mary Wangari
9. MABEYA, Tanchi Hesbon
10. MBAI, Catherine Mwende
11. MBUGUA, Peter Maina
12. MITO, Consleta Anyango
13. MUTHINI, Valerie Mutethya
14. MUTIO, Jessica Mutinda
15. NJUE, Elia Murimi
16. NJUGUNA, Mary Wangui
17. ODIUWOR, Joseph Bill
18. OKWANYO, Becky Njeri
19. ONYANGO, Benard Alvan
20. ONYANGO, Ryone
21. WACHIRA, Bianca Wanjiru
22. WAHITO, Joseph Mwangi
23. WAMUI, Millicent Wangari

**SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)**

24. AGONG, Oscar Owuor
25. AKINYI, Ruth Berly
26. ANGIMA, Mordecai Moseti
27. ARYANGO, Monica Lewinsky
28. ATIENO, Hope Anne
29. CHEMTAI, B. Esther
30. HAUNGA, Esther Matron Atieno
31. ISINGAH, Oliver Khann
32. KAGURI, Mercy
33. KARANJA, David Thuo
34. KELI, Francis Muli
35. KIGWAU, Bridged Mwende
36. KIMANTHI, Eric Karanja
37. KIMWE, Ezekiel Kimani
38. KIRINYA, Liz Sharon
39. KIVUTI, Anita Mwende
40. LUMUMBA, Willam Warioba
41. MACHIRA, Emmaculate Wanjiku
42. MAINA, Kelvin Kimani
43. MAINA, Kevin
44. MAKENA, Washington Njonjo
45. MANDELA, Janeida Ogutu
46. MBUGUA, Pauline Wambui
47. MBUGUA, Waweru Benjamin
48. MOKUA, Faith Kwamboka
49. MUBEA, Lucy Wamuhu

50. MWANGI, Clement Daniel
51. MWANGI, Melissa Nyakinyua
52. MWAATATA, Lynn Mnyazi
53. MWENJA, Peris Wambui
54. MWOLOLO, Juliet Nthamo
55. NGOPERIAN, Samson Mantian
56. NZIOKI, Matata Charles
57. OBONYO, Atieno Raecho
58. OCHIENG, Fabian
59. ODHIAMBO, Mike Oyugi
60. OMAI, Michael Onyango
61. OYEKE, Mildred Latisha
62. OYARO, John Segera
63. WAMBI, John Mwangi
64. WANGARI, Njeri Sharon
65. ISAAC, Susan Kanyiva
66. KIOKO, Rodgers Mutuku
67. KYALO, Ebenezer Mwendwa
68. MUTWIRI, Susan Muthoni
69. ODUOR, Mark Oduor
70. SEBWA, Edwin Siomi
71. WANGOMBE, Mary Muringi
The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats.

I admit the persons named to the respective Master degree and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats.

PASS

126. KIVUVA, Daniel Muowo
127. MAINA, Paul Mugo
128. MAYABI, Dennis Wamalwa
129. MOKUA, Monyancha Edwin
130. MOKIANYI, Johnson Nyaora
131. MURIITHI, Brian Ndiritu
132. TIKANI, John Kuntai

NEWGRADUATES

1. KAMAU, Agnes Njeri
2. MAGEKA, Elmelda Bititu
3. MAINA, Stanley Mwangi
4. NGUUYO, Lilian Wangui
5. NURIA, Sheikh Takyu
6. NYANCHAMA, Janealtone Florence
7. NYAOI, Fred Oginda
8. OKUMU, June Awuor
9. OMAR, Saleh Silim
10. OMBATA, Titus Odero
11. OMENYO, George Ngonga
12. ORENGE, Joyce Mogo
13. OTIENO, Nicholas Wandeo
14. PETER, Morris Kasyoka
15. PURITY, Wakini Warui
16. RAHAB, Wangui Wambu
17. RAMBEKA, Zennah Kwamboka
18. VALLENTINE, Callaghan Omечhi
19. WAIITHKA, Helen Wanjiku
20. WAMUYU, Esther Nyaguthi
21. WANYONYI, Sophy Nelly
22. WASWA, Elizabeth Grace
23. WANYONYI, Sophy Nelly
24. WATAMU, Zennah Kwamboka
25. WENGER, Mwangi Wanjiku
26. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
27. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
28. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
29. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
30. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
31. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
32. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
33. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
34. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
35. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
36. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
37. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
38. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
39. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
40. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
41. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
42. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
43. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
44. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
45. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
46. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
47. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
48. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
49. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku
50. WONGOMO, Mwangi Wanjiku

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOSTATISTICS

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. ILAO, Willy Osubento
2. MUEMA, Tabitha Wayua
3. OCHIENG, Glen Washington

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
25. AJIAMBO, Rosa Akinyi
26. ATIENO, Peres
27. CHERUIYOT, Diah Jebet
28. FELISTA, K. Kilonzo
29. GACII, Kelvin Mwangi
30. JUMA, Akoth Linda
31. KAI, Chiromo Lucky
32. KAMAU, Isabella Wanjiku
33. KARISA, Barak Rukema
34. KENYABBI, Brian Mokua
35. KHATIEL, Ziporah
36. KIBET, Jepchumba Charity
37. KIGO, Stephen Maina
38. KINYANUI, Concepta Mughika
39. KIPCHEMBULU, Harold
40. KIPKEMOI, Alex
41. KISEMBE, W. Veronica
42. KUSIETEI, Mercy Manto
43. LANGAT, Jepchumba Charity
44. MAMBO, Betty Napenzi
45. MANG’O, Dave Bryson
46. MBUNGO, Mwangi Mboya
47. MOENGA, Hadda Musa
48. MUTHUKU, Marion Nzambi
49. MUTHUKU, Vincent
50. MUYONGA, Kibichi Bill

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
4. AUSTINE, Omondi
5. IRUNGU, Charles Maina
6. KANJERI, Chepkemoi Collete
7. KARANJA, Peter Kamau
8. KARANJA, Sarah Maina
9. KARIUKI, Peter Kariuki
10. KIMEU, Elizabeth Nyambere
11. KIPPRONI, Samuel Barno
12. MADAGA, Kathryn Debora
13. MUNDE, Millicent Wavinya
14. NDAU, Neema Chari
15. NJUE, Joseph Fundi
16. NYALANDO, Madeline Albright
17. ODHIAMBO, Atieno Valary
18. OKOTH, Brandol Oduor
19. OLOO, Grace Shirley
20. OTIENO, Antony
21. SAINOTI, Sunde Solomon
22. WAINEINA, Bridget Nyaguthii
23. WAMBUA, Stella Marys Syombua
24. WINNY, Chricencia Odhach

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
21. TOM, Vincent Brightton
22. WAFULU, Mace Wawo
23. WANJIRU, Apollo Wasonga
24. WANJIRU, George Njoguwa
25. ZAWADI, Joshua

MASTER OF SCIENCE

COLLEGE OF HUMAN RESOURCE AND DEVELOPMENT

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The Dean School of Business and Entrepreneurship will rise and present the following Candid-ates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit the persons named to the respective Master degree and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats.

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT)

1. KAMAU, Agnes Njeri
2. MAGEKA, Elmelda Bititu
3. MAINA, Stanley Mwangi
4. NGUUYO, Lilian Wangui
5. NURIA, Sheikh Takyu
6. NYANCHAMA, Janealtone Florence
7. NYAOI, Fred Oginda
8. OKUMU, June Awuor
9. OMAR, Saleh Silim
10. OMBATA, Titus Odero
11. OMENYO, George Ngonga
12. ORENGE, Joyce Mogo
13. OTIENO, Nicholas Wandeo
14. PETER, Morris Kasyoka
15. PURITY, Wakini Warui
16. RAHAB, Wangui Wambu
17. RAMBEKA, Zennah Kwamboka
18. VALLENTINE, Callaghan Omечhi
19. WAIITHKA, Helen Wanjiku
20. WAMUYU, Esther Nyaguthi
21. WANYONYI, Sophy Nelly
22. WASWA, Elizabeth Grace

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (MARKETING)

1. MAGAMU, Wycliffe Senelwa
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (FINANCE)
1. HAMADI, Hamisi Mwazito
2. HAMZA, Ali Mohamed
3. IKANYA, Dorcas Okiru
4. KEVIN, Kibe T. Kimaru
5. KIBET, Alfín
6. KIMAIYO, Paul Kanda
7. KITHINJI, Felisias Mwenda
8. KOTOME, Auru Paul
9. MARY, Wanja
10. MOHAMMED, Zubair Mohamoud
11. MWANGI, Isabel Wangeci
12. NICODEMUS, Anam Okumu
13. NIXON, Lamech Kosasia
14. NJOROGO, Gibson Ngari
15. NJOROGO, Susan Muthoni
16. NYABUTO, Geoffrey Mokoro
17. ONCHWARI, Bernard Agwata
18. PANYAKO, Dennis Omina
19. SALLY, Ndia Masaku
20. MWANGI, Irene Wairimu
21. ZUHURA, Rehema

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCIAL ECONOMICS
1. MACH, Jacob Wuoi
2. MUTUA, Wambua Mumanthi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING
1. BOSIRE, Morine Mokeira
2. MUYUMBA, Lilian Khasandi
3. NCHAGWA, Miriam Mogesi
4. NYABERA, Edwine Momanyi
5. OBUYA, David Ochieng’
6. OKINDO, Dennis Morang’a
7. OSORO, Everlyne Moraa

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE
1. ABDINUR, Adam Edow
2. ALUMIRA, Paul Kinandali
3. BARAZA, Joyce Nekesa
4. CHESIR, Caroline Jeruto
5. ELEMA, Bokayo Dulacha
6. GITARI, Joseph Murithi
7. GITHINJI, Lucy Wakabu
8. KOMEN, Amos Kirop
9. MAINA, George Ndriangu
10. MOGIRE, Risper Kemunto
11. MOGWAI, Irene Wairimu
12. MOGWAI, Irene Wairimu
13. MUUKULU, Kyalo Susan
14. OCHIENG, Vivian Adhiambo
15. OGACHI, Joyce Achien
16. ONGACHI, Florence Ochieng
17. ONCHE, Celestine Onchera
18. OOTTO, Josph Ondo
19. RONOGU, Joseph Ondoba
20. SIFUNA, Sostine Wanjala
21. WAMBWA, Juliet Ndoto
22. WAMBWA, Mumo Faith
23. WANGU, Joy Irene Wangeci

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
39. ACHENG, Hope
40. ADHABAO, Hellen
41. AGOSA, Juliet Alumasa
42. ANCHING’A, Jared Atang’a
43. BARASA, Jemtai Stellah
44. BRIAN, Omwenga Onkoba
45. CHEGE, Maxwell Githongo
46. CHEPKIRUI, Faith
47. CHERUIYOT, Brenda Chemutai
48. DAVID, James Omondi
49. EKEYA, Emoroli Benedict
50. FIRDOSA, Mohamed Adan
51. GEOFFREY, Kipkemoi Rono
52. GICHONGE, William Gitahi
53. GITAU, Ian Waweru
54. GLORIA, Doreen Nzimbi
55. HILLARY, Okoth Liech
56. IRUNGU, Elizabeth Ngoiri
57. JEMUTAI, Florence
58. JEPTOO, Jelody
59. KAHIANYU, Joshua Wachira
60. KAMAU, James Mwangi
61. KIVULUUKA, Vivian
62. KING’ORI, Victorpetor Wamai
63. KIPCHUMBA, Brian
64. KIPRUTO, Kiplimo Ezra
65. KYALO, Kenneth Nzioka
66. KYANDE, Flavian Mutui
67. MAINA, Cynthia Wanyi
68. MAINA, Eric Kaburu
69. MAINA, Joseph Wanjohi
70. MAINA, Rita Nyambura
71. MAKENA, Prissy
72. MAKORI, Awili Rehema
73. MAKUBER, Naishoura Saoli
74. MANGA, Lucy Sharon
75. MARUBE, Elvis Ohuru
76. MATAI, Wesley Nyabare
77. MATATA, Joan Wavinya
78. MBIITHI, Benard Mutinda
79. MBWAYO, Bruce Bunde
80. MBWAYO, Wycliffe Otienu
81. MOHAMED, Saud Al Shuraim
82. MOKAYA, Hezon Onbida
83. MUCHAI, Maryann Wambui
84. MUGO, Stanely Gicharu
85. MULINGWA, Stephen Musyoka
86. Munyasa, Emmanuel
87. Musyoka, Victor Muoo
88. Mutuku, Diana Mwikali
89. Mutwiri, Rhoda Karwitha
90. MWANGI, Judy Wanjira
91. MWATHA, Zacheas Maina
92. MWAVALI, Brian
93. NJAU, Joan Nyambura
94. NJOROGO, Cynthia Wambui
95. NKOWULA, Lemayen Sylvestor
96. NYABUTO, Teresa Kemuma
97. NYAMBAT, Zephaniah
98. NYAMOSI, Wesley Laurent
99. ODHIAMBO, Malon Aoko
100. ODHIAMBO, Ronald Omondi
101. OJWANG’, Alphonse Oluoch
102. OKEJIK, Austine Odanga
103. OKOTO, Share Rose Akinyi
104. OLUOCH, Chelsea Adhiambo
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OPERATIONS RESEARCH
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
1. ANYANG’O, Joyel Auwor
2. ARGWINGS, Makhandia Shikuku
3. KUMBU, Vivian Mwende
4. MUNGAI, Philomena Wangari
5. MUTUKU, Patricia Mwende
6. NDUNG’U, Lois Mugiure
7. ROTICH, Lauryn Chepkorir
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
8. CHEPKEMOI, Eucabeth
9. CHEPKOECH, Sharon
10. CHEPKORIR, Marion
11. CHINDIA, Jeremiah
12. GATHOGO, Emmanuel Mukabi
13. GICHIARU, Angela
14. HANAN, Abdiile
15. IMANI, Sume Guvo
16. KAIU, Katrina Munyiva
17. KIAMBUTHI, Peter Gitau
18. KIPKIRUI, Brian
19. KIPRUTO, J. Sharon
20. KIPYEKEYON, elkana
21. LINCOLN, Namasha Youness
22. MAKHANU, Dennis Wanyonyi
23. MULI, Calist Pauline

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN STATISTICS
FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. ABBAS, Anim Yahya
2. CAROLINE, Laurine Mutheu
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
3. CHEPTOO, Marion
4. CHERUJIOYT, Emmanuel
5. CHERUJIOYT, Maxwel
6. JOHN, Otiemo Anam
7. KARURI, Philomena Wamaitha
8. KIPCHIRICH, edwin
9. KIPYEKEYON, Cyrus Kibet
10. KIRUJA, Maxine Muthoni

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE
1. HASSAN, Ismahon Faud
2. HASSAN, Kuli Adan
3. KIZITO, Simiyu Walubengo
4. NGANDA, Jackson Mutinda
5. NYAMVARO, Lorna Kerubo
6. NZULWA, Joyce Daudi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
1. ADI, Mohamed Bonaya
2. AZIZ, Arthur Ochieng
3. CHEMOIGUT, Violet Chepkorir
4. CHEPKIRIR, Anita
5. ESTHER, Nafula Manyonge
6. GIDNORAH, Mwakuli Mangale
7. IHA, John Menza
8. JUMA, Harriet Nasambu
9. KAMAU, Leah Njambi
10. KARAJINTO, Lucy
11. KATHURIMA, Judith Kanamu
12. KATUMBI, Naomi Nzivo
13. KAVINDU, Mary Malin
14. MICHIRA, Justus Onyari
15. MORWABE, Justus Gekone
16. MUCHERU, Beatrice Wanjururu
17. MUGO, Beatrice Wangui
18. MUGO, Mercy Njoki
19. MUMBUI, Edwin Gichohi
20. MWAMBINGU, Rosalia Kulola
21. MWA, Mary Ann Wanjuwu
22. MWENDA, Mercy Nkirote
23. NGAYAI, John Kioko
24. NGELI, Jackline Kansu
25. NGURA, Josaphat King’u
26. NJENGA, Lucy Mumbi
27. NJERI, Beth Njoki
28. ONDARI, Dennis Orina
29. OUMA, Kennedy Jalango
30. VANE, Mengere
31. WACHIURI, Juliana Wambui
32. WAEMA, Jacqueline Mutheu
33. WARUI, Felicia Wanjiru

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MONITORING AND EVALUATION
1. AMBATSA, Sylvia Andika
2. BULLE, Mohamed Abdullah
3. DAHIR, Ismahoh Mohamed
4. GOR, Michael Onyango
5. JEPKORIR, Doris
6. JILLO, Biftu Karayu
7. MULUMBA, Catherine Ndanu
8. NYAGUTHII, Loise Muchiri
9. ODUOR, Brian Owino
10. OKHANGA, Saul Atwa
11. OSMAN, Iqra
12. OTIENO, Albert Muruka
13. Ouma, Doreen Anyango

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PROCUREMENT AND LOGISTICS
1. ADHIAMBO, Ruphens Marion
2. ASEA, Benson Ongulo
3. ATEMO, Florence
4. BOSIBORI, Candida
5. CHACHA, Bramwel Mwita
6. DAGANE, Ramla Abdi
7. GITHEJI, Johanna Gitahi
8. HAPPY, Sidi Ngumbao
9. HASSAN, Amina Abdullah
10. IRUNGU, David Gachanja
11. JEMIMA, Dama Kahindi
12. KABUE, Cynthia
SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)

56. ALIWA, Loice Adhiambo
57. AMUKHOYE, Simon
58. ATIANG, Rebecca Achigie
59. BOKE, Elishaphat Chacha
60. BUNDI, Christine Kinyi
61. CHEGE, Joan Njeri
62. CHIRUKA, Jaspersen Ludigu
63. GAKUYA, Pennina Nyawira
64. GITHUA, Eddahmary Wanjiru
65. GWANTAI, Nicholas Muguamb
66. HAWKINS, Lumasia
67. HIUKO, Grace Wangui
68. IGWANYA, John
69. KABUGU, Elvis Njeguna
70. KAIGA, Stephen Githinji
71. KAMAU, James Mwangi
72. KAMAU, Joseph Mwangi
73. KARIUKI, Brian Muthaithi
74. KARIUKI, Chelsea Njeri
75. KARIUKI, Elizabeth Wanjiru
76. KATHARE, Dorcas Kendi
77. KAVAYA, Timothy Ramadhan
78. KAYOLLA, Ephrain Ochieng
79. KHALUHI, Solomon
80. KIBUTHU, Morris Irungu
81. KIETI, Martin Munguti
82. KIHURO, Kelvin Mugane
83. KILONZO, W. Wavinya
84. KINGAO, David Mumo
85. KINJANJUI, Julian Waithira
86. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
87. KIPLAGAT, Meshack Kiprono
88. KINYANJUI, Julian Waithira
89. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
90. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
91. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
92. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
93. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
94. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
95. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
96. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
97. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
98. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
99. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
100. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
101. KIPLIMO, Kiplagat Edwin
102. MURITHI, K Jan
103. MUTHENGLIA, Maxwell Githumbi
104. MUTHOKI, Sharon
105. MUTUA, Jennifer Mbuya
106. MWANGI, Peter Chege
107. NOCOOROH, Brian Mwaura
108. NDUKU, George Karanja
109. NDUNGU, Lisper Wangu
110. NGOBO, Annastacia Njeri
111. NGOTHU, Anthony Mwangi
112. NGUGI, Delilis Marandi
113. NGUGI, Patience Wangu
114. NIERI, Kariuki
115. NJOROGE, Carolyne Wanjiru
116. NJUGUNA, Yvonne Mary Mugure
117. NTONJA, Elijah Mutethia
118. NYAMUNGA, Nyankiema Emmanuel
119. NYAMWEYI, Atebe Kevin
120. ODERA, Enos Menefee
121. ODERA, Sheldon Welinga
122. ODOTO, Lorenza Valary
123. ODHAMBO, Robinson S. Okeyo
124. ODHAMBO, Whifred Magonya
125. OGIUTU, Fredrick Okeyo
126. OKONGO, Austine Okoth
127. OLUCHIRI, Patrick Lumbumba
128. OMANYA, Vedester Otoie
129. OMOGA, Nick Onyango
130. OMWENGA, Edwin Ratemo
131. ONDARA, Hesbon Nyambane
132. ONKUL, Gifty Kerubo
133. OTIENO, Onndo Luke
134. OTIENO, Samwel Okeyo
135. OTIENO, Sara Achigie
136. SAMUEL, Gregory Muthie
137. SIMUYU, Samuel
138. SOPHIA, Njeri Kogi
139. TATORU, Leshao Ishmael
140. THOMAS, Christine Mbil
141. WAFULA, Makokha Franklin
142. WAMBUA, Bonface Mboya
143. WAWERU, Samuel Kamau

PASS

144. AMON, Kipkgei Kuruga
145. ATUNGA, Elijah Mbeki
146. GACHOKA, Sim Xibera
147. IGAMBA, Daisy Mukami
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. KIPLIMO, Luis
2. KIPSANG, Marion Cherotich
3. MWANIKI, Nancy Wangui
4. OTIENO, Frankline Otieno

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
5. ATIENO, Rufina
6. DADAIDO, Shirley Mbeyu
7. ERISSAT, Allan
8. GACHAGO, Brian Githaiga
9. GITONGA, Dennis Kamau
10. HELEN, Patience Wangari
11. ILAKO, Halfamaton Ngesu
12. KANGANGI, Joy Wanjiku
13. KHASITSA, Emmy Mihame
14. KIBET, Kevin Kipkemboi
15. KIMANI, Abigael Mumbi
16. KIPKOGEI, Alfred
17. KIPROITCH, Denis
18. KIRIM, Sharon Mwendwa
19. KIYAI, C. Faith
20. KOMUNGA, Elly James
21. LAGAT, Jepnetich Brandy
22. LILLIAN, Njeri Warui
23. LUGADA, Marion Kahongeri
24. MACHARIA, Allan Kariuki
25. MAINA, Muthoni Melinda
26. MBAGO, Silvia Muthoni
27. MMBOGO, Vallary
28. MUCHAI, Joseph Kinuthia
29. MUEMA, Joel Mutinda
30. MURIUKI, Harun Njihia
31. MUTUA, Faith Joy Kavata
32. MWANGI, Benson Muriithi
33. NDEMO, Nancy Nyanduko
34. NDIRITU, Denis Mwai
35. NDUNG’U, Agnes Muthoni
36. NDETA, Caroline Wanjiku
37. NGIRIY, James
38. NGONYO, Laura Njeri
39. NGUNU, Cesar Njogu
40. NJOROGE, M. Maina
41. NYABAGA, Vanessa Nyatuga
42. NYAGAH, Kelvin
43. NYAOISI, Nyanchama
44. NZAMBI, Grace Mutethya
45. OKUMU, Nashion Omundi
46. OLOO, Brian Ochieng
47. ONYANGO, Fred Junior
48. OTIENO, Brian Ochieng
49. OTIENO, Cynthia Awoor
50. OTIENO, Leah Gloria
51. TOM, Odhiambó
52. WAHOME, John Nyaga
53. WAIRAGU, Wanjiru Paulat Serah
54. WANGAI, Glorious Melody Njoki
55. WANJIJKU, Megan Wanjiru

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
1. BOSIRE, Jared Getange
2. DUBAT, Abdullahi
3. EJORE, John Longacha
4. KAMAU, Gabriel Ng’ang’a
5. KARANJA, Evans Mugambi
6. KIKOMA, Pascalia Munio
7. MUDAMBA, Kenneth Kibunja
8. NAIKUNI, Daisy Peleisa
9. NDIGWA, Esther Kerubo
10. NGATIA, Benedict Kinyua
11. NGUI, Lydia Kalumi
12. NGUTU, Jackline Atieno
13. ODHOJ, Marcelline Awoor
14. OPERE, Jacob Otieno

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ICT MANAGEMENT
1. ATISA, Wilfred Oriki
2. HUSSEIN, Athman Hussein
3. KAINO, Kibiwott Kiptoo
4. KARANJA, Maryanne Wanjiru
5. KIMANI, Stephen Mbugua
6. KIPKEMEI, Cornelius Kibet
7. KIPLAGAT, Isaac Kipkorir
8. MANANI, Amos Chweya
9. MBUGUA, Emma Wamaitha
10. NYAMWEYA, Winnie Kemuma
11. OOKO, Nixon Kawaka
12. SAMOEI, Pamela Cherotich

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC POLICY AND ANALYSIS
1. WAWERU, Onesmus Waihenya
The Dean School of Communication and Development Studies will rise and present
the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Dean School reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing
until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying;

“I admit the persons named to the respective Master degree and by my authority and
that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this
degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DEVELOPMENT STUDIES (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT)
1. ALI, Abdi Dahir
2. JARSO, Farhiya Abdi
3. WANZALA, Justus Bahati

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN DEVELOPMENT STUDIES (PROJECT MANAGEMENT)
1. MUENDOH, Antoniona Ngina

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
1. KIPCHILIM, Caroline Jesire
2. WAMBULWA, Naster Ruth

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MASS COMMUNICATION (CORPORATE COMMUNICATION)
1. OGOTI, Lucy Bitutu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MASS COMMUNICATION (DEVELOPMENT COMMUNICATION)
1. ONYANGO, David Morton Saulo

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FINANCIAL ENGINEERING
FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. NYERERE, Yvonne Mukami

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
2. ABDILLAH, Abdillahi Abdulrazak
3. ADEMLA, Francisca Atieno
4. ALEL, Rose Mumbe
5. BETHWE, Kiptoo
6. BULUMA, Capulet Trelawney
7. CHOMBA, Agnes Murugi
8. COLLINS, Kipnetich Langat
9. GITAU, Grace Gathoni
10. HASSAN, Mkhia Katana
11. IBRAHIM, Shamsidin Hassan
12. IRUNGU, Brian Wanyoike
13. JOSPHAT, Ihare Muthui
14. KAMAU, Faith Njoki
15. KAMAU, Marion Bwari
16. KIPKEU, Jerutto Valarie
17. KIZITO, Gesare Faith
18. KOECH, Ian Kipruto
19. KORIR, Lucy Chepchirchir
20. MACHARIA, Jeremiah Mwangi
21. MALII, Kennedy Kisangau
22. MBUGUA, Peter Kimani
23. MERCY, Chepkemoi Cheruiyot
24. MOIKOBU, Cyppy
25. MUENDOH, Anntonina Ngina
26. MUGI, Ann Wangari
27. MUNJU, Bernice Wangechi
28. MUNYUI, Sylvia Nduta
29. MUTUA, Nicholas Mwangangi
30. MWANGI, Lucy Wanjuru
31. NAOMI, Kambua Musyoka
32. NJENGA, Mary Nzambi
33. NJUGUNA, Stacy Stefani
34. NJUNG’E, George Gitua
35. NYAGA, Mukami Elizabeth
36. ODHIAMBO, Joy Scovia Anyango
37. RUGENDO, Winnie Mwende
38. SAMARERE, Nyabate Vallary
39. SAMUEL, Abigail Mukei
40. SANYA, Patricia Akinyi

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
41. SHIRLEY, Nyausi Odoro
42. SIMBA, Ngowa Bilali
43. SPECIA, Mutsoi
44. WANJOGU, Gerald Mburu
45. ABAS, Is Hack Isack
46. ADALO, Teddy Musalia
47. AJWANG, Elleys Ann
48. CHEMUTAF, Faith
49. CHEPPIRUI, Clare
50. CHEROTICHI, Sandra
51. ERICK, Kiplagat
52. GACHUNGA, Kelvin Kamau
53. GITARI, Wawira Parpetual
54. GWELA, Mary S. Ndire
55. JOYCE, Wangui Kariuki
56. KAMAU, Margaret Njeri
57. KAMAU, Mary Nyawira
58. KARANJA, Sammy Mbugua
59. KARIUKI, Ann Muthoni
60. KEMBOI, Jelagat Eva
61. KIMINGICHI, Favour Inmaculate
62. KINOTI, Christine Kariimi
63. KIOGORA, Sharon Kinya
64. KIRII, Judy Warurii
65. KIRITU, Andrew Mwangi
66. LAIGWANANI, Jibril Kurungu
67. LIMBO, Abigael Jepkorir
68. LINDA, Muthoni Mutwiri
69. LUCY, Atieno Ouma
70. MAGUT, Mercy Jepkorir
71. MBATHA, Christopher Kikuvi
72. MBINDA, Victor Timona
73. MBOGORI, Samantha Gakii
74. MBURUA, Martin Njagi
75. MOMANYI, Kambua Musyoka
76. MSE, Mwandle Collins
77. MUI, Jona Mbugua
78. MUMBUA, Kyai
79. MUNYAO, Festus Mumo
80. MURITHI, Ann Wanyaga
81. MUSYOKA, Olivia Mutongo
82. MUTHAURA, Mwandle Collins
83. MUTISO, Bartlett King’ondhu
39. ODYO, Stacy Taylor Adhiambo
40. ODYO, Stephen
41. OKOTH, Frank Oluoch
42. OTUKI, Akoya Nedy
43. OUKO, Ochino Paul
44. PAMBA, Anne Mwende
45. SERET, Felix Salau
46. SHELLY, Nyaboke Mezillah
47. VALERIAN, Nyabiya Gichana
48. VICTOR, Sammini Mwaro
49. WAHOME, Grace Kagure
50. WANDHO, Jeff Otieno
SECON CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
51. ABDI, Rashid Mohamed
52. AYUNGO, Mike Ochieng
53. BARASA, Polycarp Ouma
54. BRENDA, Nabwire Mukoli
55. BRIAN, O. Were
56. CAROLINE, Wanjiru Mwangi
57. DENNIS, Francis Nderitu
58. GAKUO, Ian Karari
59. GATHONI, Lilian Njeri
60. GICHUKI, Nicholas Ndung’u
61. HILLARY, Moses Odhiambo
62. IRERI, Gakii Susan
63. JULIUS, Nzegha
64. KADZO, Faith Kombe
65. KAZUNGU, Gideon Mumba
66. KERUBO, Christine Onguti
67. KIMANI, Agnes Wanjiku
68. KIMANI, Joseph Mwangi
69. KIMANI, Sylvia Waithira
70. KINYUA, Murimi Brian
71. KIPLAGAT, Ivy Joy Jepkemoi
72. KIRIBA, John Chiwai
73. KISILU, Brian Maundu
74. KISINHAL, David Lumasia
75. KITIVO, Mercy Mwende
76. KUNDA, Dominic Achoka
77. KUNZI, Nixon
78. KUNYU, Githui Maina
79. LENAREMO, Letetia Nurdin
80. LUUKULI, Antony Shikunzi
81. M’MBETSA, Chikololo
82. MABIOR, Awon Jok
83. MARYANNE, Mututhoni
84. MAYALO, Mutete
85. MBAI, Jake Kalati
86. MORANG’A, Brian Omwoyo
87. MORRIS, Makena Elizabedh
88. MUTHAMA, Gladys Ndue
89. MUTISO, Angela Mwelu
90. MUYALE, Mutetem Job
91. MWANIKI, John Maina
92. NDAMBUKI, Faith Wavinya
93. NDUNGWA, Nicanor Mwenda
94. NGANYI, Mercy Omuyonga
95. NJIRU, Bridges Nyawira
96. NYAGAKA, Lawreen Kerubo
97. NYANGWESO, Bornface
98. ODHIAMBO, Felicia Atieno
99. ODUOR, Denis Ochieng
100. OHUNGU, Omondi Shadrack
101. OKEYO, Phoenveah Achieng
102. ONYANG, Yvonne Matolu
103. PARISAU, Michael Lumunyk
104. SIMANTO, Sidonia Ogake
105. TADALA, Daisy Ware
106. TONNNY, Blair Volentine
107. VINCENT, Owino Abuor
108. WAO, Lilian Wanjiku
109. WAFFULA, Valery Atieno
110. WAMBUA, Ann Wambui
111. WANGULI, Brian Ngethe
112. WANDJIRU, Mary Njoki
113. WANDJIRA, Faith Mawia
114. WARGIA, Kevin Njuguna
115. WAYUA, Joy Mitchelle

PASS
116. KAPAI, Milton Loisa
117. KINOTI, Coxyl Kendi
118. MALECHE, Clifflone
119. MUGIRA, Antony Mutugi
120. MULOKI, Mwenda Dickson
121. MUTUA, Lucy Nhambie
122. NGOMO, Daniel Ndung’a
123. OKINDO, Joel Kimonge
124. TESS, Odongo

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING SCIENCES
The Dean School of Architecture and Building Sciences will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit the persons named to the respective Master degree and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT MANAGEMENT
1. MBATHA, Samuel Kiilu
2. MUNDIA, Thomas Gikonyo
3. NTAWIBUSA, K. Michel

SCHOOL OF CIVIL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOSPATIAL ENGINEERING
The Dean School of Civil, Environmental and Geospatial Engineering will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT
1. MAINA, Oscar Njung’e
2. OJERE, Ezekiel Oyugi
3. WILLIS, Odhiambo Ochola

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
1. KUNDU, Dominic Achoka
2. ODUOR, William Wasonga
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND REMOTE SENSING
1. KOCHULEM, Edwin Korir
2. OCHIENG, Joline Achieng
3. WANGUI, Eda

SCHOOL OF BIOSYSTEMS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
The Dean School of Biosystems and Environmental Engineering will rise and present the following candidate for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.
As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying;
“I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”
The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL PROCESSING ENGINEERING
1. ONDIBA, Jared Ombaye

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOIL AND WATER ENGINEERING
1. CHEPKEMOI, Abigail
2. MAINGI, Susan Mbithe

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT
1. KIMAIYO, June Jero

SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC AND INFORMATION ENGINEERING
The Dean School of Electrical, Electronic and Information Engineering will rise and present the following Candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.
As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read . The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACTUARIAL SCIENCES

FOURTH CLASS HONOURS
1. BARASA, W. Erastus
2. BRITNEY, Moraa Kebaso
3. KATUA, Michelle Wangari

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
1. ADHIAMBO, Ashley Jenipher
2. ALOYO, Calvin Clain
3. ARON, Kiptoo Cheruiyot
4. BEVERLY, Wairimu
5. BOSIRE, Naomi Kerubo
6. FAITH, E. Wambughwa Mwasaru
7. GICHARU, Anthony Gatura
8. HALAKE, Yasmin Yahya
9. JEPLETING, Lydia
10. KAMAU, Maggie Wangui
11. KARUMA, Martin Kiarie
12. KATUMO, Sebastian Mutulu
13. KIZITO, Denilson Murundi
14. MOMANYI, Rose Boyani
15. MUGAMBI, Clara Nkatha
16. MUNGATHIA, Caroline Gakii
17. MURIGI, Domitilla Wanjiku
18. MURIUKI, Lenity Kendi
19. MUSA, Nyeris Rotich
20. MUSEE, Alfred Mutua
21. MUTUA, Gregory Kiamba
22. MWAKA, Gloria Mutheu
23. NDEGWA, Tabitha Joy Wangari
24. NDUNGU, Gabriel Kogi
25. NYABUTO, Rebecca Kerubo
26. ODHIAMBO, Michael Shalom
27. ODUOR, David Otieno
28. OLEWO, Stephen
29. ONDURU, Bruce Byron
30. OWINO, Samuel Oginga
31. RELINE, Ann
32. THUKU, Samuel Wachira
33. WAITITU, Ivy Wanjiku
34. WALTER, Brian
35. WAMBUA, Daniel Musyoka
36. WARRING, Daniel Kariuki

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES
The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.
As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACTUARIAL SCIENCES

FOURTH CLASS HONOURS
1. BARASA, W. Erastus
2. BRITNEY, Moraa Kebaso
3. KATUA, Michelle Wangari

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
1. ADHIAMBO, Ashley Jenipher
2. ALOYO, Calvin Clain
3. ARON, Kiptoo Cheruiyot
4. BEVERLY, Wairimu
5. BOSIRE, Naomi Kerubo
6. FAITH, E. Wambughwa Mwasaru
7. GICHARU, Anthony Gatura
8. HALAKE, Yasmin Yahya
9. JEPLETING, Lydia
10. KAMAU, Maggie Wangui
11. KARUMA, Martin Kiarie
12. KATUMO, Sebastian Mutulu
13. KIZITO, Denilson Murundi
14. MOMANYI, Rose Boyani
15. MUGAMBI, Clara Nkatha
16. MUNGATHIA, Caroline Gakii
17. MURIGI, Domitilla Wanjiku
18. MURIUKI, Lenity Kendi
19. MUSA, Nyeris Rotich
20. MUSEE, Alfred Mutua
21. MUTUA, Gregory Kiamba
22. MWAKA, Gloria Mutheu
23. NDEGWA, Tabitha Joy Wangari
24. NDUNGU, Gabriel Kogi
25. NYABUTO, Rebecca Kerubo
26. ODHIAMBO, Michael Shalom
27. ODUOR, David Otieno
28. OLEWO, Stephen
29. ONDURU, Bruce Byron
30. OWINO, Samuel Oginga
31. RELINE, Ann
32. THUKU, Samuel Wachira
33. WAITITU, Ivy Wanjiku
34. WALTER, Brian
35. WAMBUA, Daniel Musyoka
36. WARRING, Daniel Kariuki
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH RECORDS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. KINYUA, Moreen Wanjiku

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
2. BALONI, Naomi Hajila
3. CELESTINE, Akoth
4. GATERU, Sharon Wangui
5. JEPCHUMBA, Vivian
6. JUMA, Faith Adhiambo
7. JUSA, Magvin Jerop
8. KINOTI, Fiona Claudia
9. KOECH, Kiprono Kelvin
10. LENGES, Marondi James
11. MANYARA, Emily Mwende
12. MBUSIRO, Elizabeth Chacha
13. MGWASI, Miriam Kwamboka
14. MULAKE, Mary Nziiani
15. MUNENE, Elizbeth Njeri
16. MWANGI, Jane Wanja
17. NAHAN, Kamais Laura
18. NDUE, Esther Vaati

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
19. ASEYO, Clare
20. AYUKA, Oyondi Brian
21. GALGALO, Rahima Hassan
22. KAMAU, Brian Mwangi
23. KIPKOECH, Elias
24. KIPKOSKEI, Benard Chumo
25. KIPROTICHI, Ebenezer Langat
26. KORIO, Victor Kipchumba
27. KYALO, Victor Kivuli
28. MOHAMED, Amina Bashir

SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF PHARMACY
1. ADHIAMBO, Lucy
2. ANDESO, Everline
3. ATIKA, Esther Mogotu
4. AYIENDA, Cecilliah Mosomi
5. KAMAU, Jacinta Ngima
6. KEMBOI, Ezra Kibet
7. NYONGESA, Gideon Sifuna
8. ODERO, Fiona Kind
9. ONYANGO, Elizabeth Atieno
10. ONYANGO, Shirlie Awoor
11. ORINA, Amny Kerubo
12. ORINA, Sara Nyanchama
13. OTIENO, Cynthia Akinyi
14. WANGWA, Beryl Mudei
15. WASO, Madina Molu
16. WATHUNGU, Esther Muthoni

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
1. KEMEI, Peter Kirui
2. MTONGA, Thomson Precious Malumbo

SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL, MANUFACTURING AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING
The Dean School Of Mechanical, Manufacturing And Materials Engineering will rise and present the following Candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying;

“I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
1. MORAKE, Joseph Bophelo

COLLEGE OF PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCES

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES
The Dean School of Mathematics and Physical Sciences will rise and present the following Candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying;

“I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS
1. JUMA, Samson Odhiambo
2. NJUE, Caroline Wawira
3. ODIRA, Rashid Okeyo
4. MUSA, Maureen Karwitha

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED STATISTICS
1. ISIAHO, Patience Ambayi
2. KARIUKI, Hannah Wanjiku
3. MBAE, Maureen Karwitha
4. MUSYOKA, Gabriel

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED MATHEMATICS
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
1. KIPRONO, Paul Kipkoech
2. MAINA, Caroline Nyambura

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED GEOPHYSICS (GEOTHERMAL SCIENCE)
1. EUNICE, Wambui Wachira

SCHOOL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The Dean School of Computing and Information Technology will rise and present the following Candidate for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying;

“I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
1. AYIENDA, Roseline Bonareri
2. NABUSOBA, Joan
3. NIYONWUNGERE, Diane

SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
The Dean School of Biological Sciences will rise and present the following Candidate for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying;

“I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ZOOLOGY
1. MUGA, Edwin Robin

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMMUNITY HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT
1. KALELA, Maimuna Malemba
2. KARIUKI, Alice Nyambura
3. KIPYEGON, Hezekiah
4. LUGO, Dorcas Masika
5. MUTHONI, Ann Jeanette
6. NDERITU, Susan Wanjiru
7. ONESMUS, Sandra Karembo
8. SHEE, Omar Mohamed
9. WAMBUA, Manase Taliban

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH (OLD CURRICULUM)
1. GALGALO, Roba Jillo
2. MATANDA, Andrew Mabele
3. MOHAMED, Hassan Borbor

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH
FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. AYAN, Abdi Ahmed
2. MALIKA, Selpha Laura Apofia
3. MWENESI, Diana
4. BWIRE, Bavon Auma
5. ENANE, Melab Claudia
6. KARANGU, Mary Wanjiru
7. KATUA, Tracy Ndululu
8. KIEMA, Maluki
9. KIMATHI, Fiona Kanana
10. KINYANJUI, Benson Gichuhi
11. KIYUKI, Dorothy Mukami
12. KONYE, Kabaiku Kelvin
13. MOLA, Alvin Odhiambo
14. MUCOMBA, Lewis Mucheria
15. MUTUGI, Sylvia Nyaguthii
16. MWENDWA, Brian Kimanzi
17. NJOKI, Joseph Kibe
18. OCHAMI, Joshua Anyange
19. ODIRA, Victor Odhiambo
20. SANTANA, Joyce Lekerpes
21. THOMAS, Mathew Okoth
22. WARUI, Lauryn Njeri

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
23. MUTHONI, Ivy
24. OTIENO, Jamal Nyakiti

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH RECORDS AND INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (OLD CURRICULUM)
1. MUKOLWE, Chantal Keya
2. OKELLO, Edaphine Atieno
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPREHENSIVE OPHTHALMOLOGY AND CATARACT SURGERY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. KIPSOI, Nancy Jepchumba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. FWAMBA, Munialo Peter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. IRERI, Catherine Wanjiru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ODINDO, Helida Awour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. MUIA, Joseph Kaluma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. SIMAT, Lawrence Kipkoech</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSIOTHERAPY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ALOO, Wicliff Kamama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ATIENO, Dotty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. BAHATI, Eunice Nekesa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. FARID, Hossam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. GATHITU, Agnes Muthiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. GIKONYO, Lucy Nyokabi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. IRUNGU, Cynthia Wanjira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. JACOB, Masha Kahindi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. KEBATI, Gloria Nyaboke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. KENYANYA, Nyanchage Hellen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. KIPRONO, Shadrack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. KIRWA, Chepchumba Metrine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. KISILU, Antony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. KITUR, Gloria Chepkorir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. KOECH, Gloria Chepkemoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. MAINGI, Amos Mbithi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. MATILI, Teresa Mukite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. MOMANYI, Kevin Momanyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. MUTISO, Brian Katinba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. MUTUKU, Gladys Kaleve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. MUTUNGA, Christine Ndinda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. MUTUNGA, Faith Mumo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. NGATIA, Njeri Rosemary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. NYAGAKA, Sammy Okioma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. OCHIENG, Brian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. OCHIENG, Ezra Onyango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. OCHIENG, Steven Maende</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. OGERO, Elizabeth Kerubo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. OMOLLO, Brian Onyango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. OMUTIMBA, Eugene Ambutsi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. ONCHIRI, Solomon Kuria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. OTIENO, Eugene Ombija</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. SEKETO, Viona Milanoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. SHARIF, Akunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. SHARON, Sarah Nafula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. WAMBUI, Catherine Mwikali</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES (COHES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dean School of Public Health will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying;

"I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree."

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EPIDEMIOLOGY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. MURIITHI, Betty Kathomi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL OF NURSING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Dean School of Nursing will rise and present the following Candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying;

"I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree."

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING (MIDWIFERY AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. KARUGU, Margaret Nthoki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. OWINO, Washington Omondi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING (COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. TOO, Janet Chepngenno</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING (CRITICAL CARE NURSING)
1. MANYALA, Christopher Odhiambo

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING (ONCOLOGY AND PALLIATIVE CARE)
1. GITAHI, Ann Wanjiru

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The Dean School of Medicine will rise and present the following Candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL PHYSIOLOGY
1. MURIUKI, Dennis Mwangi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HUMAN ANATOMY
1. KURIA, Jane Wanjiru 4. SEGUT, Jennifer Chepkemoi
2. KWERI, Cyrus Kamau 3. NYAGA, Ann Njoki

SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
The Dean School of Biomedical Sciences will rise and present the following Candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL MEDICINE AND COMMUNITY HEALTH
1. ABDULKADIR, Rahma Osman 47. MACHARIA, Josphat Mwai
2. AHMEDSIRAJ, Shariff Ali 48. MAINA, Purity Wanjiku
3. AKAMA, Achieng Veran 49. MATHIU, Anne Gathoni
4. AWINO, Peter Ouma 50. MAUNDU, Silvia Maiu
5. CHEBET, Karen Yego 51. MAYAKA, Vera Atieno
6. CHEPLETING, Violet 52. MBALI, Mwinyikai Bintmohamed
7. CHEPTOO, Jael 53. MBOGO, Maureen Mukami
8. CHEPTOO, Regina 54. MBUCHO, Carolyne Njeri
9. CHERUIYOT, Mercy Jepkogei 55. MBUGUA, Patricia Wambui
10. CHUMO, Cheptoo Mourine 56. MOGIRE, Peter Osoro
11. ERIMA, Nasenya Clarra 57. MOHAMED, Mohamed Noor
12. GAKII, Violet 58. MOHAMUD, Ibrahim Mohamed
13. GIKUNDA, Hilda Ntinyari 59. MOKAYA, Ignatius Bosire
14. GITHINJI, Doreen Gatwiri 60. MUEMA, Julius Mulii
15. GUTO, Alex Benecha 61. MUEMA, Patrick Kisio
16. HALIMA, Mwarasiku Kassim 62. MULANDI, Daisy Kasiva
17. IMRAN, Mohamed Maalim 63. MULIUKI, Pharis
18. ISMAIL, Fardowsa 64. MULU, Caroline Mumbe
19. JULIET, M. Siso 65. MUNA, Angela Waithera
20. JUMA, Dennis Nyongesa 66. MUNDIA, Dennis Munene
21. KAMAU, Jane Mumbi 67. MURIGI, Edward Karanja
22. KAMAU, Leah Wagaki 68. MUSAI, Kelvin Mulii
23. KARANJA, Benson Karegi 69. MUTISO, Alicia Mueni
24. KEMEI, Duncan Kipkurui 70. MUTUGI, Bwiria Lydia
25. KIBERA, Elizabeth Wanjera 71. MUTUKU, Brian Kyalo
26. KIBET, Peter 72. MUTURI, Elias Mulhi
27. KIMANI, Dorris Nyambura 73. MWANGI, Michael Chege
28. KIMATA, Margaret Njambi 74. MWERESERA, Jackline Monyangi
29. KIMATHI, Erick 75. NAMtku, Ali Kofo
30. KIMEU, Vincent Nguta 76. NDIRANGU, Patricia Nyambura
31. KIMUTAI, Dennis K. 77. NDUNGU, Gladys Wangui
32. KIPKIRUI, Enock Korir 78. NGANGA, Martin Ndungu
33. KIPKIRUI, Korir Enock 79. NGETICH, Jepkeitany Sheila
34. KIPKURUI, Elvis 80. NGUGI, Samuel Gachau
35. KIPPLEGO, Kelvin Kipchumba 81. NJERU, Joshua Mugi
36. KIPNGETHI, Norton 82. NJIRI, Charity Kagedo
37. KIPNGETHI, Arnold 83. NTTIPAPA, Mayiian Simon
38. KIPNGETHI, Edwin 84. NYAKUNDI, Pavin Achoki
39. KIPYEGON, Benard 85. NYAMAWI, Lorna Nazo
40. KITHINJI, Mercy Mpinda 86. NYAMBEGA, Osebe Valenian
41. KITUTI, Moses Kihyri 87. OBATSA, Daisy Elizabeth
42. KONDU, Lydia Wambui 88. OCHIENG, Daniel Nobile
43. KYENGO, Emmaculate Mulewa 89. OGUNGU, Nelson Mandela
44. LANG’AT, Sharon Chebet 90. OKELLO, Beatrice Awuor
45. LIDONGOLO, Obed Gideon Mulusa 91. OMWONY, Treeve Joel
46. LOKLOKOYEYI, Joel Powell 92. ONTIRIA, Lameck Tinega
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

**BACHELOR OF MEDICINE AND BACHELOR OF SURGERY (M.B.Ch.B)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ABDULLAHI, Maalim H. Dika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ALIBASHIR, Derow Hillow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AMBENJE, Cedric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>AMOS, Ogega James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AYWA, Mona Omukunda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BETT, Timothy Kichumba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BETTY, Chebet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>BRETA, Adam Siele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>BUJEDE, Hope Anjema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>CHEGE, Johnson Richu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>CHEPNGENO, Faith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>CHEYWIE, Victor Angote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>CHIRCHIR, Charlene Chebet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ELDON, Francis Boy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>EPENI, Martha Abigail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>GACHEWA, Rowena Njeri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>GAIKO, Linda Mukami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>GITHINJU, Sarah Joyce Wangechi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>HUSSEIN, Abdisatar Abbow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>JOMO, Christine Akinyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>KARIUKI, Elizabeth Wangui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>KARIUKI, Grace Wanjur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>KARIUKI, Imelda Milka Ngina Nyambura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>KATSUTSU, Victoria Mapenzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>KIAGE, Kwamboka Lauryn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>KIOKO, Melody Ndumu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>KIPKORE, Hillary Yatich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>KPLAGAT, Victor Emmanuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>KIRII, Winnie Wairimu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>KUHAKA, Gregory Gachukia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>LAGAT, Jelino Marion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>LAKER, Linnet Aimee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>LANGAT, Faith Chepkirui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>LINDSEY, Wanjur Nyangaresi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>LOTIPO, Amelia Chepyatich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>MAINA, Kevin Chege</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>MAKORI, Roberts Matonda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>MALECHE, Victor Luseso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>MARANGA, Sarah Nungari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>MBELA, William Mwandawiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>MBUGUA, Allan Njoroge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>MURAYA, Samuel Gacoka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>MUSYOKA, Timothy Musyoki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>MUTHARIMI, Victor Mukuni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>MUTHIANI, C. Monthe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>MUYA, Nicholas Onyalla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>MWAMGUPU, Mohammed Athman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>NARANKAIK, Samuel Pariken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>NDENG'URI, Jane Wanjur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>NGARARIGA, Michael Kanini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>NGOLO, Jesmily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>NJOGU, Cynthia Wambui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>NZOMO, Isabella Katanu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>OCHIENG', Moses Omondi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>OKWARIO, Irene Madeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>ONCHOKA, Daniel Manyansa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>ONSINYO, Mokerja Deborah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>ROTICH, Collins Kiplangat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>SAMATAR, Abdulmajid Abdillahi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>TEGE, Ouma Elvis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>TESIRE, Brenda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>THURANIRI, Lingera Murangiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>VAVU, Fred Kilonzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>WAHOYE, Alice Shauri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>WAMBUGU, Charles Kanyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>WANJIURU, Faith</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>OGORO, Jeremiah Okari</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND BIOINFORMATICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AGANZE, Bigabwa Bigman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MURUU, David Kariuki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ONYANGO, Lorine Akinyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>OTENGA, Felix Odhiambo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>OWITI, Ann Atieno</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER OF LABORATORY MANAGEMENT AND EPIDEMIOLOGY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SAID, Khatra Shariff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER OF MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES (CLINICAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH PARASITOLOGY)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MAINGI, Peterson Macharia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER OF MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES (CLINICAL HEMATOLOGY AND BLOOD TRANSFUSION)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MBAABU, Amos Mutwiri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER OF MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES (CLINICAL HISTOPATHOLOGY AND DIAGNOSTIC CYTOLOGY)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>KEMEI, Eudia Jepkoech</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOCHEMISTRY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MAKORI, Timothy Onyinge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MPOKE, Rhonest Siroya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFECTIOUS DISEASES AND VACCINOLOGY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>KITWAN, Lynn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>UWANYAGASANI, Grace</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
The Dean School of Agriculture and Environmental Science will rise and present
the following candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing
until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying;

“I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority
and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to
this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL AND APPLIED ECONOMICS
1. KINYILI, Mutua

MASTER OF SCIENCE (LANDSCAPE PLANNING AND CONSERVATION)
1. ONYANGO, Sharon Anyango

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HORTICULTURE
1. ANYIENI, Ruth Moraa
2. KONES, Cheruiyot
3. MUNGGAI, Sloane Wairimu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PLANT BREEDING
1. CHANCE, Bahati Bukomarhe
2. KIMWEMWE, Paul Kitenge

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PLANT HEALTH SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
1. MUGISHAWIMANA, Jean
2. TEFANIA, Nikiuze

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN RESEARCH METHODS
1. KAARIA, Timothy Ndereva

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
8. BITOYO, Fredtor Mark
9. KINYUA, Jason Muchiri
10. KOBE, Annette Mbodze
11. MUTEMBEI, Breda Makena
12. MWENDWA, Mutushi
13. NDUNG’U, Farhia Abdirashid
14. OWITI, Jane Atieno
15. WANGA, Wilfred David
16. WACHIRA, Vicmorgun Munene

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL BIOCHEMISTRY
FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. MUENI, Marrion
2. NICK, Hugo G. Wanjohi
3. ONDEYO, Gesare Bright
4. OTIENO, Aoko Molent
5. SUMBA, Rajabu

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
6. ABAKI, Joshua
7. ABDILLAH, Thuweiba Shuruti
8. AKU, Ruth Cheyech
9. ARUMBA, Esther
10. AUWOR, Meline
11. GUMBA, Rajab Said
12. HAMMY, Medly Ochieng
13. JUMA, Mercy Auwor
14. KIRUGO, Mwihaiki Jane
15. MAKUTO, W. Karen
16. MUGAMBI, Mukami Joy
17. MUKILA, Utrezee
18. MUTIA, Mary
19. MUTISYA, Mary Mbithe
20. MUTUA, Hellen
21. MWOLLO, Nicholas Wambua
22. NYAKUNDI, Sarah Kemunto
23. NYAMUBA, Cynthia
24. OCHAM, Ian
25. ODWAR, Deogracious
26. OKOMBO, Joe Bob
27. OKOMO, Sharon Akinyi
28. ONSONGO, Marion Kwamboka
29. SANKALE, James Lekishu
30. ADERO, Valentine Peter
31. BITANGE, Mong’ina Vane
32. CHEROTICH, Casper
33. KANGOGO, Jepkogei Diana
34. KIBURI, Cornelius Mung’eria
35. KILONZO, Gladys Ndanu
36. KIMANTHI, Sharon
37. LUSIKI, Esther Mecha
38. MBUGUA, Mathias Mwangi
39. MWAI, David Kanyungu
40. NDEMAKI, Joy Dorcus
41. OUKO, Monica Prisca Atieno
42. SHIBOKO, Celestine Osimbo
43. WALLIALUL, Chelsea Wambani
44. WAMBUI, Dennis Njoroge
45. WANJA, Dennis Mutugi
8. NJOGU, Peter Kingori
9. NYANDEGA, Precious Kerubo
10. OSUNDWA, Laura Anyango
11. SHITSUKANE, Laura Tsisiga
12. WAGIGWA, Susan Muringi
13. WAMBUA, Augustine Kyalo

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

14. BIWOTT, Eugene Kibet
15. BONE, Mary Nafula
16. ELIASHIB, Mogere Simeka
17. HASSAN, Sadiq Ahmed
18. IRIS, Wangari Mwangi Hellen
19. KARWITHA, Trizaronah
20. KEITA, Ian Oido
21. KHWATENGE, Muhimwa Brenis
22. KINYUA, Sally Karimi
23. MAINA, Bernard Gichuki
24. MAJINGA, Clinton
25. NDETI, Peter Faustine
26. NDUNGU, Julian Kamau
27. NDUNGU, Rose Wachuka
28. OMONDI, Nicole Akiinyi
29. ONYANG’O, Michelle Achieng
30. TUITOEK, Dominic Kigen
31. WANGILA, Kundu Aaron

FIRST CLASS HONOURS

1. OKUMU, Noella Awino

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

2. MARTHA, Kalee Rachael
3. MBUGUA, Kimemia Stephen
4. MUNANI, Austine Mungoo
5. MUNGAI, Kelvin Kanene
6. MUTUA, Njoki Joyce
7. NDUATI, Nelly Wamaitha
8. NGUI, Lydia Ndaniu
9. NYAMACHE, Vincent Getonto
10. ONGANO, Charles Pande
11. ONYANG’O, Benard
12. ONTERI, Stephen Nyang’au
13. WESONGA, Denis Joshua

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

14. AGOLA, Stephen Otieno
15. CHELAGAT, Aurelia
16. DAVID, Ian Ng’ang’a
17. GITHAKWA, Jane Nyokabi
18. IRERI, Kenneth Munirithi
19. MBOYA, Aristariko Edward
20. MBUGUA, Lilian Waithira
21. NGIMA, Susan Njeri
22. OTIENO, Loice Awuor
23. OTIENO, Walter Onyango

PASS

32. MASICHA, Boutros Peter
33. ONDIEKI, Dominic Okingi
34. WANGOMBE, Crystal Wangeci

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

1. OKUMU, Noella Awino

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

1. AKELLO, Pauline
2. KHISA, Barnabas Muiru
3. MUCHESIA, Elaine Khasoa
4. MUTISO, Elizabeth Yula

SCHOOL OF FOOD AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES

The Dean School of Food Science and Nutritional Sciences will rise and present the following Candidate for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION

1. ONTERI, Stephen Nyang’au

INSTITUTE OF ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY (IEET)

The Director Institute of Energy and Environmental Technology will rise and present the following Candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Director reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

1. KEBUT, Carolyne Jepchirchir
2. KOSKEI, Emily Cherono

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION AND MANAGEMENT

1. CHEPKORIR, Alfrida
INSTITUTE OF BIOTECHNOLOGY RESEARCH (IBR)

The Director Institute for Biotechnology Research will rise and present the following candidate for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Director reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit the persons named to the degree of Master of Science and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOTECHNOLOGY

1. KEPUE, Mercy Sinkiyian
2. OMAR, Fatma Mohamed

PAN AFRICAN UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE FOR BASIC SCIENCES, TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION

The Director will rise and present the following Candidates for the conferment of the degree of Master of Science.

As the Director reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read and the Chancellor has conferred the degree by saying:

“I admit the persons named to the respective Master degree and by my authority and that of the entire University give power to read and to do all that appertains to this degree.”

The graduands will then curtsey/bow and resume their seats

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING (CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT )

1. ABLA, Marie-josée Nadège Kougignan
2. ABOUBACAR, Maman Oumarou
3. BAILA, Marr
4. CHUKWUEMEKA, Daniel
5. DENIC, Mugambi Njeru
6. EDITH, Komo Neufville
7. GAOUSSOU, Sidibe
8. PROMOTION, Moyo
9. THOMAS, Berhe Tsegai
10. NJUGUNA, Joseph Mwangi
11. OLUOCH, Joyce Atieno
12. OTIENO, Brian
13. ROTICHI, Sandra Chepkoech
14. TANUI, Mike Kiplimo
15. TOO, Mary Chemeli
16. WABWILE, Wekesa Douglas
17. WAMBURA, Oduor Willis
18. WENDO, Vincent Palapala

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY

FIRST CLASS HONOURS

1. MWANGI, Alex Njoroge

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

1. ABUTO, William
2. ADAM, Levina Auma
3. BARASA, Emmaquile Nabwire
4. KARISA, Anthony Mwagandi
5. KATHAMBI, Purity Mere
6. KEOCH, Cynthia Jerotich
7. MAINA, Christine Wangeci
8. MOGE, Jacinta Wairimu
9. MUNDIA, Jackline Muthoni
10. MURONO, Betha Ochingwa
11. MUTUNGI, Dorcas Neema
12. MWUNGI, Fatuma Nasser
13. NGOTHO, David Kamau
14. NYAMECHI, Tabitha Bwonda
15. ODHIAMBO, Abel Junior
16. OGADA, Auxilliia Auma
17. OMBUOR, Lyone Odhambo
18. ONGAGA, Kemunto Lucy
19. ONYANGO, Joseph Alvince
20. OTIENO, Vincent
21. OWINO, Godfrey Orai
22. ROTICHI, Daisy Jepkirui
23. SAID, Gheda Hamed
24. TALLAM, Antony
25. MWANGI, Lee Maina
26. ABDIWAHAB, Mahat Mohamed
27. AMONDI, Debra Annette
28. AWOUR, Nancy
29. CHEPKORIR, Joan
30. KALUA, Senetor Muthengi
31. KAVAI, June Medeia
32. KIMWELI, Judy Muno
33. KINYUA, Jane Wambui
34. KIOGORA, Glory Kinya
35. KISERIAN, Amos
36. KITONGA, Elizabeth
37. MARK, Cheruiyot Sang
38. MAYOBO, Collince Nganyi
39. MORIRA, William Ongwae
40. MUIA, Victor Mutua
41. MUNYAO, Mark Muthama
42. MWAZIGHE, Tabitha Kivunga
43. NJOROGE, Brian Ngugi
44. OCHIENG, John Marvin
45. ORINA, Kevin
46. OWUOR, Emmanuel Ochieng
47. OYIENGO, Cynthia Owano
48. WERE, O. Jacob
49. MACHARIA, Lewis Kamau
50. MULWA, Robert Maitha
51. MWANGI, Lee Maina

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

1. ABDIWAHAB, Mahat Mohamed
2. AMONDI, Debra Annette
3. AWOUR, Nancy
4. CHEPKORIR, Joan
5. KALUA, Senetor Muthengi
6. KAVAI, June Medeia
7. KIMWELI, Judy Muno
8. KINYUA, Jane Wambui
9. KIOGORA, Glory Kinya
10. KISERIAN, Amos
11. KITONGA, Elizabeth
12. MARK, Cheruiyot Sang
13. MAYOBO, Collince Nganyi
14. MORIRA, William Ongwae
15. MUIA, Victor Mutua
16. MUNYAO, Mark Muthama
17. MWAZIGHE, Tabitha Kivunga
18. NJOROGE, Brian Ngugi
19. OCHIENG, John Marvin
20. ORINA, Kevin
21. OWUOR, Emmanuel Ochieng
22. OYIENGO, Cynthia Owano
23. WERE, O. Jacob

PASS

1. MACHARIA, Lewis Kamau
2. MULWA, Robert Maitha
3. MWANGI, Lee Maina

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED BIOENGINEERING

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

1. CHELIMO, Jepchirchir Faith
2. CHEROTICH, Mercy Rop
3. GIKUNDI, Benjamin
4. JOSEPHAT, Caro Nduku
5. KURARU, Kinyua
6. MAKENA, Glory
7. MUTHONI, Chomba Alex
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES (COHES)  
SCHOOL OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

**BACHELOR OF RADIOGRAPHY (DIAGNOSTIC)**

1. CHENG, Chebet Irene  
2. CHEROTICH, Carolyne  
3. JESSE, Jedidah Ntintyari  
4. KAMAUK, Leah Wambui  
5. KARIUKI, Irene Mbenya  
6. KIHUNGI, Pauline Wangui  
7. KIIRU, Wambui Cecilia  
8. KIMELI, Isaiah Chepkochei  
9. KIPGETIC, Derick  
10. LETICIAH, Michelle Chepchumba  
11. MACHIRA, Ivan Obonyo  
12. MASESE, Japheth Mogongo  
13. MASESE, Japheth Mogongo  
14. MASONGUI, Elizabeth Waithira  
15. MWANGALA, Paul  
16. MWANGANGI, Andrian Munyao  
17. NAMIKOYE, Rachael Wekesa  
18. NGURETE, Judith Wayeko  
19. NYAANGA, Frank Anthony Orero  
20. NYABONYI, Ondieki Elma  
21. OGAYA, Moraa Lydia  
22. OKEYO, Alvin  
23. OLANG’O, Sandra Afwande  
24. OMOAR, Elizabeth Bosibori  
25. ONDIK, Brian Otieno  
26. ONDIK, Francis Otieno  
27. ONGEETI, Nelly Naeku  
28. ONGINA, Josphine Mukulu  
29. NJAGI, Wawira Middy  
30. NJERI, Hannah Nyokabi  
31. NJUGUNA, Grace Warwinu

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCES**

1. ALOO, Owino Nashon  
2. ATIENO, Emily  
3. AWINO, Janet Juma  
4. BARASA, Mofat Wafula  
5. CHEPNGETICH, Dorcas  
6. CHEPTOO, Purity  
7. KAZUNGU, Mercy Dhababu  
8. KENYORU, Nelson Ontita  
9. KINYANZUI, Jefferson Kituu  
10. KIPKEMBOI, J. Sheilla  
11. KOROSO, Joash Kibwage  
12. KURENDI, Ondieki Hezron  
13. KYALO, Mellisa Rhoda  
14. LUVEGA, Jabez  
15. MAANGI, James Kioko  
16. MAMOTO, Grace Loic Tresor  
17. MAMUNGANI, Josue Yamadjako  
18. MANHUNANKPA, Josue Yamadjako  
19. MUNYANEZA, Jean  
20. MUTINDA, Irene Ndungwa  
21. MUTINDA, Irene Ndungwa  
22. NALYANYA, Nicole Tracy  
23. NEGETI, Nelly Naeku  
24. NGINA, Josphine Mukulu  
25. NJAGI, Wawira Middy  
26. NJERI, Hannah Nyokabi  
27. NJUGUNA, Grace Warwinu  
28. NLOGAN, Andrian Munyao  
29. NLOGAN, Andrian Munyao  
30. OOMAAR, Elizabeth Bosibori  
31. ONDIK, Brian Otieno  
32. ONGEETI, Nelly Naeku  
33. ONGINA, Josphine Mukulu  
34. NJAGI, Wawira Middy  
35. NJERI, Hannah Nyokabi  
36. NJUGUNA, Grace Warwinu

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING (STRUCTURAL)**

1. ABRAHAM, Bebe Barmoh  
2. ADAM, Nice Kangu  
3. AMIYINZA, Charity  
4. AMANYIRE, Barozi Victoire  
5. EMMANUEL, Benon  
6. MAHUNANKPA, Josue Yamadjako  
7. MMONO, Grace Loic Tresor  
8. MUTINDA, Irene Ndungwa  
9. NLOGAN, Andrian Munyao  
10. OOMAAR, Elizabeth Bosibori  
11. TAMALGO, Bénéwendé Thomas Arnaud

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING (ENVIRONMENTAL AND ASAL OPTION)**

1. KELVIN, Mutevu Mwanzia
2. AKIMANA, Clementine  
3. LEONARDO, Z.  
4. VIHUNINA, Rikambura  
5. ZAKARIA, Mohamed Barrie

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING (TRANSPORTATION)**

1. HAROUNA, Maloum Abdoul Moumouni  
2. MODISE, Kagiso Neiso Mmouni  
3. ROBERT, Siame  
4. VIHUNINA, Rikambura  
5. ZAKARIA, Mohamed Barrie

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (TELECOMMUNICATION)**

1. CHIMWEMWE, Emily Kunje  
2. NALUMANSI, Moureen

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (COMPUTER ENGINEERING)**

1. HAROUNA, Maloum Abdoul Moumouni  
2. MODISE, Kagiso Neiso Mmouni  
3. ROBERT, Siame

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING (POWER SYSTEM)**

1. KABIRU, Paul Mururia  
2. NUSIABA, Ali Hassan Hamed

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**

1. EDWIN, Ochieng Otieno  
2. FÉLIX, Sotohou  
3. HIDIBA, Ruth Kebbabe  
4. KIFATSOA, Kolani  
5. KOKOUGAN, Etonam Amelessodji  
6. MESERET, Biazen Belete  
7. NGENZI, Alain  
8. NONKULULEKO, Portia Mdlalose  
9. PATRICK, Ssemujju Lubowa  
10. TALENT, Kachomba  
11. ZOSSOU, Oklunongnon Augustin
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHATRONIC ENGINEERING
1. ABDOUAYE, Sidibé
2. ADMIRE, Chityori
3. DANIEL, Chifisi
4. GRACE, Njeri Wamuti
5. MERCY, Wangari Mahinda
6. PAULO, Bungi Lubota
7. ZANGUI, Sabo Ibrahim

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS (COMPUTATION)
1. BENJAMIN, Matur Madit
2. KAFUNDA, Tuesday
3. MALONTEMA, Katchali
4. VALARIE, Nyakerario Nyabuti
5. VICTOR, Paulo Kaigalula

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS (DATA SCIENCE)
1. AKWA, Gaius Akwa (junior)
2. DIALLO, Abdoul Aziz
3. DUHA, Mohamed Adam Bakhit
4. MAHADI, Nagassou
5. MAMADOU, Hady Barry
6. MOHAMED, Coulibaly

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS (FINANCIAL)
1. ERIC, Mwangi Kimani

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
1. DIEUDONNE, Nyamaife Lokoko
2. HADIL, Suliman Hussein Adam
3. MISHEL, Chantelle Mahora
4. OMBENI, Filemon Ally
5. OUMAR, Dawala Koromtili
6. PORTIA, Osei-obeng
7. TITILAYO, Kemi Sophia

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ANIMAL HEALTH, PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING
1. ACHIENG, Akoth Mercyline
2. BENJAMIN, Kipkosgei
3. CHAI, Sallim
4. EOLA, Wanjiku Macharia
5. EKIDOR, Lopetet Benjamin
6. GACHERU, Kenneth Mugambi
7. GALL, Enock Sande
8. GATANGA, Sylvia Nyakio
9. GITAU, Kagumbi Samuel
10. GLADYS, Wanjuru
11. IRUUNGU, Denis Wambugu
12. JEPKOSGEI, Gloria
13. KAMAU, Lucy Wanjiku
14. KAMERI, Michael Mwaura
15. KEMBOI, Brian Kiprop
16. KEN, Nyagwach
17. KITHINJI, Edwin Kiuathu
18. KUSA, Julia Hoka
19. MAASE, Amos Oridi
20. MAGU, Erastus Karanja
21. MAINA, Grace Wanja
22. MAINA, John
23. MANYARA, Joram Gichia
24. MBABU, Evans Bundi
25. MBITHI, D. Mwaka
26. MBURU, Esther Ng'endo
27. MUCHIRI, Alvin Mwaniki
28. MUGO, Pius Timothy Kimani
29. MUNIU, Louis Mwarage
30. MUYA, Michael
31. MWANGI, Alex Ngema
32. MWANGI, Timothy Karani
33. NAMALWA, Betty
34. NDUNGU, Jackson Alita
35. NDUNGU, Macharia Cesar
36. NDUNGU, Margaret Wanjiku
37. NGIGI, Faith Gladys Nyambura
38. Njeru, Vincent Mugendi
39. NYOIKE, Michael Njoroge
40. OLALO, Susan Rehema
41. PETER, Kamanda Getheiba
42. SALIM, Sauda Hanzawan
43. SAMUEL, M. Mwangi
44. SANJA, Ruth Nafura
45. WANJIKU, Joseph Mwaura
46. WANJIKU, Naomi Wairimu
47. WANJIRA, John Kinyanjui
48. WANYINGI, Catherine Wambui
49. WANYOIKE, Michelle Wairimu
50. WARIINGI, Lornah Waithera
51. ZOE, Michael Waweru

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN LAND RESOURCE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
1. ISIKA, Faith Wangui
2. KURIA, Rose Ndanu
3. OGOCHI, Hunter Bundusi
4. ONYANGO, Mercy Anyango
5. OOKO, Victor
6. KAGWI, Faith Wanjiku
7. KASILU, Mwende Purity
8. KIPKEMOI, Aurelia Jepchumba
9. KIPLIMO, Bildad
10. OCHIENG, Brian Omondi
11. ODHIAMBO, Reagan Otieno
12. OKAKA, Dorothy Stephanie Anyango
13. OUMA, Jesseh Odongo

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
14. NASABO, Beth Rebecca

PASS

AWARD OF POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMAS

COLLEGE OF HUMAN RESOURCE AND DEVELOPMENT

The Dean School of Business and Entrepreneurship will rise and present the following candidates for the award of Postgraduate Diploma.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seat and wait for award of Postgraduate Diploma.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HUMAN NUTRITION AND DIETETICS

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. BARAKA, Kevin Inzai
2. BUKACHI, Dorcas Ambaisi
3. CHEPTOO, Faith
4. MAINA, Wakonyo Ruth
5. NEKESA, Sally
6. SUBIRA, Katana Kazungu

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
7. ATIENO, Stephanie Rhodah
8. CHEPKIRUI, Amix
9. GITHUI, Pauline Gathigia
10. HASHIN, Firdaus Swaleh
11. KALIKWEN, Mercy Chemsop
12. KANYI, Dickson Wahome
13. KIBET, Irene Gathigia
14. KINYANJUI, Kelvin Njenga
15. MAAMUN, Halima Omar
16. MAINA, James Mwangi
17. MAKAI, Allan Kikko
18. MOBISA, Namunyuki Michelle
19. MOMANYI, Stacy Kwamboka
20. MUGAYA, Mercy Wanjur

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
21. MULAKE, June Tabitha
22. MULU, Mercy Kathini
23. MUSYOKI, Evaline Nthenya
24. MUTHONI, Lucia Kirigo
25. NYABETA, Kitiiriri Michelle
26. OKEYO, Winnie Susan Akoth
27. OMONDI, Geoffrey Thomas Auwog
28. OTIENO, Odivour Victor
29. OTIENO, Pamela Atieno
30. WANJIRU, Esther Wairimu

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUTRACEUTICAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
1. MINYIKHA, Mercyline

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
2. NGALU, Arnold Barasa

SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ANIMAL SCIENCES

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION

1. CHEPKIRUI, Alfirda
2. GACHERU, Michael Njoroge
3. KIRAI, Sharon Kendi
4. KIRUI, Anthony Kipruto
5. MUNGAI, Helen Wairimu
6. MWAKAZI, Amon
7. NJAMO, Julia
8. NYAKUNDI, Maxwell Geoffrey
9. NYAMBAGA, Lawrence Keraita
10. OCHIENG, Valary Akinyi
11. ODERO, Christino Amond
12. OMBUKI, Peris
13. OSEWE, Dickson Ongadi
14. OUMA, Nancy
15. OYUGI, Leonid John
16. PETER, Praxedes Waeni
17. RICY, Rianne Nyanchama
18. SIELEY, Faith Jeruto
19. TANUI, Kevin Tanui
20. TUEI, Eric Kiplimo
21. WAIHIA, Purity Njeri
22. WAMBULWA, Faith Masanganjila

POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN TAX ADMINISTRATION

1. ALELA, Mukoko Peris
2. LIGARE, Loice Belinda
3. MAINA, Jacinta Nyambura
4. KIMANI, Mary Wanjiku
5. MESA, Damon
6. NGANGA, Joseph Kiarie
7. MURIUKI, James Mbugua
8. OTYSENO, Nicolomos Khasenye
9. JAIRUS, Lucy
10. SAINA, Andrew
11. NALANYA, Anne Valeria
12. TOROTITICH, Mauree Jibeet
13. OGWENO, Samuel
14. MARIGU, Christine
15. OMWANGO, Michael Kambaga
16. NYAKUNDI, Elizabeth Marra
17. TARUS, Enock
18. KIPCHIRCHIR, Thomas
19. MWEU, Joseph Nguku
20. GISIRI, Cohen
21. KIMATTA, Rhoda Jemaech
22. KIRANGARI, Karen
23. WANJAU, Samuel Ndongo
24. OCHIENG, Kelvin Otieno
25. KIBAGENDI, Arnold
26. KUNGU, George Gathara
27. MOCHERE, Cindy Bosibori
28. WANYAMA, Consolata
29. MUGURE, Agnes Wambui
30. KARANI, Mwangi Eric
31. KIMAI, Sylvia Muthoni
32. GITUKIA, Hannah Njeri
33. GITONGA, Esther Gakki
34. RITCH, Diane Chepkemoi
35. SIMUYU, Dorcas Naomi
36. AROME, Margaret Dzidza
37. OLM, Loice Adhambo
38. RADOL, Julie
39. NJAGI, Charity Mwimbi
40. MANGOA, Deborah Nkuma
41. JUMA, James Wekeesa
42. NZUKI, Christine Matheu
43. NDUTA, James Njenga
44. KIPLANGAT, Douglas Too
45. MARETE, Jody Gachugi
46. MAGU, Winnie Doris Muthoni
47. NJUGUNA, Simon Waweru
48. KIMANI, Wachira Frank
49. ISIKA, John Sila
50. MASOUD, Khalifa
COLLEGE OF PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The Dean School of Computing and Information Technology will rise and present the following candidates for the award of Postgraduate Diploma.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsy/bow, resume their seat and wait for award of Postgraduate Diploma.

POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN ICT INTEGRATION IN EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
1. MAKUMBA, Job Onderi

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES

The Dean School of Mathematics and Physical Sciences will rise and present the following candidates for the award of Postgraduate Diploma.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsy/bow, resume their seat and wait for award of Postgraduate Diploma.

POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN APPLIED STATISTICS
1. KOFUNA, Alfayo Odongo
2. NDEGWAA, Ruth Wambui

INSTITUTE OF ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY (IEET)

The Director Institute of Energy and Environmental Technology will rise and present the following candidate for the award of Postgraduate Diploma.

As the Director reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The Candidates will then curtsy/bow, resume their seat and wait for award of Postgraduate Diploma.

POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
1. GATHUA, Willian Kagia
2. ITA, Christine Wanjiru
3. KIMANI, Josephine Njoki
4. NJURU, Peter Gikuma

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. MBAO, Joy Njeri
2. MUTINDA, Fridah Ndungwa
3. PETER, Oguda Okech

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
4. CHEPCHRICHIR, Doreen
5. DAVID, Githuka Karanja
6. KARIUKI, Mary Wambui
7. KARIUKI, Salome Wanyaga
8. MONGINA, Fiona Ontita
9. MUASAYA, Fiona Kamene
10. MUKUNA, Susan Wambui
11. MULWALE, Judy Auma
12. MWINJI, Charity Mukii
13. MWONGELA, Paul Masila
14. NGUGI, Carolyne Wanjiru
15. ODUOR, Valerie Adhiambol
16. PAUL, Cecilia Moraa
17. WAMBUI, Sharon Nyambura

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
18. CHEGE, Antony Kimani
19. MAKORI, Ignatius
20. MUTHARI, Peter Njiru
21. NTINYARI, Rachael Ntarangwi
22. ODIWUOR, Vickson
23. TABITHA, Mutua
24. WAWERU, Purity Nyaruai
25. NJOROGE, Jess David Maina

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FOOD SERVICE AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
1. ABOKI, Winnie Mwango
2. DESMOND, Owino
3. KAMAU, Alvin Mwangi
4. KAMAU, Margaret Wanjiku
5. KAMAU, Maureen Njoki
6. KATE, Winslet Adieng
7. KOSKEI, Sheila Gechemba
8. MACHARIA, Nancy Njeri
9. MAINA, Alvin Ngugi
10. MARIANA, Alvin Ngugi
11. MARIGA, Philip Burugu
12. MORARA, Joshua Muturi
13. MUCHERU, Christine Wambui
14. MUREITHI, Judy Wamucii
15. MWENDWA, Joy Ayuma
16. NGUGI, Joy Wanjiku
17. NJERI, Lonah Wanjiku
18. NYABERI, Esther Kemunto
19. NYAMBASORA, Sinje Pendo
20. ODIHAMI, Joy Atieno
21. BARASA, Christabel Amase
22. CHEGE, Brian Kiarie
23. CHEPKIRIU, Kelly
24. KOSEKO, Helen Sharon
25. KURIA, Hannah
26. MAKAU, Wilson Nthenge
27. MARETE, Cynthia Aikinyi
28. MOGAMI, Sharon Kemuma
29. MUGERA, Valentine Vudembu
30. MUSYOKI, W. Mwende
31. MUTHIANI, Sylvia
32. MWANGI, Viona Wanjiru
33. NGALA, Gloria Meki
34. NGENIA, Serah
35. OMONDI, Haroun Otieno
36. RONO, Marion Chepkemoi
37. SAMANDY, Wanderi Gichuki
38. TIFFANY, Kanana
39. WAFULA, Anita Nafula
40. WEBOKO, Rayvon Stacy
41. WERE, Sophie S.
SCHOOL OF FOOD AND NUTRITION SCIENCES

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. MAINA, Esther Wangui
2. ROBERT, Ngugi Gikandi

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
3. ANGAYA, Vincent
4. BYEGON, Chepgetich Fancy
5. CHEBET, Adreen
6. CHEGE, Gladys Nyokabi
7. GITAU, Dorcas Wanjur
8. GITEHI, Hadassah Wanjur
9. JOSHUA, Mwaura
10. KAHINDO, Wambui Sophia
11. KAMAU, Milka Wanjiku
12. KAUMBUTHA, Isabel Wangui
13. KHAKASAH, Lavendah
14. KIMANI, Jessica Wanjiku
15. KIMARI, Monica Nduta
16. KNUTHA, Nancy Waithira
17. KIPLANGAT, Isaac Bor
18. KODIA, Brian
19. LELA, Stacy
20. MARTIN, Joice Awuor
21. MATHEKA, Faith Katheu
22. MOBOYA, Monique Anyango
23. MOBISA, Darlene Mogutu
24. MUGAMBI, Ann Maureen Wambui
25. MULI, Betina Mukui
26. MULI, Miriam Mutindi
27. MUSYOKI, Caleb Ngumbau
28. NDUNGU, Clare Wanjur
29. NGUGI, Charles Gathura
30. NGURE, Grace Elizabeth
31. NJERI, Grace Wanjiku
32. NJOKA, Claire J. Wanjiku
33. NJOROGE, Vincent Kiguru
34. NTENGERI, Beatrice Kemunto
35. NYAGA, Steve Davis Macharia
36. NYAMASYO, Bernard Mwendwa
37. NIZUA, Caro Nduku
38. ODHIAMBO, Felix Omollo
39. OGAL, Tom Otieno
40. OGOLA, Mitchell Anyango
41. OMONDI, Faith Akelo
42. ORINA, Mokeira Marcia
43. WAHOME, Elizabeth Wanjur
44. WAMUYU, Boniface Kariuki
45. WANGARI, Fionia J. Njoki
46. WANGUI, Joan
47. WANGUI, Waciuri Ephatus
48. Wanjiru, Jessica Wambui
49. Wanjiru, Sylvia Wanchechi
50. WANJIRU, Sylvah Wanchechi
51. WAWERU, Teresiah Wangui

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
52. ELIZABETH, Wairimu
53. GATHAI, Ephraim
54. GIKONYO, Ruth Wanjiku
55. KAMAU, Maureen Wanjiku
56. MAGOTSII, Edgar Atsango
57. MANWA, Bildad Onyango
58. MBAABU, Ian Munene
59. MUTHEE, Weddy Karimi
60. MWANGI, Christabel Wanjiku
61. MWANGI, John Munyiri
62. MWEREBI, Eddie Kinyanjui
63. NJERU, Lilirose Wambui
64. NJOGU, Joy Gathigia
65. OCHIENG, Celine Tindi
66. SHOMPA, Sharon Mwelwa
67. WACHIRA, Dennis Maina

CONFERMENT OF BACHELORS DEGREES

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY

SCHOOL OF CIVIL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOSPATIAL ENGINEERING

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. KABURU, Ian Muthomi
2. MASIGA, Tracy Iminza
3. SIGIRA, Cynthia Bosibori

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
4. ABDI, Omar Hussein
5. ACEH, William Otapa
6. ALI, Balqueisa Hassan
7. ARIYA, Tracey Awuor
8. ATIENO, Loice Esther
9. BARASA, Wamalwa Felix
10. BUNYASI, Ian Wekhanya
11. CHEBII, Edgar Kibet
12. CHERUIYOT, Felix
13. FELIX, Ochieng Otieno
14. KARWITHA, Caroline
15. KIPERGE, Daisy Jepchumba
16. KIPNG’ETICH, Derrick Rono
17. KIRIMI, Milca Mwendwa
18. KIRUI, Mark Kiprop
19. KIRWA, Adam Kibet
20. MAINA, Daniel Mahugu
21. MASENGO, Frankline Mochere
22. MBUGUA, Francis Njenga
23. MOHAMED, Ahmed Mohamed
24. MUCHIRI, Michelle Muthoni
25. MUSILA, Hillary Kitoryi
26. MUTURI, Ian Njuguna
27. MWENDE, Peris
28. NTABO, Ruby Nyaboke
29. NYARANGI, Hariet Mokeira
30. NYOKI, Victor Mbani
31. ONYANCHACHA, Sylisiv Kimutono
32. OMONDI, Jeff Obuo
33. OTIENOK, Kevin Odhiambu
34. OTIENO, Pascal Owango
35. SHARON, Cherono
36. YEGON, Ruth Cherotich

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
37. AKECH, William Otapa
38. ALI, Balqueisa Hassan
39. AMOS, Jeuneine Mungai
40. AGOLA, Leon Nashon
41. AKOT, Barnabas Bol
42. ANYANGA, Chrispino Oduor
43. ABASS, Abdi Abud
44. ACHIENG, Faith Ouma
45. BRUNO, Steve
46. BULA, Ian Davis
47. CHEGE, Markatalin Karanjai
48. CHERUIYOT, Dennis Higens
49. DANGA, Elaine Amondi
50. GACHUI, Bruno Mungai
51. GITONGA, Victor Migambi
52. GUTO, Joshua Wachira
53. HARIET, Mokeira
54. GWARA, Annet Angela
55. GWIYO, Miguel Daido
56. IRUNGU, Betty Wairimu
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

1. ABONG, Olela Wilfred
2. EWOI, Lomeyan Teddy
3. IDD, Ramadhan
4. KEAGO, Magubo Edmond
5. KIMARU, Grace Wanjiru
6. KEAGO, Magubo Edmond
7. KIMARU, Grace Wanjiru
8. MUSOKO, Lilian
9. MUSOKO, Lilian
10. MUSOKO, Lilian
11. MUSOKO, Lilian
12. MUSOKO, Lilian
13. MUSOKO, Lilian
14. MUSOKO, Lilian
15. MUSOKO, Lilian
16. MUSOKO, Lilian
17. MUSOKO, Lilian

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

18. BARE, Hussein Hassan
19. CHEPKOECH, Salome
20. KAGWIRIA, Delphin
21. KAIGI, Emily Gathoni
22. KINYANUI, Sharon Wanjiru
23. KYALO, Phinehas Mumina
24. MAINGA, Catherine Ssyombua
25. MAKORI, Brian Chiemageri
26. MBUYA, Malachi Omew
27. MIDIALO, Allan Omondi
28. MOGARU, Anthony Sagwe
29. MUGAI, Alex Maina
30. MUSANGI, Lilian
31. MUTHENGI, Edward Mumo
32. NGANGA, Margaret Njeri
33. NYAQOL, Marinette Sophie
34. OGAJYA, Cory Martel
35. OKWACH, Emmanuel John Obadha
36. RUTERE, John Mugendi

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE

FIRST CLASS HONOURS

1. OPIYO, Emma Ayoo

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

1. BETT, Nixon Kiprop

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION SCIENCE

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

1. CHEPNG’ETICH, Caren
2. LADONA, Pauline Otomba
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
6. ALBERT, Kipruto Rotich
7. ANGELA, Nduku
8. DENNIS, Gibiti Bageni
9. ELKANA, Kipruto
10. GICHARU, John Gathuita
11. HEZEKIAH, Kipruto
12. ISAAC, Wainaina Ngacha
13. JULLY, Anchenhi
14. KEZIA, Kyalo Mutinda
15. KOROS, Emmanuel Kipsang
16. KUGO, Caroline Chepkemoi
17. LEAH, Catherine Soita
18. LICHUNGU, Chebuneko Faith
19. MUTHINI, Christine Mutile
20. NATA, Braen
21. OCHARO, Milka Atieno
22. OCHIENG, Aurel Ephy
23. ODHIAMBO, Eugene Tulu
24. ODHIAMBO, Janet Atieno
25. ODHIAMBO, Samson
26. OGAJO, Marvin Sakali
27. OMPAKA, Gilbert Ananda
28. PHESTUS, Wasi Kitsao
29. PHILIP, Waweru Muchemi
30. SAMUEL, Ambuka Mmbwanga
31. VALENTINE, Njeri Irungu

SCHOOL OF MECHANICAL, MANUFACTURING AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING
The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.
As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. MATHEKA, Martin Ndavi
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
2. AKOTH, Valary Lilac
3. BARASA, Victoria Vihenda
4. CHELANGAT, Faith Korir
5. ISAAC, Leuria
6. KIPLAGAT, Romm
7. MOGENI, Pilah Bonareri
8. MORARA, Mark Mutuma
9. MOYI, Michael Nyaga
10. MUCHIRI, Nyamuiru Wairimu
11. MURORI, Dennis
12. MUTAVA, Lynn Mbithe
13. MUTHINI, Christine Mutile
14. MWADIME, O. Lawrence
15. ODENY, Anson Otieno
16. OGETO, Daniel
17. OMONDI, Calvines Olouch
18. ORORI, Priscia Oenga
19. OWINO, Oliver Allan O.
20. SAIDI, Muku Ali
21. THIMU, Erick Muhanda
22. TINEGA, Samwel Momoima
23. ODHIAMBO, Eugene Tulu
24. ODHIAMBO, Janet Atieno
25. ODHIAMBO, Samson
26. OGAJO, Marvin Sakali
27. OMPAKA, Gilbert Ananda
28. PHESTUS, Wasi Kitsao
29. PHILIP, Waweru Muchemi
30. SAMUEL, Ambuka Mmbwanga
31. VALENTINE, Njeri Irungu

PASS
32. DEBORA, Otieno
33. KAMAU, Oroko Jared
34. KORIR, Maureen Chepkoech
35. MURORI, Dennis
36. MUTHINI, Christine Mutile
37. ODHIAMBO, Eugene Tulu
38. ODHIAMBO, Janet Atieno
39. ODHIAMBO, Samson
40. OGAJO, Marvin Sakali
41. OMPAKA, Gilbert Ananda
42. PHESTUS, Wasi Kitsao
43. PHILIP, Waweru Muchemi
44. SAMUEL, Ambuka Mmbwanga
45. VALENTINE, Njeri Irungu

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
46. HASNAI, Nalle
47. HASSAN, Abukar Mudhe
48. KOMBO, Chirema Anthony
49. LENGUPAE, Onesphrus Loisherua
50. MAIMUNA, Ibrahim
51. MBOYA, Dorcas Faith
52. OSESOM, Ignatius
53. HASNAI, Nalle
54. HASSAN, Abukar Mudhe
55. KOMBO, Chirema Anthony
56. LENGUPAE, Onesphrus Loisherua
57. MAIMUNA, Ibrahim
58. MBOYA, Dorcas Faith
59. OSESOM, Ignatius
60. HASNAI, Nalle
61. HASSAN, Abukar Mudhe
62. KOMBO, Chirema Anthony
63. LENGUPAE, Onesphrus Loisherua
64. MAIMUNA, Ibrahim
65. MBOYA, Dorcas Faith
66. OSESOM, Ignatius
67. HASNAI, Nalle
68. HASSAN, Abukar Mudhe
69. KOMBO, Chirema Anthony
70. LENGUPAE, Onesphrus Loisherua
71. MAIMUNA, Ibrahim
72. MBOYA, Dorcas Faith
73. OSESOM, Ignatius

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.
As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRIBUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. MWAKA, Duncan Kyalo
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
2. ATENYA, Alice
3. AUMA, Faith
4. CHEGE, Edith Njoki
5. KAGWI, Grace Nyambura
6. KAMAU, Faith Wangui
7. KARIBE, Peter Ngugui
8. KIBOI, Chelsea Alice Wambui
9. KURIA, Brian Thungu
10. MACHATHA, Jeddidah Njeri
11. MANYARA, Kwamboka Florence
12. MUGWERO, Claris Vugutsa
13. MUNGAI, Gladys Nyokabi
14. MUSYOKI, Christine Kanini
15. MWANGI, Pauline Kabura
16. MWANGI, Joseph Mathenge
17. MWANGI, Winnie Nzisa
18. OREN, Job Okoo
19. TUNDULI, Emmanuel Wekesa

PASS
20. EKIMALI, Joseph Louki

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
21. HASNAI, Nalle
22. HASSAN, Abukar Mudhe
23. KOMBO, Chirema Anthony
24. LENGUPAE, Onesphrus Loisherua
25. MAIMUNA, Ibrahim
26. MBOYA, Dorcas Faith
27. OSESOM, Ignatius
28. HASNAI, Nalle
29. HASSAN, Abukar Mudhe
30. KOMBO, Chirema Anthony
31. LENGUPAE, Onesphrus Loisherua
32. MAIMUNA, Ibrahim
33. MBOYA, Dorcas Faith
34. OSESOM, Ignatius
35. HASNAI, Nalle
36. HASSAN, Abukar Mudhe
37. KOMBO, Chirema Anthony
38. LENGUPAE, Onesphrus Loisherua
39. MAIMUNA, Ibrahim
40. MBOYA, Dorcas Faith
41. OSESOM, Ignatius
42. HASNAI, Nalle
43. HASSAN, Abukar Mudhe
44. KOMBO, Chirema Anthony
45. LENGUPAE, Onesphrus Loisherua
46. MAIMUNA, Ibrahim
47. MBOYA, Dorcas Faith
48. OSESOM, Ignatius
49. HASNAI, Nalle
50. HASSAN, Abukar Mudhe
51. KOMBO, Chirema Anthony
52. LENGUPAE, Onesphrus Loisherua
53. MAIMUNA, Ibrahim
54. MBOYA, Dorcas Faith
55. OSESOM, Ignatius
56. HASNAI, Nalle
57. HASSAN, Abukar Mudhe
58. KOMBO, Chirema Anthony
59. LENGUPAE, Onesphrus Loisherua
60. MAIMUNA, Ibrahim
61. MBOYA, Dorcas Faith
62. OSESOM, Ignatius
63. HASNAI, Nalle
64. HASSAN, Abukar Mudhe
65. KOMBO, Chirema Anthony
66. LENGUPAE, Onesphrus Loisherua
67. MAIMUNA, Ibrahim
68. MBOYA, Dorcas Faith
69. OSESOM, Ignatius
70. HASNAI, Nalle
71. HASSAN, Abukar Mudhe
72. KOMBO, Chirema Anthony
73. LENGUPAE, Onesphrus Loisherua
74. MAIMUNA, Ibrahim
75. MBOYA, Dorcas Faith
76. OSESOM, Ignatius
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MUTUNGA, Simon Peter</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CHEPKWEMOI, Chemining’wa Faith</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Energy and Environmental Technology (Upper Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>JESSE, Kipsang</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MUNARIRI, Mokua Mary</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Energy and Environmental Technology (Upper Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NGOMA, Christopher</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NJERI, Scolastica Wanja</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Energy and Environmental Technology (Upper Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NJOKI, John Thiong’o</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ONCHOKA, Colonel Omweri</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Energy and Environmental Technology (Upper Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>OSAMA, Muhumed Osman</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>RODNEY, Anyonyi</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Energy and Environmental Technology (Upper Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>WAMBUI, Muthama Stephannie</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>MASAKHA, Leslie Lulu</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Energy and Environmental Technology (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>MECHA, Elijah Obara</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>NZOKA, Jackson Mumo</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Energy and Environmental Technology (Upper Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>OTIENO, Anyango Mary</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>OTIENO, Churchil Ogingo</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Energy and Environmental Technology (Upper Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>WANJALA, Mzungu Noah</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>KANYANJA, Kamau Kevin</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Energy and Environmental Technology (Upper Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>KIPNGETICH, Bett Evans</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Qualification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>ASUNDA, Franklin</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>GITHAE, Timothy Muturi</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>GITHI, Mark Mbichi</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>IRERI, Brian Munge</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>KIRIMI, Derrick</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>MACHARIA, S. Kariuki</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>MAINA, Albert Gikanga</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>MUNYAO, Paul Wambua</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>MUREITHI, Bob Gatai</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>MWEKA, Memeh Mdoji</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>NGATHO, Lael Mwende</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>NJENGA, Sherlyn Wanjiru</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>OJAMBO, Ouma Emmanuel</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>WANJOHI, Ian</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>KARIUKI, Robert Wanjiru</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>MATHENGE, Daniel Ndungu</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>MBANDI, Alex Mwanyengo</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechatronic Engineering (Lower Division)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

12. BENARD, Susan Mutave
13. KIRIMI, Nathan Mutuma
14. KROP, Nuhu
15. MOHAMED, Mbwana Hogo

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MINING AND MINERAL PROCESSING ENGINEERING

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. BOA, Rahma Ali

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
2. BENJAMIN, Siso Rugar
3. BETT, Victor Kipngetich
4. CHEPNGENO, Sharon
5. JOHN, Jeremiah Kamuta
6. KAMAU, Simon Muthui
7. KIPRONO, Job Kirwa
8. MAINA, Wilson Gichuhi
9. MASANJU, K. Ephraim
10. MUSYOKI, Stephen Musau
11. MWURA, Daisy Wanjiku

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
19. MAEVE, Cheryl Adema
20. BENJAMIN, Felix Ochami
21. OCHIENO', Brian Omondi
22. SULEIMAN, David Kiprono

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE AND BUILDING SCIENCES

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. APIYO, George Onyango
2. DIMA, Israel Gubo
3. GICHUKI, Jessicah Nyambura
4. KIPNGETICH, Edmund
5. MONG’ARE, Kimberly Nyanchama
6. NZIOKA, Kelvin Kithome
7.ONYAMBU, Stephanie Bosibori
8. OUMA, Cindy Crawford

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

10. KINYUA, Kirsten Nyarua
11. KINYUA, Regina Muthoni
12. MAELO, Marion Matonya
13. MUHEMA, Doreen Ndindah
14. MWANGI, Ken Theuri
15. MWANIKA, Kevin Mutua
16. MWENDWA, Collins Munene
17. NJIHA, Samuel Gatheru
18. NYANGAGA, Mike Derick
19. OMULO, Oscar Onyango
20. OTIENO, Fidel Felix
21. SIMUYU, Philip Wafuula
22. TOWETT, Grace

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

19. MAEVE, Cheryl Adema
20. BENJAMIN, Felix Ochami
21. OCHIENO', Brian Omondi
22. SULEIMAN, David Kiprono

SCHOOL OF BIOSYSTEMS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL AND BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. KIPYEGO, Felicitus Jerotich

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
2. ABERE, Emmanuel
3. ATIEN, Gloriah Whitney
4. CHEROP, Sheila
5. GITAU, Sophie Njeri
6. JAMES, Kelvin Muyeka
7. KAGO, Samuel Kungu
8. KAMAU, Simon Mwaura
9. KHISA, Alphone Mwanga
10. KINYUA, Kirsten Nyarua
11. KINYUA, Regina Muthoni
12. MAELO, Marion Matonya
13. MUHEMA, Doreen Ndindah
14. MWANGI, Ken Theuri
15. MWANIKA, Kevin Mutua
16. MWENDWA, Collins Munene
17. NJIHA, Samuel Gatheru
18. NYANGAGA, Mike Derick
19. OMULO, Oscar Onyango
20. OTIENO, Fidel Felix
21. SIMUYU, Philip Wafuula
22. TOWETT, Grace

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
19. MAEVE, Cheryl Adema
20. BENJAMIN, Felix Ochami
21. OCHIENO', Brian Omondi
22. SULEIMAN, David Kiprono

SCHOOL OF BIOSYSTEMS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL AND BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. KIPYEGO, Felicitus Jerotich

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)
2. ABERE, Emmanuel
3. ATIEN, Gloriah Whitney
4. CHEROP, Sheila
5. GITAU, Sophie Njeri
6. JAMES, Kelvin Muyeka
7. KAGO, Samuel Kungu
8. KAMAU, Simon Mwaura
9. KHISA, Alphone Mwanga
10. KINYUA, Kirsten Nyarua
11. KINYUA, Regina Muthoni
12. MAELO, Marion Matonya
13. MUHEMA, Doreen Ndindah
14. MWANGI, Ken Theuri
15. MWANIKA, Kevin Mutua
16. MWENDWA, Collins Munene
17. NJIHA, Samuel Gatheru
18. NYANGAGA, Mike Derick
19. OMULO, Oscar Onyango
20. OTIENO, Fidel Felix
21. SIMUYU, Philip Wafuula
22. TOWETT, Grace

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)
19. MAEVE, Cheryl Adema
20. BENJAMIN, Felix Ochami
21. OCHIENO', Brian Omondi
22. SULEIMAN, David Kiprono

SCHOOL OF BIOSYSTEMS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL AND BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. KIPYEGO, Felicitus Jerotich
61. KISAKA, Jones Mchawia
62. LUSE, Leakey Richard
63. MAVUYA, Kelvin Kasee
64. MUEMA, Evans Masila
65. MURAGE, Denzel Ng'endo
66. NG'ANG'A, Eric Karanja
67. NYAWIRA, Julius Mwangi
68. ONDARI, Cliff Oute
69. ROTICH, Jepchumba Grace
70. WAHOME, Elias Karonji
71. WEKESA, Geoffrey Ian

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRONIC AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. MATEI, Veronica Ngoki
2. NYAKUNDI, Emmanuel Obara

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
3. CHEPCHIRCHIR, Patience
4. EDWIN, Otieno
5. KARIITHI, Anne Wanjiku
6. LAARIA, Chris Mutharimi
7. MICHIRO, Joseph Kabera
8. MURAGE, Fedelis Murimi
9. NAIBEI, Ruth Chepkemoi
10. NDIRANGU, David Maina

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(Lower Division)
11. BASIL, John
12. BURALE, Bowen Sitati
13. DEBRA, Atieno
14. KALUME, Joshua Kazungu
15. KVALO, Muthenya
16. MAINA, Kennedy Kiragu
17. MICHENI, Belinda Kinya
18. MUNGAI, Cynthia Njoki
19. NGOLOVO, Munyao
20. OMBOGO, K. Rachael
21. OUMA, Benard
22. OWINO, Phillip Oyoo
23. SAFA, Osman Korane
24. WAITHERA, Kennedy Ituika

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN TELECOMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION ENGINEERING

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. AWINO, Charlotte Ruth

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
2. DONALD, Ojwang Okello
3. JACOB, Orwa Oyim
4. JOHN, L. Balunye
5. JUNIOUR, Davies
6. KHASAMANI, Agnetta
7. KIMAIYO, Brian Kipkosgei
8. LOVE, Esther
9. MAKANA, Dominic Ocharo
10. MOMANYI, Bochaberi Daisy
11. MUBIA, Ann Wanjiku
12. NZIA, Victor Mua
13. OBIERO, Odhiambo Joshua
14. ONJIRI, Shadrack Ian

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(Lower Division)
39. CALEB, Karimi Kihara
40. CHERYL, Rachael Makokha

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURAL STUDIES

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. ANGELA, Nyambura Mbuthia
2. DAVID, Nyaguthii Mambo
3. DUNCAN, Ondieki
4. GICEHA, Maria Wanjiku
5. JOHN, Paul Kata
6. KAHINDI, Ian Muramba
7. KASSIM, Zainab Omar
8. KIPNGON, Henry Rono
9. MAINA, Sharlene
10. MBINGO, Vincent Musili
SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC AND INFORMATION ENGINEERING

The Dean of School will rise and present the following candidates for the conferment of Degree.

As the Dean reads out the names, the candidates will stand and remain standing until the last name is read. The candidates will then curtsey/bow, resume their seats and wait for conferment of the Degree.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

FIRST CLASS HONOURS

1. CHELANGAT, Faith
2. GLORIAH, Chepkirui
3. JUMA, Hannington
4. MAYAKA, Nyaheri Jeremiah
5. MOHAMED, Abdulhaq Abdulmalik
6. MWANGI, Tony Brian Ngugi
7. MWEMBE, Julius Kalume
8. SOMBA, Cyrus Muthui
9. WAHOME, Teresa Wamuyu
10. WAITITU, Victoria Waithera
11. WANIJKU, Martin Macharia

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

12. BARONGO, Allan Otungo
13. CHEBET, Sheila
14. CHEPTOO, Brenda
15. CHEPTOO, Brian
16. KAMAU, John Thuo
17. KIPCHUMBA, Isaac Rono
18. KIPKIRUI, Daniel
19. KITUO, K. Alfred
20. KAMAU, Dennis Wainaina
21. KARENU, Elvin Kariuki
22. KEITH, Godfrey Mureithi
23. KEMUNTO, Nyaboke Onyango
24. GITONGA, Danielle Kinya
25. EUGENE, Githui Kanyeki
26. OCHIENG, Moses
27. OCHIENG, Christopher
28. OCHIENG, Jacob Ouma
29. MURITHI, Vivianne Kendi
30. MUTHAMA, Brian Mutava

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (LOWER DIVISION)

26. MUNG’ARE, Boutros Maseno
27. MUGANDA, Abigail Awinya
28. MUMANGI, Shalom Kendi
29. MUMANGI, Joseph Mwalimu
30. MUNIRU, K. Mwalwati
31. MUMANGI, Andrew Mwangi
32. MAMU, Daniel
33. MURWEU, Lawrence
34. MUGANDA, Brenda
35. MUGANDA, Patrick
36. MUGANDA, Sabrino
37. MUGANDA, Simon
38. MUGANDA, William
39. MUGANDA, Wilson
40. MUGANDA, Wycliffe
41. MUGANDA, Yvonne
42. MUGANDA, Zeinab
43. MUGANDA, Zainab
44. MUGANDA, Zainab
45. MUGANDA, Zainab
46. MUGANDA, Zainab
47. MUGANDA, Zainab
48. MUGANDA, Zainab
49. MUGANDA, Zainab
50. MUGANDA, Zainab
51. MUGANDA, Zainab
52. MUGANDA, Zainab
53. MUGANDA, Zainab
54. MUGANDA, Zainab
55. MUGANDA, Zainab
56. MUGANDA, Zainab
57. MUGANDA, Zainab
58. MUGANDA, Zainab
59. MUGANDA, Zainab
60. MUGANDA, Zainab
61. MUGANDA, Zainab
62. MUGANDA, Zainab
63. MUGANDA, Zainab
64. MUGANDA, Zainab
65. MUGANDA, Zainab
66. MUGANDA, Zainab
67. MUGANDA, Zainab
68. MUGANDA, Zainab
69. MUGANDA, Zainab
70. MUGANDA, Zainab
71. MUGANDA, Zainab
72. MUGANDA, Zainab
73. MUGANDA, Zainab
74. MUGANDA, Zainab
75. MUGANDA, Zainab
76. MUGANDA, Zainab
77. MUGANDA, Zainab
78. MUGANDA, Zainab
79. MUGANDA, Zainab
80. MUGANDA, Zainab
81. MUGANDA, Zainab
82. MUGANDA, Zainab
83. MUGANDA, Zainab
84. MUGANDA, Zainab
85. MUGANDA, Zainab
86. MUGANDA, Zainab
87. MUGANDA, Zainab
88. MUGANDA, Zainab
89. MUGANDA, Zainab
90. MUGANDA, Zainab
91. MUGANDA, Zainab
92. MUGANDA, Zainab
93. MUGANDA, Zainab
94. MUGANDA, Zainab
95. MUGANDA, Zainab
96. MUGANDA, Zainab
97. MUGANDA, Zainab
98. MUGANDA, Zainab
99. MUGANDA, Zainab
100. MUGANDA, Zainab

SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)

1. MBULI, Boniface Mutuku
2. MURUGI, Ian Mwaki
3. NDUNGU, Zawadi Wangui
4. NIAAGA, Charles Waweru
5. NYAMASYO, A. Mwasere
6. RAYMOND, Akhulia Ochieng’
7. STEPHANIE, Cherotich Ruto
8. WANIJKU, Vincent Mwangi
9. OCHIENG’, Joyce Awino
10. OCHIENG’, Blessings Babu
11. NYANGENA, Victoria Kerubo
12. NJERU, Chris Weru
13. NAFULA, Cynthia Makokha
14. NJERU, Chris Weru
15. NYAMASYO, A. Mwasere
16. RAYMOND, Akhulia Ochieng’
17. STEPHANIE, Cherotich Ruto
18. WANIJKU, Vincent Mwangi
19. ANYANZWA, Reuben Okaalo
20. BRIDGIT, Bosibori Ogoti
21. CHEGE, Anthony Maingi
22. CHEPKEMOI, Lynette
23. CHEPTEO, Mercy
24. EUGENE, Githui Kanyeki
25. EXPARANZA, Mbithe Munguti
26. GITONGA, Danielle Kinya
27. GITONGA, Nyaga Kelvin
28. HAHANYU, Stephanie Wambui
29. IHUNGU, Mercy Wairimu
30. JOHN, Moruri
31. KATHIPMETH, Stephaniah Mulwa
32. KAMAU, Dennis Wainaina
33. KARENU, Elvin Kariuki
34. KEITH, Godfrey Mureithi
35. KEMUNTO, Nyaboke Onyango
36. KIGOTHI, Francis Muruga
37. KIOKO, Samuel Mumo
38. KISIANG’I, Daniel Barasa
39. LUBANGA, Lavender Tyra
40. LYDIA, Nerea
41. MARANGA, Paul Wambugu
42. MARK, Mwaniki Kyengo
43. MABASI, Mercy Khalayi
44. MONG’ARE, Fortune Mokaya
45. MUMI, Millicent Mungai
46. MUNTET, Laso Simiren
47. MUTHAMIA, Elvis Munguna
48. MUTHA, Maurice Muli
49. MUTUNGA, Ernestus Shadrack
50. NAFULA, Cynthia Makokha
51. NJERU, Chris Weru
52. NYANGENA, Victoria Kerubo
53. OCHIENG’, Blessings Babu
54. OCHIENG’, Joyce Awino
55. OKETCH, Efferyne Adhiambo
56. OMOLLO, Neema Bella Ofwa
57. SIGILAI, M. Chepng’etich
58. WAGURA, Murithi
59. WAICHINGA, Victor Muhami
60. WANIJKU, Levy Wangari
61. WANIJKU, Muriuki Waxon
62. ABNI, Abdikham Saleban
63. ALEXANDER, M. Thuranira
64. BETT, Gideon Kipkoech
65. BYRAM, Omurwa Wakesa
66. CHARLES, Kiragu Kelvin
67. EMMANUEL, Otto Okello
68. GAKURE, Vikifl Macharia
69. KADJA, Ismail Adan
70. KIPCHUMBA, H. Chebon
71. KIRINAYA, Shalom Kendi
72. KOLIL, Adams Kipkoech
73. KYALO, Gabriel Kimuli
74. LANGAT, Felix Kipkoech
75. MAKAU, Faith Mwelu
76. MULE, Michael
77. MURITI, Samwel Baraka
78. MWERU, Lawrence
79. NGUGI, Victor Kipkoech
80. NJUUGNA, Samson Chege
81. OGANGA, Jonathan Kena
82. OJALA, Divya Crystal
83. ONONIGBOKU, Stephen
84. ONONIGBOKU, Stephen
85. ORO, Peter
86. RUTTO, Kiprotich Gilbert
87. SOKPOR, Gloria Faith Wangu
88. SOY, Brenda Chepkorir
PASS
79. KANDIE, Ezra
80. KARIUKI, Phyllis Wairima
81. KIPYE贡, Victor Kibor
82. MURIUKI, Jedidah
83. MUTHUI, Tirus Mukundi
84. NZIA, Anna Mawia
85. OKENYORU, Cornelius Barongo
86. RUTO, Aaron Kipronoh
87. WANDERI, Kelvin Njoroge
98. KIRINNYA, Nissi Kathure
99. LANGAT, Hosea Cheruiyot
100. MENJO, Bethwel Kiplimo
101. MITHWANI, Abdurrahamaan Munir
102. NGARE, Kibagendi Sydney
103. NJATHA, Emmanuel Ngugi
104. NJERI, Naomi Nyambura
105. NJERI, Sonia Muthoni

BACHELOR OF REAL ESTATE

FIRST CLASS HONOURS
1. MUSYOKI, Betty Nkatha

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
2. CHEBET, Damaris
3. FAITH, Mutanu Agnes
4. JOEL, Koki Josephine
5. KABURU, Glory Gatwiri
6. KARIUKI, Elizabeth Njeri
7. KARIUTHA, Irene Vanjiru
8. KIAMBI, Yvonne Kagwiria
9. KIPANY, Arnold
10. KIPSENEIYA, Elvis Chemjor
11. KIWUNDE, Michelle
12. LUGOGO, Kassim Mangale
13. MAINA, Lewis Muhorro
14. MAINI, James Daniel
15. MUSYOKI, Cynthia Kanini
16. MUTHUI, Josaphat
17. MWANJUMWA, Phyles
18. MWENDE, Sylvia
19. MWHANDI, James Muigai
20. NGUYO, Koko Shadrack
21. NYAMBURA, Francis Gachiri
22. OMONDI, Brian
23. OMURAYI, P. Dickson
24. OTIENO, Kephis Odhiambo
25. OUMA, Lorraine Vera Akinyi
26. VIHENDA, Michelle
27. WAMBIA, Josephine Grace Awino
28. WERE, Emmanuel Okworo

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
29. BOSIRE, David Nyagaka
30. GACHOKI, Alvin Jackson
31. KANYI, Prisciah Wangari
32. KINGO, John Mwangi
33. KIOMOR, Ren Wanjiru
34. KIPCHUMBA, Enos
35. KIPKOECH, Timothy
36. KITONGA, Roy Mwangangi
37. MUCAMI, Moses Njungu
38. MUNYAZI, Sarah Chilango
39. MWANGI, Joy Wanjiru
40. NDIGHALA, Prisca Venessah
41. NG'ANGA, Erick Ngigi
42. NOELA, Candy
43. ODERA, Zack Kwanga
44. ONESMUS, Mercy Jumwa
45. WANG’O, Naemah Bahara
46. WANDERI, Kelvin Njoroge

BACHELOR OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(UPPER DIVISION)
1. AMONDI, Shillagh Ogutu
2. AREBA, Christine Nyaboke
3. ASIAGO, Joshua Bosire
4. CAMILLA, Daizy
5. CRISPIN, Magoma Miroro
6. GICHU, Simon
7. GITU, Jan Njiru
8. KABIRU, Vincent W.
9. KARENJU, Elvis Karanja
10. KIHORO, James Ruigu
11. KIMANI, Carol Veronica Wangjiku
12. KINYUA, Adrin Mwende
13. KIPNG’ETICH, Saul
14. MAHARIKA, Eunice
15. MAGWARO, Prisciah Kwamboka
16. MBAABU, Telvin Mutwiri
17. MBITHE, Vanessa
18. MICHAEL, Nelly L. Wangari
19. NUEMA, Collins Mwangi
20. MUGA, Augustine
21. MUGAMBI, Mark Myles M.
22. MUNYAMBU, George Kelvin Gichamu
23. MUOKI, Shadrack Mwangi
24. MURAGE, Joe
25. MURITHI, Michael Kang’ethe
26. MURITHI, Rachel Muthoni
27. MWANGI, Lauryne Mercy Njeri
28. MWANGI, Mark Mwaniki
29. NG’UTHU, Derrick Kimani
30. NYAGA, Kennedy Mwangi
31. RUTHIE, Derrick Koori
32. WAHOME, Tiffany Gathoni
33. WAINAINA, Patrick Njenga
34. WAIRIMU, Sydney Njoroge
35. WAIITHAKA, James Njuguna

SECOND CLASS HONOURS
(LOWER DIVISION)
36. ALOO, Pesila Odongo
37. ARENDE, Shaqueille Onguka
38. JOHNSON, Samuel
39. KAMAU, Dennis Kiariie
40. KAMAU, Peter Kimiri
41. KARIUKI, Mathew Karanja
42. KIBE, Rajab Hassan
43. KIHU, Simon Kiraguri
44. KIMANI, Martin Ikimi
45. KIPCHIRCHR, Kelvin
46. MAPELU, Mathew Loishorua
47. MBURU, Chris Ndugu
48. MORONGE, Daisy R. Nyangweso
49. MUGAMBI, Dennis Murimi
50. MUTUOHORO, Kelvin Irunu
51. MWAJ, Margaret Gathoni
52. MWANGI, John Ngariyua
53. MWANGI, N. Alvin
54. MWANGI, Oscar Mbae
55. MWANGI, Stella Nyaguthii
56. MWAURA, Paul Kabiro
57. NJEMA, Stanley Mwaniki
58. NYANDIKA, Anthony Kaizer
59. OCHIENG, Everlyne Katusime
60. OMONDI, Hillary
61. ONCHIRI, Wycliff Nyaberi
62. OUMA, Felix Onyango
63. OWINO, Benard Otieno
64. RYAN, Sila Mbithuka
65. WAIRIMU, Joseph Kaguma
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIRST CLASS HONOURS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. BURUDI, Cayllan Pepela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. GITONGA, Simon Peter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. MAINGI, Gloria Kaluki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. MUKUYUNI, James Wachilonga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. MUTINDA, Shadrack Mwendwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. NASIBI, Morris Ochonya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. NDIRANGU, Brian Nyamu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. WEKULO, Okutoyi Jacquelyne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. BUNDE, A. Beldine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. CHEPENGENO, Janet Kemei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. EKENO, Samuel Lokor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. HAPPINESS, Kitoi Swai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. JOSHUA, Badula Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. KIMOTHO, John Chege</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. LAGHO, Emily Mghoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. MBURU, Sheenah Wanjiru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. MIGIRO, Youngren Gideon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. MITIEI, Sharon Cherotich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. MUTIHYA, Abednego Yumbya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. MWANGI, Christine N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. MWOBOBIA, Kenedy Mutwiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. OCHIENG, George F. Oduvor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. ODEMBA, Esther S. Lukania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. OTUNDO, Elvis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. OWILI, Elsie Anyango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. OWINO, Atieno Mary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. VINAYWA, Cynthia O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. WAINAINA, Arnold Gitau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. WAKHULUNYA, Justo Wesonga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. WEKULO, Okutoyi Jacquelyne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BACHELOR OF QUANTITY SURVEYING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SECOND CLASS HONOURS (UPPER DIVISION)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Bunte, A. Beldine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. ChepEngeno, Janet Kemei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Ekeno, Samuel Lokor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Happiness, Kitoi Swai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Joshua, Badula Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Kimotho, John Chege</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Lagho, Emily Mghoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. Mburu, Sheenah Wanjiru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. Migiro, Youngren Gideon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. Mitiei, Sharon Cherotich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. Mutihya, Abednego Yumbya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. Mwangi, Christine N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Mwobobia, Kenedy Mutwiri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Ochieng, George F. Oduvor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Odemba, Esther S. Lukania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Otundo, Elvis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Owili, Elsie Anyango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Owino, Atieno Mary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. Vinaywa, Cynthia O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Wainaina, Arnold Gitau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Wakhulunya, Justo Wesonga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Wekulo, Okutoyi Jacquelyne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>